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CROCKETT “ STOLE THE SH O W ”

THE STO RY OF CYRUS EATON
AW AY DOW N IN FLORIDA

But T h er eW e re Lots Of Other G ood Features
In the High School M instrels

T he Man T o W hom K nox C ounty O w ed a Great
D eb t Of G ratitude

i Written for The Courier-Gazette by L. True Spear of Rockport)
E. L. Toner was re-elected superin
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette tendent of the Rockland-Rockport
In 1802 The Free Press was established
There are stories and legends of Iceland, and such
!?
,D<1 ln 1M1 ch»nged Its name to district for one year.
I?*
Tr ?-Un^_These papers consolidated
As "The Dangerous Dan McGrew;"
March 17. 1897
The will of Mrs. Suzanne .Perry
Keen satisfaction is always derived Huntley. Havener, Crockett, New
(Written by the late John Langdon Sibley, librarian of Harvard Univer
And of icicles froze to the end of your nose—
from
school productions. The min man and Haining. were right on their
tO.
... ... ... ... ... ...... |s Miller, formerly of Rockland, con sity and author of the History of T he Town of Union. Read before the
And of frostbitten eyelids, and fingers and toes,
tained bequests to her cousins Maxine Massachusetts Historical Society at a meeting held Feb. 11, 1875).
strel show presented at the High mettle, with jokes galore, most of
In
the
far
away
North
where
the
mercury
goes
—
Memory Is the treasurer and •••
Elliott and Lady Forbes-Robertson;
School auditorium Thursday and F ri which concerned members of the fac
— guardian of all thin gs.—Cicero. ♦
So far down the scale—past the zero, I we'en—
(Third Installment)
also to a brother and sister in Rock
day nights was no exception, the skill ulty—the one chance of the year to
w
That travelers there not a comfort can glean.
land.
of the directors, Arthur F. Lamb and turn the tables—and snappy rendi
The active mental sympathy of ter, were blasted and ruined in a
Joseph Emery Sr., reflected in the tion of faverite old time minstrel
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Major Kenneth P. Lord was tran s father and daughter, which had pro single night.
But I sing of a land where the mercury stays
snappy performance.
A minstrel songs Francis Havaner, whose long
In the year after his last work was
ferred to Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont. duced the "Annals of Warren."
On tlie register far up the line,
show is much like a circus—there Is legs caused much merriment in their
issued six of his family were suc
Boon Island Ledge Lighted Whistle
Miss Irene Weymouth was promot craved the renewal of similar em
Where tlie "Mason and Dixon" is called “way up North,"
always a subtle fascination undimin eccentric bendings, was ably abetted
cessively prostrated with typhus
Buoy 22A reported extinguished April ed to senior stenpgrapher in the Agri
And go-getters' antics are only a froth—
ployment,
accordingly,
in
1859.
at
the
ished by passing years, and that the in his number by Barbara Derry ln
fever The next year consumption
11. Will be relighted as soon as prac cultural Department. Washington.
A “par excellence" Eden and home for the sloth;
age of 75.—eight years after that carried off a highly educated and ac
audience was under such a spell was an unusually clever tap dance. How
ticable
Where your life runs away like sand In a glass.
Rockland had 31 snowstorms d u r
demonstrated in the spontaneous ap- j ard Crockett “stole the show,” to the
work was published—he writes. “I am complished granddaughter and in
North Guide Buoy 1A (Naval Trial
As you laze about waiting for winter to pass.
ing
the
winter.
plause and attention th at bespoke re complete satisfaction of all, however,
just now beginning p ask myself two or three months another followed
Course! erroneously reported out of
Fairfield H. Moore, keeper of Rock whether I am able, and had better her. Emily's infirmities increased,
gret when the final bar had been as this lad is one of the most popular
position April 6. Twenty-five Foot
As think tnose here, to which I agree,
figures in High School. A natural
sounded.
Rock Buoy 1A found out of position land Breakwater Light died a t the make an attempt, to write the history and he felt that the feeble but devot
Tlie Norther is only a nut,
age of 63.
When the curtains parted a riot of bom comedian, his grimaces, gestures,
of Thomaston and the lower St. ed sister, on whom she as well as her
and replaced on station April 10.
In spite of the fact that they all come<rom there,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Clukey.'mo George” An able essay of George father leaned, was tasked beyond her
color was presented by the modernis original dance steps, and unlooked for
And
hayseed
Is
visible
still
in
their
hair—
tic background of blue and white in touches to his song, earned, six en
toring
homeward,
had
an
exciting
Prince,
maintaining
th
a
t
the
river
ex
strength. But under all these trials,
Leaving gladiolus bulbs in a tight
They're as green as the skin on the funny-named pear;
j atlem ate “rays" rather than stripes cores in one of these “returns,” Mr,
box with napthalene flakes for about race with a moose near the Trotting plored by Waymouth was not the he never repined.
They bet on the races and buy shares in frogs.
; This effective idea was also carried Crockett swung Miss Dunton into the
Penobscot or Kennebec, but the St.
He spoke to me as calmly of the in
two weeks will kill thrips which are Park.
No wonder their money all goes to the dogs!
dance with him, and although entire
out in the wing scenery,
George's “has given a fresh impulst convenience he experienced from
dangerous insect pests.
I
i The chorus members wore either ly unexpected Miss Dunton rose
to an old inclination; but at my age blindness in making researches, as if
But tlie Lord put a country down here—I'll say that!
i blue smocks and orange ties and large nobly to the occasion her clever steps
and ln my situation, together with it were another's experience. Once,
FOR YOUR
Where the sun is a friend to*the crowd;
tarns or orange smocks and blue ties and grace winning no small part Of
Emily's uncertain health. I know not alter alluding to some of his severe
EASTER CANDIES
and tarns The interlocutor. Edwin the applause.
You can swim in warm surf or recline on the sand,
but I had better let it subsidy as an trials, he wrote, "Our lot is seldom so
Whitman. Page A Shaw's
The eccentric dance was another
IEdwards Jr. was resplendent in white
As you strive hard to get just a little more tanned—
idle
dream."
hard
and
dark
but
that
if
we
look
we
Lovell A Covell's Masterpiece
DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
hit,
the "graceless" grace of the girls
(
satin,
and
was
flanked
on
either
side
When
you
think
of
cold
weather
and
ice
you
feel
grand!
I
t
needed
but
little
stimulus
to
in
can see gleams of God’s mercy shin
Madelon Home Made Candies
ICE SERVICE
i by girls of the singing and dancing and their bizarre costumes, earning
There's millions that live in this way every day,
duce him to proceed in the work. He ing through the clouds."
A package for everyone from
DAY OR NIGHT
i chorus garbed in delicate hued eve a big hand. The girls' trio, the In
25c to $3.00
While their brothers up North chase the snowbanks away.
took hold of it with his wonted reso
With this spirit he naturally prized
Quality Product, Courteous.
Fresh Bon Bons. Pure Maple Sugar
ning gowns. Carl Spear and Richard strumental trio, the accordion solo,
lutions. and pursued it under the highly the privileges and blessings he 1
Efficient Drivers
For The Kiddies
j
French in formal dress suit, and the and Mr French's ballad sung ln a
I'm struck by the fact that the "Model T" lives.
Easter Baskets. Toys, Bunnies and complicated difficulties of non resi enjoyed. His works led to corre
j six end men, Ted Ladd. George Hunt- pleasing voice, were greatly enjoyed,
CHARLES H. McINTOSH
dence,
the
removal
and
death
of
the
Eggs
spondence with several persons of
Its glory remains in the South;
ley. Francis Havener, Howard Crock and the singing and dancing chorus
Mail and Phone Orders Given
more aged and em inent citizens, the whom he thought much.
You can hear the tin Lizzie go rattling along—
Tel 626, Rockland
Prompt and Careful Attention
ett. Elmer Newman, and Fred Hain- of girls, with Miss Dunton as soloist,
anxieties
and
distractions
of
the
War
DAY OR NIGHT
Gifts of small sums, sometimes
Whose driver, if colored, proceeds with a song.
TEL. 640-M ROCKLAND
ing, a gorgeous spectacle, their coal was a lovely number.
27SU
of the Rebellion and severe domestic coming from unknown benefactors,
And in nineteen forty they’ll still go strong!
In the singing chorus were Rich
black faces set off by suit* of bold
trials. He went there repeatedly, was occasionally gladdened the hearts of
. I take it the reason—just guessing off hand—
combinations of red, purple, orange, ard Marsh. Edward Storer, David
cordially and hospitably recieved as father and daughter and bridged iver
It's the only car madc they can drive through the sand!
green and gay prints. The costuming Hodgkins Jr., Karl Rubenstein, Rich
he passed from house to house, and hard passages in their lives and once
by Harry Raeburn added much to the ard Havener. Harold Kaler. Sanford
was assured of pecuniary encourage when fifty dollars was received, it
I do not infer that the roads here are bad.
general effect and put the production Delano. Gordon Flint, Cobb Peter
ment. “A sprightly little girl of 12 seemed so large th at they made an
, Trunk lines are quite the reverse;
one step ahead of last year The pro- son. Frederic Kenney, Sam Glover,
years, daughter of Captain H. Spald appeal to the agent through whom
They've sidewalks in pastures all over the place.
Tony Murgita, Lawrence Crockett,
i
gram:
ing. volunteered to guide the steps the anonymous benefaction came to
Which during the boom were part of the race;
Williawi Cross. Kenneth Morgan.
Opening
Chorus—Marching
Along
of
the
blind
author
in
his
wanderings
ascertain if there was not some mis
Presents
But Lhe books seem to show they were built "on Jhoir face."
Tcecthcr Entire Company
Russell Nash, Vivian Mullen, Virginia
through the village of South Thomas take about it.
Sailing Down the Chesapeake Bay, Oray. Leland T urner, Reginald Mc
The towns are all wallowing deep in the red.
.................
ton, and afterwards copied for his *
Ted I add.
With a bonded indebtedness over their heads.
Laughlin. Cleveland Morey, Wendell
ues all the inscriptions from the
In-trumental Trio. Florence Dean
Friends a^d acquaintances brought
Blackman, Ernest Johnson. David
zaxcphone.
Marion
Harvic
trumpet,
cemetery there.” The Invalid daugh plants and flowers, and listened to
Curtis Edward Peaslee. Grace Brack
ru
d
'-v
Harvie
trumpet
It's a spell—this lazy life here in the South,
ter at home resumed her labors, the his words of wisdom. On Christmas
lu ck Me to Sleep in My Old Tucky ett. Emma Harding, Eleanor Spear,
Which
really
gets
under
your
skin;
By
manuscript was finished and sent to day about a year before he died, “we
Home. George Huntley.
Gertrude Heal, Lunette Stanley
So easy and comfy and gloriously sunnv—
the printer, and the printing was had many callers' especially little
F ccn 'ric Dance. Frances Storcr.
CARRIE J. WILLIAMS
There's
nothing
to
do—no
chance
to
make
money;
Celia Crowley. Margery Perry. Glcnna Ethel Haves.. Josephine Pellicane,
commenced. The proof-sheets were folks offering us shares of their
Ruth Thomas, Vallie McLaughlin,
Rankin
So out of proportion the whole thing seems funny.
coming in rapid succession, when the goodies."
I'll Be in My Dixie Home Tomor Priscilla Robinson, Arlene Havener,
Our
whole
winter
future
Is
here
in
the
making.
author's only son. with whom he and
The last letter I received, written
row. Francis JIavener.
Helenamay
Mahoney.
Catherine
And will soon be enjoyed by the mere act of taking.
hi* invalid daughter lived, and on as usual by his invalid daughter, dat
Ballad By* the River Ste Marie.
Chisholm. Anna Pellicane. Dorothy
whom they mainly depended for sup ed Jan. 14 1875. gives the particulars
Richard French
When I He'S? a Band Play Old Ken Thomas Dorothy SheTman, Eleanor
A cop stopped a wise guy out riding down here,
port. died after several years of ill of a surprise party, consisting of la
2.00 P. M.
Barnard Barbara Ortffin, Elizabeth
tucky.
Elmer Newman
And demanded his license to see;
health attended with much expense, dies and gentlemen, chiefly from
Accordion Solo—The Good Ship Till. Charles M erritt, William Ander
* * * *
leaving to his care a widow and eight Thomaston, headed by the excellent I
"My license," quoth he, "Pray which one to show.
Lollipop, Carl Spear
son and Dorothy Vose.
Is it marriage, or car. or the trailer I tow—
young children. His resources were wife of the warden of the State Prison :
Girls' Trio—Isle of Capri. Virginia
Ushers were Maizle Joy, Eleanor
Leach. Ruth Marston. Mary Havener.
Fishing in county or town. I must know—
nearly exhausted. Taking courage who brought tokens of their respect
Also
Look,
Barbara Orff, Vieno Kangas.
Carolina Mammy, Fred Haining.
from our long correspondence and the for the blind author of their history,
I've got eighty now, so you'd better be sure,
Eleanor Ames, Vera Ames, Frances
Song
and
Dance—Love
Ls
Just
SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION OF APPLE PUFFS
Because e’er you finish I'll have eighty more!"
aid I had rendered him in his re and of his gratification in being so
Abound the Corner, Margaret Dunton Young, Margaret McBride and June
searches. he wrote to me, modestly kindly- and sympathizingly remem
soloist. Catherine Black. Virginia Cook.
By
suggesting, if convenient and I was bered in the retirement which age
Leach, Alice Hapworth, Stella Young,
I could Just go on writing this jingle for ay,
Miss Adelaide Cross was a t the
Ruth Marston. Rose Flanagan
willing, to pay in advance my sub and infirmity necessarily bring.
But I seem to get nowhere at all;
ELIZABETH BRAEDON
piano assisted by, a* an orchestra.
All
Aboard
for
Dixie.
Howard
scription. and trust to his honor till
Just one week afterward, retaining
The climate down here is so wondrously grand
Harold Libby, A. C. Jones. Mrs. Emma
Crockett.
the work was out. the remittance his mental powers vigorously till the
* * * *
It's hard to believe and you can't understand
Finale—School Songs. Entire Com Harvie. Florence Dean. Ruth Harper,
day before he died, during which
would “aid him essentially."
pany.
Why God made this Eden, then filled it with sand.
j Margaret McMillan. Leon White, Jr.
• • • •
only he was confined to his bed. at
Last School o f 1934-35 Scries
E veryone W elcom e
His impartial mind—one more guess, if you please—
The end men, and Messrs. Ladd. Marion and Dudley Harvie.
All difficulties were overcome and one time assisting his grandson, as
Must have considered the sand gnats and fleas. .
the history of Thomaston. Rockland, he thought, in solving a problem in
and South Thomaston. Me,, from the algebra, he went as quietly as a child
I'm as much out nl place here as Noah off tlie ark,
first exploration in 1605. with family to sleep.
And soon I'll be coming back home;
genealogies, in two volumes duodeci "Of no distemper, of no blast he died.
In this tropical State I shall leave no regret,
But fell like autum n fruit that mellowed
mo. was published in April 1865. when
The Portland Evening News has re ready approved the purchase of 10,000
long
I'm glad to be leaving although glad we met;
at because he dropped no
the author was 81 year* old. adding to E'en wondered
ceived from its Washington Bureau acres of land on Camden Mountain
I've shuffled and horse shoe d and now I'm all set.
sooner.
the reputation gained by his former Fate seemed to wind him up lor fore
thLs despatch:
for a park to be given over to the
When the weather grows frigid I may start again.
score years,
work.
"Congressman Moran has suggest State of Maine.
Yet freely ran he on ten winters more;
But believe me, right now I'm thinking of Maine!
a clock worn out with eating
The hand of Providence continued TUI, like
ed to the National Park Service th a t
“The matter of extending Camden
time.
to be laid heavily upon him. In a The wheels of weary life at last stood
Dodges Mountain in Rockland be Hills Park to include Dodges Moun
still.
worldly point of view he never was
come a part of the Camden Hills tain will be turned over to the re
The thirty years he had travelled
one of fortune's favorites. To a man
Park, project
gional office, the National Part Serv
devoted herself for more than thirty | • G O LD W A T C H I O B
in his circumstances, a very small loss in darkness were ended. He never years to the welfare of her father and
"The National Park Service has al ice informed Moran.”
of property was a great loss. His saw any except the oldest of the eight Emily, also passed away, leaving the
i A rthur S. Baker Gels U n e x 
fatherless grandchildren left to his
When you ask for a loan, and the banker
crops were repeatedly injured or de
invalid daughter and six grandchil
care at the death of his only son. His
Asks you for a statement, do not resent
pected S ouvenir From the
stroyed by the drouth. A gale tore
dren, one of them a recent graduate
eyes never rested on either of the
up by the roots four of his best apple
of West Point, now stationed in Ari
this as implying doubt of your ability
Fidelity-Phenix
works on which he had spent years
trees, and unroofed hi# barn. At an 
zona, as the only descendants of a
or assets: or as a meddlesome "nosing”
of toil. The joint labors and in 
Lafayette W. Benner, the Demo bound to have a good executive ln
Arthur S. Baker has received from
other time half an acre of potatoes,
very remarkable man, whose example
firmities of father and daughter had
into your private affairs.
which he had laboriously planted and
and influence, in a limited sphere, the Fidelity-Phenix Insurance Com cratic Ward 2 warhorse, 15 times a office.
strengthened their natural affection,
Mr. Carver Is qne of Rockland's
hoed and on which he placed great
command greater admiration than is pany of New York, a "long service' member of the City Oovcrnmnt. yes
Your banker, even though he may
so that the life of one seemed almost
comparatively recent mayors, a fea
gold watch fob, the official decora
dependence for the approaching winconceded to nobles and princes.
terday advanced this interesting sug
necessary to the existence of the
have known and done business with you
ture of his adm inistration being the
tion of the Company's "Old Guard"
(The End)
other.
The
father
was
taken
and
the
for years, must still ask for a statement
IThe above article was provided for in re-cognition of his connection with gestion concerning the next munici construction of two pieces of cement
daughter left.
highway which are models of high
this newspaper through the thought the Company for the past 25 years. pal election:
when you borrow money, because in that
Within one week after his death,
“I would recommend."said he. “th a t way building. Mr. Daggett filled out
The badge of service was accompan
fulness
of
Col
Edward
K.
Gould
an
way only can he show his directors and
the other daughter relieved of the
other local historian to whom this ied by a letter from President Cul the Democrats nominate ex-Mayor the unexptred term of Mayor Reuben
care and anxiety with which she had
the bank examiners that his loans are
community also owes a great debt of ver who expressed his appreciation Marshall M Daggett, and the Repub S Thorndike and has not been avalljustified by facts and figures.
gratitude. The Courier-Gazette has of Mr. Baker's record of loyal and licans ex-Mayor James F Carver. It i able until now because of the fact
would then make no difference which that he has been holding other
repeatedly paid tribute to Cyrus faithful service saying in part:
When your banker asks for a state
“It Is with distinct plesaure th a t was elected, and the city would be offices.
Eaton, and voices now its full appre
ment, he is not questioning you: he is
the writer and his associate officers
This is the day to get your baked ciation of the dramatic and pathetic
THE DRIVE IS ON!
following the rules of sound banking and
beaus and role slaw at The Para story told by the late John Langdon welcome you into the increasing circle
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
mount, delirious, home baked, Sibley. The work of Cyrus Eaton is of those who by 25 years or more of
justifying himself as a banker worthy of
yellow-eye or pea-beans—
one of the mast treasured volumes on loyal and faithful association with us
If I had to live my life again I would
A few more eonUnbutions, large
the name.
25 cents qt. — 15 cents pi.
have earned this medal of honor.
have made a rule to read some poetry
many shelves.—Ed.1
and
small,
and
the
mortgage
goes
and listen to some music at least once
Shoppers’ and Business Girls’
The loyalty of old Phenix agents, in 
Luncheon — 25 cents
FRED L. FERNALD
herited unbroken and diligently fost a-glimmering and we go to building— s week The loss o f these tastes la a Iom
of happlueae. Charles Darwin.
Telephone 575 Collect
ered by the Fidelity-Phenix, is some that is, finishing the Knox Art and
PARAMOUNT
22 AMESBURY ST.,
ROCKLAND
27-S-tf
thing of which wc all may be ex Science building inside.
RESTAURANT
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
UNTIL THE APRIL CAME
ceedingly proud."
Previously reported ...
$1290 04 I Until the April came, all gold and blue.
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH'S
Commenting upon the award, Mr I. R Cutler, Rockland
50 With Jonquils spilling morning sunlight
ROSES, CARNATIONS, Culver said: "It is due to the interest,
through.
R. E. Thurston. Rockland .
1 00
And purple pansies lifting honest eyes.
and
earnest
co-operation
of
valued
I said That hurt Is healed, the will
Now is the time to have your Feather
A Friend ................................
I 00
TULIPS, LILIES,
to rise
Bed made into Mattresses and Pillows.
agents like Mr. Baker th at the Mrs. A. H. Buker, Missoula,
Makes heroes of us " And I thought I
Also Hair Mattresses made over.
knew.
Fidelity-Phenix
has
enjoyed
such
a
SWEET PEAS,
Mont......................................
2 00
If interested drop a postal to
long and successful career and which A Friend, Thomaston .
25 00 | These shining days have pierced my
A. F. IRELAND
poor disguise.
GARDENIAS, ORCHIDS will make the Company of still great
P. O.Box 63 ....... THOMASTON, ME.
Have proved my words of wisdom based
er service to the public in the future."
44-47
on Ilea;
Total to date ......
$1319 54
New up to date listings of property you want to sell. People are
I told my heart, f had forgotten you—
will be found for Easter
The Phenix company, which in 1910
looking for investments and now is the time to sell.
Norman
W.
Lermond.
Director
Until the April came.
Successor to Bowes <fe Crozier
was combined with the Fidelity In9 CLAREMONT ST.
at
Listings wanted on Farms. City Homes. Cottages, House Lois,
Life humbles ua th a t It may make us
Isurance Company, this year celeROCKLAND.
MAINE
i wise.
Wood Lots, Pulp Wood Land, Blueberry Land.
WE BUY
"Sweet Music", with Rudy Vallee,
Before this miracle of tended skies.
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
; brates its 82d anniversary.
showing at Strand Theatre Sunday, This stabbing beauty of a world made
Any Real Estate you wish to sell—list with me.
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
new.
Monday and Tuesday contains some
Let me confess, find peace and pardon
Clarence E. Daniel*
Mrs. M innie Crozier
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
FLOWER
SHOP
too;
JEWELER
copies of The Courter-Oazette. with the of the newest radio song hits such I would
not own the truth. "Love never
TEL. 318-W
home news, at the Old South News as “Sweet Music,” "Fare thee well 1
Blanche* a t Union and Rockport
870 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
dies."
Agency.
Washington
St.,
next
Old
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1154
371
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
Until the April came.
78-tf
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350
South Church; also at Andelpian'a. 284 Annabelle’’ and “Ev’ry Day."
44-46
—Molly Anderson Haley.
Tremont fit,
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CARINI’S

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
SCHOOL OF ELECTRIC COOKERY

U niversalist V estry, T u esd a y , A pril 16

A N D W HY NOT DODGES?

When the Bank Asks for
A F IN A N C IA L
STATEM ENT

L. W . BENNER’S SUGGESTION

BAKED BEAN DAY!

K N O X COUNTY TR U ST CO.

FLOWERS

FEA TH ER BEDS

Russell

WANTED

F uneral H om e

OLD

V . F. STUDLEY

GOLD

“SILSBY’S”

j ner High School, April 26 at 8 p.m. j • ■
DO ND IS W IN S PO IN T
H IS T O R IC A L M AINE
I Winners in these divisional contests
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
will go to Augusta for the final j
Being S u rv e y ed As F E R A His E xceptions A re Sustained
W ill It Be L ittle H arbor or
competition which will be held May
(By
the
Pupils)
.Project — M iss T w o m b ly
He came th a t they might have life,
In Suit B rought By Ju liu s
Lincolnville B each?— D e
9 in the House of Representatives,
and might have it more abundantly.
Singer
of
M
onroe
In
K
n
o
i
with prizes of $75, $50. and $25 of- ■
cision Soon
—John 10:10. i
Vacation commenced today with fered.
A survey of historical Maine m anu- L Exceptions in the Knox county
Representatives of the State High- school beginning again April 22.
• • • •
• • • ■
+++++++-F++++++++++++++++4 ! way Commission will go to Islesboro
scripts, under the direction of Dr. Ed- case of Julius Singer against Joseph
As a part of an Americanization
Winfield
Chatto
has
been
chosen
I
ward F. Dow, head of the department Dondis were sustained by Associate
program sponsored by the Winslow- j
j to inspect the two proposed terminal
manager of baseball, with Lewis Holbrook Post. American Legion, Rev. i
i of history an d government of the Justice Hudson in a rescript in which
: sites for the Islesboro end of the proSmall and Meredith Dondis as as C. H. Olds, a legionnaire, addressed '
University of Maine, and financed by he said:
I posed ferry service between the island sistant managers.
the student body at the Tuesday i
the State division of the FERA, has
• «• *
"A secret agreement by which a
and the mainland. Upon the choice
assembly, speaking on "Citizenship."
Wednesday and Thursday of this
Have any of this paper's
been launched with Miss Elizabeth creditor of a bankrupt agrees to a
for the Islesboro terminal will depend
Having heard an absorbing talk given
readers, gifted with the
Ring of Orono in active charge of the comporition on the condition that in
whether the landing on the West Pe- week 31 seniors of the college pre by Mr. Olds in a recent assembly. |
I
addition to the percentage to be paid
paratory classes took scholarship ex
noticing facnlty, noticed—
1work and with 16 field workers in the
nobscot Bay shore shall be located at
his audience realized that a real
to other creditors he receive a note
THAT whenever upon the South Little Harbor or Lincolnville Beach. aminations sponsored by the State message was in store for them. The
various counties of the State carry 
‘with good endorser' for the balance
Department
of
Education
and
the
ern routes of travel you are an
ing out the research in the individual, of his debt is illegal and void as
Should the decision fall to the so- University of Maine. The contest speaker first complimented the High
nounced as native to the far-flung
School Orchestra, conducted by
counties. Miss Ring has just com against public policy." x
State of Maine, always there comes called Smith’s Landing site, the op was conducted as two separate pro Principal Libby, upon their excellent
pleted a bibliography of Maine his
The rescript follows:
a response of recognition, the warmth posite location will automatically be jects: First, a rather comprehensive renditions of two selections, and
tory which is to be published soon
“A secret agreement by which a
testing
of
31
members
of
the
senior
of which bears testimony to the come Little Harbor at Northport.
mentioned the many privileges be
and whose interest is primarily con
creditor of a bankrupt agree to a
exalted place your State has acquired But should the Orindle Point Light class was given; and second, an sides the study of music now given I
cerned with records of this State.
composition on the condition th a t
in the hearts and imaginations of house property be decided upon. Lin elimination contest for selecting in the schools—privileges which form J
The purpose of the survey is to
recipients
of
the
eight
tuition
scholar
in addition to the percentage to be
people everywhere less fortunately colnville will become the main land
a basis for good citizenship, which is
compile a reference list or bibliogra
paid
to other creditors he receive a
ships to the University of Maine was so tremendously important.
born.
terminal.
He
phy of all manuscripts in public |
note 'with a good endorser' for the
When both sites and their ap conducted. The tests were given in compared American schools with
libraries, private libraries and col-]
balance of his debt is illegal and void
THAT th e barber shop's displayed proaches have been inspected a hear French, Latin. English, general foreign schools, American customs
lections, personal ptoperty of indi
as against public policy.
sign of “Scalp Specialists" marks the ing will be held in Belfast and the science, American history, and with customs in some foreign coun
viduals or Institutions, which has an
mathematics,
under
the
supervision
'(Such a note, endorsed for the ac
matter
determined.
The
hearing
is
survival of one of America’s oldest
interest to the students of Maine his
tries, and convinced his audience
commodation
of the debtor maker,
professions to which our Pilgrim an  set for April 17. When the decision of Mrs. Gertrude Burrows.
tory in its m any phases. This list
th at America is offering advantages
• • »•
cestors found themselves early in is reached it is expected th at con
when completed will be made avail and made payable to the attorney of
unknown to many countries. He
Individual instruction in the dis
struction of roads and piers, for the
the creditor, is not recoverable
troduced.
spoke of the pride with Which
What goes into the making of a radio broadcast forms one of the more able for the use of students, investiga
building of which an appropriation section of the frog has been given in
against the endorser by an endorsee
tors
or
other
interested
parties
who
biology classes this week by Mr. foreigners take out their citizenship : interesting scenes in Warner Bros.' newest musical "Sweet Music," which
who takes with notice.
THAT one of the regrets attending was made in the last legislative the
Sezak.
Needless to say, trf?re has papers. He compared good and bad roines for Sunday. Monday and Tuesday. Here are Alice White, Allen Jen- are seeking information about local
“The fact th a t the financial ad
upon the ceremonies of vacation end sessions, will begin.
or
State
history,
institutional
history,
citizenship, giving names of gangs- Ring, Ann Dvorak and Rudy Vallee, the latter couple the film's stars, in a
In this connection it is interesting been more or less “croaking" con
vantage to the creditor comes not
ing has to do with the spoken fare
social,
political
and
economic
history.
ters. kidnappers, outlaws and trait- hilarious moment from a film filled with fun, action and romance. In the
wells, in especial that of the gentle to note th at the Honse this week nected with the work.
ors who are examples of the latter. ! (ast are also Ned Sparks, Helen Morgan, Robert Armstrong. Allen Jenkins, i or other Phases of the development from the bankrupt’s estate but from
passed
the
omnibus
bill
containing
a third party, either by payment or
man of the far west, who each eve
and growth of the State of Maine.
Tentative plans are being formulat- He defined treason as not only be- [ Joseph Cawthorn, Al Shran and Philip Reed.—adv
ning upon the moon-bathed verandah j Congressman Moran s bill for trans
The committee in charge of the by agreement to pay (as herein by
traying
one's
country
during
war,
but
unfolds th e close details of his daily ferring Grindle Point Light to the ed for a soft ball tournament for the as bad citizenship when betraying the
smashed, but both men left the field work feels th a t a t present there is endorsement of a note) makes it
girls of the school, and if enough
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no bibliography available to the none the less illegal and void.”
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Moulaison
was
slightly
scratched
sport, practice will begin after
M AINE-IAC A T L A R G E
digestion—what the Washington cor
Ensign
Otis for Dondis.
material
is
located,
and
that
much
on
the
face
and
Preston
complained
vacation. Each class, in that case, publishing material which betrays ]
respondents list as inside informa
M aulaison Escape W hen of a bruised leg, but it did not pre valuable m aterial is being destroyed
morals,
when
making
motion
pictures
T he Festival Parade (W ith will enter a team With the winner be
tion.
WHEN IN PORTLAND-You can buy
vent him from returning to the' ship eac*1 ^ear l^ a t should be collected
Plane C rashes
ing awarded the championship of the which are not educational, etc. He
Copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
♦ «>
home news at Central News Co., 66 Conwithin 10 minutes to assist in mov and preserved for the future.
A bbreviations) Engrosses school. It is possible that a Soft Ball urged his hearers to exemplify the
E. D. “Red" Preston, pilot, and his ing it to the airport.
The field Workers already appoint Kress St..
THAT there is current in the South
League with the girls of other High principles of good citizenship for
G
ay
’s
A
tten
tio
n
a tradition, the accuracy of whose
The plane, a two-place open mono ed and actively at work Miss Helen
which they will receive a rich and passenger, John Moulaison had a
Schools may be formed next year.
conclusions you decline to vouch for,
miraculous escape from death Thurs- plane. was owned jojintly by Preston Twombly of Monroe in Knox and
St. Petersburg, April 9
everlasting reward.
that if a man in a rooted condition
8• • »
j day night when they crashed in a and Leon Tanguay. both pilots of long Waldo Counties.
Edith Dondis and Betty McAlary
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Those in charge of the survey arc I
of languor is seen leaning upon a
[ experience., Moulaison is the son of
The two commercial geography field near Holmes street.
have
been
selected
to
represent
this
Only one mail delivery today! And
co-operating
with Gerald G Wilder, |
post, and the post moves first, the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Moulaison,
classes have made some unusually
They had ju st taken off from the
I why? Because the letter-carriers' school in the University of Maine
librarian of BowdUn College, who is
man Is a native of Florida.
Masonic
street.
fine
notebooks
containing
outlines.
Curtiss-Wright
Airport
and
were
Prize Speaking Contest to be held
collaborating for Maine In the prepa- 1
band was in the Festival parade; 48
$ ®
| at Orono, April 26. There will be maps, and illustrations on the mate- hardly more th an 100 feat in the air
ration of a list of union new spapers!
THAT .?* . researches of sclence of them gave up carrying billets-doux ; four contests t e ., extemporaneous. rial covered in class discussions on when the engine died. Preston
Year-Round. Wholesale and
throughout the country,' and with
have established the conviction that . to carry instruments. For a solid ( declamation, serious reading, and "Nations at Work." The best note banked sharply and attempted to
Retail
Prof. T. M. G riffiths of Colbv College,
it was the then anonymous vitamin
Always Dependable. Day or Night
! hour, floats passed in review at t h e ! humorous reading. Miss Dondis will books. by a vote of the classes, were glide back to the landing field, but
who is doing research work on his- :
in the twisted doughnut th a t upheld
submitted by Marie Williamson and did not have enough elevation.
. rate of one a minute. Every idea you enter the serious reading contest with
HAVENER’S ICE CO.
torical maps in Maine.
our ancestors in their gigantic task
The
ends
of
the
right
wing
struck
The Swan Song." and Miss McAlary Dorothy Thomas. Those receiving
The survey is a two months' project
Phone 792
of covering the face of New England j can think of was embodied in the
first in the swampy field and the
honorable
mention
were
made
by
j will compete in the humorous read
extending from March 29 to May 30. j ■ _______
41-43
with pasture walls of stone, that pic-1 the designs; beauty, uniqueness and
plane made a complete revolution
Vera
Thompson.
Hrflen
Withee,
ing contest with “The School Pro
turesque pattern of fencing with sheer gUmmering witchery.
Marjorie Richardson, Margaret Dun- sideways, coming to rest right side*
gram." The purpose of these annual
1
which history and romance are inter
up, with both men still in the cockpit.
The Junior College entrant was contests is to stimulate interest in ton, and Maudie Beaton.
The landing gear wB, severely
woven and th a t unhappily these later
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
(J To U$ Printing is mors than
! well chosen, and carried out the effective public speaking and reading
generations have thought it desirable
Principal Blaisdell has just posted
just putting words into typs.
j motto. “The future of the world rests i in the high schools of the State.
to take away.
this honor roll for the third quarter: at Bowdoin College the week end of It is the creation of a work of art,
' upon the younger generation." On
it a simple little announcement
«>®
’ I the front of the float, a cry for world Helen Korpinen has efficiently as- Seniors. All A s, Charles Carver. April 26. presenting "The First Dress ba
FRIDAY NIGHT
or an elaborata booklet. Henca
Suit,"
and
competing
with
11
schools
THAT likewise when the doughnut peace was shown by the outstretched I sisted in the school office this week. Madelyn Rawley, Eleanor Winchen
wa taka all the pride of an artist
THE ORIGINAL
offers itself for consideration, even ]Qrmof the god Q{ r with the dove
baugh: 4 A's Winfield Chatto, who have been winners in the onein his craft, in each job; and th at
ia
the
secret
of
the
superlative
though the honor of^inyenting the
peace atjove -ple floats reflected
Thirty-seven boys answered the Edward Hellier, Margaret Pendleton; act play contests conducted in other
hole in it rests with a Rockland mari much work; one was started last first call for track. This year's squad, 3 A's, Jacquelin Blethen. Donna de-l districts. Saturday evening at 6 quality of The Courier-Gazette,
P rin tin g .
AND RADIO'S FAMOUS
ner, not the less your considered December.
hard hit by last year's graduation, Rochemont. Rose Flanagan. Emma j o'clock all the casts with their
opinion tuns all to the fashion of the
Harding.
Gertrude
Heal.
Edward
j
directors and stage managers are
One hit of the parade was the must be built around last year's
Twister, as laying a larger responsi- Fjorj(ja Military Academy band; as captain, Ted Ladd. Ladd specializes Ladd. Virginia Leach; nothing below invited to an informal dinner at the
A real old fashioned dance and entertainment—Prize Waltzes
bility upon the housewife, charged they plftye(J ,.Conung Through the in the sprints and does a remarkably B, Doris Barter, Virginia Flint, Moulton Union.
with the intricate stages of its Rye" the members gave an exhibition good job at broadjumping. With a Everett Jameson, Laura Kangas, John
creation and yielding by virtue of j stTUt which was a cross of a dancing year's added experience and some Karl. Lydia Leighton, Bernice Lind
that exaction a doughnut in the pres- horse an(j a German goose-step.
early spring practice, he should be sey, Mabel Monroe, Frances Pettee,
ence of which the discriminating
Several floats glorified the Ameri doing 20 feet or better in this event Earl Rackliff. Eleanor Spear.
citizen wags the head and passes his can girl in abbreviations; now and
Juniors, all A's, William Anderson,
by mid-season. The weight events
plate for another helping.
then someone complains openly of I seem to be most seriously crippled Catherine Chisholm. Edward Hayes,
the fact. W hat do I think? Why—11j by graduation, and any points picked Ralph Tyler, Frances Young; 3 As,
THAT during the half century of agree with the sphinx.
up in this division must come from Robert Chandler, Carlton Gregory, Established 1853
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its still remembered activities the
Tampa sent several beautiful untried material. The squad is im- Sulo Gronros; nothing below B,
Young Men's Christian Association o f ' floats; and there were three other patient to get out of doors but as Madeline Curtis. Raymond Jordan,
your city carried on among the youth j towns represented. Maine did not next week is vacation week, intensive Margaret Kent. Ruth Marston. Carl
of those days awholesome quality of have an entrant, simply because the practice will probably not begin until Spear. Thelma Whitehouse, Helen
work whose influence has not yet al- entire cost would have fallen in the the last week in April. Track sup Withee.
together passed away and which Istate tourist society, which could not porters at R. H. S. have been watchSophomores, all A’s, Edith Dondis,
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28,924 47 Bills Receivable
522 10 Agents' Balances ..................... 1,983.655 92 Interest and Rents ................. 153.766 C5
College."
All
other
Assets
speaking
contest
using
as
his
selectthe
youtli
of
the
schools
become
im94,070
81
Interests
and
Rents
14
838
18
Agents
Balances
...
68
689
80
Bills
Receivable
......................
64
018
75
Board of Engineers of the Rivers and
** • •
Imprest and Rents
1 126 20 All other Assets ....
84.789 50 Interest and Rents .............. 279.5Q7 26
tion, "When Men Propose." For nine bued with high ideals of character All
Harbors committee relative to pro
Oro.ts
Assets
.......................$19,842,090
9.5
other
Assets
....
5.765
00
All other Assets ...... ...............
1,498 94
Those who enrolled in the day
Deduct Item s not admitted .... 711.665 13
Gross Assets .................... $8 095.786 21
posed improvements at Long Cove school were Elizabeth Brooks and years this already famous contest, and citizenship,
Gross Assets ......................... $.561,224 46 Deduct items not admitted
409.577 04
Oross Assets ....................... $42,395,082 61
Deduct Items not admitted .... 226 076 60
and Chandler River. Jonesboro, where Francis Merrill and those who en sponsored by former Senator Arthur
Deduct item s not admitted $2,393,309 39 • Admitted Assets ................. $19,130,425 82
Admitted .............................. $335,147 83
Admitted ...............................$7,686,209 17
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1934
Admitted ............................. $40,001,773 22
The one-act play cast, Charles
Booth Bros, have quarries. Senators tered the night session were Lucille G. Spear of Portland in honor of his
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934 ..........
LIABILITIES DEC 31.1934
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $810411 35
Unearned
Premiums ............. 4.775.804 20
Hale and White and Congressman Fish, Alice Robinson, and Paul mother, Lydia O. (Hamlin) Spear, Merritt, Rose Flanagah. Margaret Net Unpaid Losses .......
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..................
$256,887
00
Net
Unpaid
Losses
................
$1
519
022
12
Uheirned
Prefnlums
$7,167 52
O RTQ 895
one 98
no Unearned Premiums
I ...
n n .o .
. ys A
ll O
thP T 1
4 3 h 1111IPS ...............
All
other
Liabilities
730.493 47
............ ,13.613.430
16
has grown until 100 students have Dunton, and Robert Crane, winners Unearned Premiums .............. 151.058 81 Unearned Premiums .............. 3.578
Moran will be present. Messrs. Hock Goodwin.
vasn
vaptvai
.......................... z uuu.uou 00
All Other Liabilities .............
12,870 06 All other Liabilities ..........
324.936 30 All other Liabilities .............. 4.038.103 03
competed
each
year.
The
preliminary
1
in
the
recent
district
contest,
ac'Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
...11
013.713 79
Guaranty
Capital
...................
100.000
00
Deposit
Capital
.......................
400.000
00
Cash
Capital
............................
5.000,000
1)0
ing and Bicknell will be accompanied
<• • •
Surplus over all Liabilities
64,051 47 Surplus ovef all Liabilities 3.125,489 89 Surplus over all Liabilities 15,331.217 91
Total Liabilities and Surplus $19,130,425 82
by their wives and will travel by moOne of our energetic students. Miss or divisional contests will be held in companied by Wendell Blackman as
45S53
tor as far as New York. They expect Julia Griffin, has a position with the various sections of the State, the one , stage manager, and Miss Parker as Total Liabilities and Surplus $335,147 86 Total Liabilities and Surplus$7.685.209 17 Total Liabilities and Surplus $40,001.773 22
for this section being held at Gardl- director, will enter the State contest
to be home by Thursday.
Ripley Motors Company.
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VAGABOND

LUM BERJACKS

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS

INSURANCE OF EVERY KIND

c-very-vjtner-uay

TA LK O F THE TO W N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 13—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange In
Rockland.
April 14—Palm Sunday.
April 15—Annual m eeting ot Shake
speare Society.
April 15-17—Portland—Annual State
G A R Encampment.
April 15-30—"Accident and Health
Week.”
April 17—Congregational Missionary
Society meets with Mrs. C. H. Sonntag
April 18—Monthly m eeting of Baptist
Men s League. Henry P. Merrill, speaker.
April 19—Good Friday.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 19-.Women's Educational Club
meets at G. A. R. Hall.
April 20—Camden—Parent-Teacher As
sociation meeting. Dr. Douglas A. Thom
speaker.
April 21—Easter.
April 22—Scrlven-Carey Co. Pratt Me
morial M. E. Church.
April 22—Easter ball at T em jle hall,
benefit of Knox Hospital.
April 23—»Unlon-Annual Guest Night
of Community Club.
April 26—Gift ball, Ocean View ball
room. City Band.
April 29—Fourth quarterly conference
of Pratt Memorial M. E Church.
May 3—J. H. Montgomery prize speak
ing contest at Colby College.
May 3—Annual meeting of Women’s
Educational,Club at O. A. R. Hall
May 4—Poppy Day In Rockland.
May 6—James E. Van Zandt National
Commander-ln-Chlef of V.F.W.. visits
Rockland.
May 7-13—Houlton—Maine Methodist
Conference.
May 12—Mothers' Day.
May 18—Knox and Lincoln lnteracholastlc track meet a t Community
Park.
May 30—Memorial Day.

K ockland C ourier-G azette, S aturday, April 15, 1935
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will
A N O T E D SPEA K ER
W O RK W ELL DONE
confer the initiatory degree Monday
night.
H enry F. M errill of the Rev. E. O . K enyon Gives
Cedric French has returned from
Palm Beach, Fla., where he was em
ployed for the winter at The Breakers.

Thirteen Class To V isit
B aptist M en ’s League

A ccounting of Civics C om 
m ittee A ctivities

0CHURCHES

I
ft
Henry F. Merrill of Portland is one
At the Wednesday night meeting
of the most prominent citizens of of the Citizens’ Civic Committee it
The service at the Congregational Palm Sunday: Holy Communion at |
Maine, and is well informed on many was unanimously voted by the meet Church a t 10:30 will be appropriate 7:30, church school at 9:30; choral
ing that the report of Rev. E. O. Ken to Palm Sunday, the subject Eucharist at 10:30; Stations of the
subjects. He was president of the
yon, secretary of the case committee, "Triumphal Entries and Apparent Cross at 4 p.m.; a short retreat for
State Chamber of Commerce for sev be published in The Courier-Gazette,
Defeats Today". The Berean class men 5 to 9. Monday in Holy
eral years, has kept posted on Maine j and the report is appended,
will meet at 11:45, and all adults are week: Holy Communion at 7 a.m.;
agriculture, has spoken many times
invited. Sunday School will meet in Vespers at 5; Stations at 7:30. retreat
The work of the case committee
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues on the power situation in our State
the vestry at noon under the direc for boys 7 to 12. Tuesday in poly
day night. Circle supper at 6:15, and is thoroughly posted on port m at having been carried on for the whole tion of Joseph Blaisdell. Comrades week: Holy Communion at 7 am .;
winter
it
occurs
to
me
th
at
it
might
ters,
having
been
in
the
forefront
in
preceded by a card party In charge
be of interest to try and summarize of the Way meet at 6:30 and the Vespers at 5; stations at 7:30; re
of Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett. This will the fight against the Great Lakesthe work and the formation that the Admission Step will be given to new treat for girls 7 to 12. Wednesday in
be the final card party In the series, St. Lawrence Canal and has made
Holy week; Holy Communion at 7
case committee finds itself in at the members.
with the awarding of the capital very many addresses on that subject.
• • • •
am .; Vespers at 5 pm .; Stations at
He is particularly well known, how- cn<i the year. Possibly if the findprize.
At the Universalist church Sunday 7:30; retreat for women 5 to 9, Maunever, as teacher of the Thirteen Class I in8-s are thought favourably of, the
day Thursday: Holy Communion at
of Portland, especially by reason of Citizens' Committee might think It at 10:45 Dr. John Smith Lowe will
7 a.m.; Vespers at 5; Stations at 7.3<;
Tonight between 8.30 and 9, Al
discuss
“The
Near
Side
of
Destiny".
wise
to
make
itself
a
permanent
or
the broadcasts of the class ^sessions
all day vigil before the Blessed
Rougler and His Olympics will broad
The
quarete
will
sing
two
numbers
over WCSH. The people of the State ganization of the city.
cast over WLBZ with the fluent Al
Sacrament. Good Friday: Passion
from
the
cantata
“Nethany",
Rhys
I
think
the
ideals
of
this
commit
of Maine are particularly interested,
as announcer, and with vocal solos
service 12 to 3; devotions at 7:30.
just at this time, In the attendance tee have been most ably expressed Herbert, "From Jerusalem Descend
• • • •
by Miss Betty Benson interspersing.
contest th at is being waged by he by John M. Richajdson and I cannot ing" and ‘‘We Hear His Voice in
The
second
sermon in the series
Rockland citizens will listen with
Thirteen Class, with Every Man's do better than to incorporate them Silence Speak". Church school will taken from the last week in the life
pride.
as
expressing
the
Ideals
of
the
Citi
meet
at
noon,
also
Mrs.
Glover’s
class
Bible Class of Newark, N. J., the la t
I—I,—. . f t
at her home and Y. IP. C. U. at 6:30. of Christ will be preached at the First
ter class leading by about 700 points, zen’s Committee.
Chapin
Class meets Tuesday evening Baptist Church Sunday morning,
“The Citizens' Civic Committee was
DRUM CORPS CONTESTS
with two Sundays more to go. The
Sunshine Society will meet Monday
with
Mrs.
H. E. Comlns. On Thurs subject, “I Am the Way." The church
organized
in
the
fall
of
1934
for
the
Thirteen Class has never been de
afternoon at the Central Maine rooms.
There will be a meeting Sun
purpose of aiding the so-called “bor day at 7:45 in the church auditorium school will meet at noon. “How do
feated.
day noon, at Legion hall, of the
der
line” families of Rockland, that Holy Thursday will be observed, with we welcome Christ today?" will be
Members of the Baptist Men's
the subject discussed In the Enexecutive officers and representa
Limerock Valley Pomona meets
League are fortunate in having Mr. Is, families which with some co-op a candle light service, reception of deavorer's Inspiration ••‘hour at 6
eration
and
help
may
be
saved
from
tives
of
the
Drum
Corps
Associ
members, and holy communion.
with Pleasant Valley O range today at
Merrill at the meeting of the League
o'clock. Florence Philbrook will be
ation of the Department of
• • • .
2 o’clock.
next Thursday, when he has promised the necessity of pauperism.
the leader. The people's evening
“The
Civic
Committee
is
an
ex
Maine. Each Drum Corps will
The Taylor Brothers holding
to answer questions, following his ad- '
service will open with the prelude
tremely
informal
organization
with
be
represented
by
two
delegates.
evangelistic meetings a t the Little
Huston-Tuttle have a very strik
dress. Most of members of the League [
no dues and no membership obliga field Memorial Church will have and big sing. The women of the
The purpose of this meeting will
ing Easter window, which is especial
are likely to have one of more guests,
tion beyond a desire to co-operate in three meetings Sunday, the last day church have been challenged by the
be to promote uniform regula
ly attractive by night.
on that occasion, as there are so
things tending toward civic well be of their campaign, one a t 10.30, one pastor to have 200 women present
tions and provide competent
many men who would like to hear the
ing. No financial burden whatever is at 3 in the afternoon and one at 7.15. at this service. His subject will be:
judges governing the State Drum
State Patrolman George I. Shaw is
speaker, and each member is request
placed on the committee members "Bob” will play two violin solos at "A Woman, and the Truce of God."
Corps
contest
which
will
be
held
(
spending a week's vacation in Bos
ed to immediately advise President
and
no payment is received by any this last service. Union C. E. serv The men's prayer meeting will be held
a t Community Park during the | Hart, on the reply postal cards that
ton, accompanied by Mrs. Shaw.
Legion Convention. The citizens a are being sent out, stating whether or of its workers who co-operate with ice at 6.15; prayer meeting Tuesday at noon on Tuesday. The happy
of Rockland will deeply appreei- i not he will be present, and the num  municipal and Federal relief agencies. at 7.30. T his church won our con prayer and praise meeting will be
The Lions Club plays the Knox
“The scops of the endeavor of the test with Island Palls. Ladies’ Aid held Tuesday evening at 7:15.
ate this contest as there is very ; ber of his guests.
County Coaches next Wednesday
XA ------------committee has been extended to In- will meet Wednesday evening with
— 7
keen
competition
among
the
*
night at 8 o'clock. Last basketball
PALM
SUNDAY
elude
the
building
of
a
city
conscious
Mrs. Frank Gregory and Woman’s
leading Drum Corps of the State I
game of the season.
The Woman’s Educational Club will sentiment in every person possible
(For The Courler-Oazette)
Missionary Society will meet for the
for the appropriate prizes in I
*Twas written by the prophets,
meet April 19 at G.A.R. hall with and
that end public meetings with
In the days of long ago—
money which will be given to | speakers for both meetings. May 3 | interesting programs and speakers last time this season with Mrs. Sid
Mrs. Adah Roberts is chairman of
A new Messiah promised
ney Munro a t the rear of the church.
the
winning
Corps.
(
For
earth’s kingdom here below.
public supper being served tonight,
will be the annual meeting.
have been hei^ jn yje ^ j ty council
This prophecy reads plainly.
Bring fthe mite boxes.
I
5 to 7, at Legion hall, under the
The
words we clearly see:
• • • •
—
—
—
—
—
—
■—
j rooms.”
Rejoice O daughter of Zion,
The City Band will have a tag day
auspices of American Legion Auxili
At
the
P
ratt
Memorial
Methodist
There
cometh unto thee
This may well be called our Can
Belfast, once a bitter foe of day
A King of Kings supremely.
ary.
' "
«
Saturday, deserving generous patron
Church on Sunday the men's Bible
'tstitution.
Who will unfold for thee
light saving, is. to have it again this
Great and surpassing wonders;
The case comm(ttee appointed by class will meet at 9:30. At 10:30 the
year, in accordance with a vote passed age. This will form the nucleus of a
Great glories you will see."
Members oi the Forty and Eight
U
"
?
J
USed
t°
T
neW
un*forms'
of
!
the
general
Citizens’
Civic
Commitpastor
will
bring
a
Palm
Sunday
by the City Council Monday. It will
It came to pass when Jesus
are urged to attend a very important
w c t e band boys are sadly i n , tee has m€» about every Week under message, using as his subject “The
Rode humbly to hjs own,
begin Sunday, April 28, which is the need
meeting of that organizatin a t 7.30
A m ultitude before him
Man
Christ
Jesus."
T
he^nthem
s
by
the
chairmanship
of
His
Honor
the
d a t e ^ n which the system becomes
Sang Hosannas. "Christ has come!"
Monday night with reference to the
Garments were spread before Mim—
_
"J
' Mayor. The committee consisted of the vested choir will be i“Palm
well nigh universal east of the Missis
Branches broken from trees
forthcoming department convention.
ran Fuller of Glencove left Palm ^he Mayor, Mrs. Mary Flanagan, Branches,” J. Faure, with incidental
Paved the onward pathway;
sippi River.
Loud shouts fell upon the breeze,
Beach
this
week
for
home.
Jam
es
Mrs
Kennedy
Crane.
Mrs.
I.
B.
baritone and alto solos by Carl Work
The (ferchants Committee of the
"Hosanna in the highest.
Flanagan, and Arthur Flanagan left Simmons and Rev. E. O. Kenyon
Today
we gladly sing—
and Mrs. Marston and “Jerusalem"
Bath Times: "The Elks lodge is Palm Becah for Rockland, Jam es I
Chamber of Commerce has voted to
Hosanna in the highest.
I Although the case committee has Henry Parker. Leonard M. Dearden
Behold
our Savior King .
recommend, that as Friday, April 19,' looking forward to the visit of the J East ieft Thursday for Rockland aftw
tried
to
avoid
as
much
red
tape
as
will
preside
a
t
the
organ.
The
church
Stern
destiny
was fateful:
Patriots' Day, comes tw o days before Rockland Elks' bowling team next | a busy season
He bowed to God's decree^
possible they have formulated rules school and Epworth League will meet
Easter Sunday, the stores remain Tuesday night for a return match
To death, down from the mountain.
------I of procedure and made many recoraCame this "Man of Galilee ".
with a picked team from the local! A group from the Universalist i mendations to the general committee, at noon and 6:15 Respectively. “Every
open:
r
To be Judged. O m ost unjustly,
To bear the heavy cross—
lodge. Bath Elks will return the church is to old a rummage sale in all of which it Is hoped may be of Man His Own Biographer” will be the
To trod the long, steep highway.
subject
of
Rev.
Mr.
Brooks’
sermon
at
Mrs. Lottie M. Linscott. 63, widotf courtesy extended them in Rockland
All
he weary way across;
When crucified in ’agony.
of Elbridge D. Linscott. died Thurs Monday evening by serving a supper the vestry May 11. Mrs. E. F. Glover i some help in the guidance in future 7:15. The regular church prayer
And
waiting there for death.
day. Funeral services will be held at te the visiting bowlers and rooters fol will be chairman. Articles are to be years if it is thought well to carry meeting will be held on Tuesday
He prayed forgiveness for mankind
left
at
the
vestry
on
the
afternoon
of
With
His last lingering breath
on the CC.C. The committee was evening and Good Friday communion
the home a t 1 p. m. today, conducted lowing the match.”
'Tis claimed that a true prophet.
the 10th.
also
asked
to
provide
a
program
for
No honor ever hath
by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. Interment
service on Friday evening.
In his own native country.
the general meetings which I feel
• • • •
will be in Miller's cemetery in BurBut a glorious aftermath
Because of the storm in Boston
Word
was
received
Thursday
from
Accrues unto this Prophet.
have
been
illuminating
and
very
kettville
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal!
Acknowledged Lord and King;
Wednesday night the steamship Bel Providence of the death of Washing stimulating to the city conscious.
Today we render houwgr.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, lector. Rev. E.
As graceful palms we bring,
Ex-Congressman Donald F. Snow fast was an over-night guest at the ton R. Prescott former Rockland a t
The case committee has tried J Wright, associate priest. The services
To proclaim our heart’s devotion
of Bangor arrived at the State Prison Tillson Wharf Tavern. Capt. Ed torney and former Knox County a t to deal kindly and justly with every for tomorrow will be appropriate for
To our Saviour and our King.
—Elizabeth O. Marsh.
last night, unaceompanied.
The ward Rawley, that veteran of 43 torney. The body will be brought case submitted tcTit. In only a very
years
on
the
Boston
and
Bangor
Di
here for burial, funeral services to be few cases has assistance of some
courts having decided adversely he
Charles M. Lawry, local weather ob- j Everett Frohock is home from
enters upon his term of two to four vision, came ashore to be a dinner held Sunday a t 2 p. m. from Burpee's kind been refused. The committee
server,
points out today's deluge is Wheaton (Hl.) College for the spring
guest
of
his
first
officer,
Herbert
Funeral Parlors.
i bas administered relief to 126 families
years, as the penalty of his convic
the first rainstorm in Rockland since j recess.
and individuals. Many of these cases
tion for embezzlement. Work of a Philbrook. Capt. Rawley tossed some
clerical nature may be assigned to bouquets at the weather for the
» j have been kept going all winter and St. Patrick's Day. and then there was
The newspaper cannot make
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday,
scarcely rain enough to wet the pa
month
of
March,
which
he
said
was
I
him.
use of announcement* ot births, ’ j at times almost seem not to be “bor- per as they say at firemen's musters.
with sewing in the afternoon, supper
the best the “Eastern" had known for j
marriages and deaths unless ’ 1der-line” cases. At any rate there
at 6, in charge of Mrs. Josephine
The Past oble Grands' Association many years.
accompanied by the name of j are 126 families that might have been
of Knox and Lincoln Counties will
A newly organized club bears the Lothrop, and the usual evening ses
the sender.
i pauperized this winter had it not
meet Wednesday night at (Odd
The Sunday evening meeting of the
w been for the committee. Surely this j intriguing title of The Flying Needles sion at which Grant's Day will be
Fellows hall, with supper on arrival Comrades of the Way of the Congre
The Philharmonic-Symphony 3o. ' cught to be gratifying to all the good signifying thehein the purpose s e t! observed. Mrs. Eliza Plummer and
of guests. There will be an unusually gational church promises to be very ciety of New York will present three ’ wcmtn and cther pnbUc mmded C‘tl’ forth by the youthful members who , Mrs. Ida Huntley will represent the
attractive entertainment
entitled interesting. The Admission Step will
zSns who have worked hard to supply are Naomi Rackliffe, June Chatto, Tent at the annual State G.A.R. en
“Tintypes of the Nineties." A re be given to new members in the more programs before closing their the funds.
Vivian Strout, Louise Seavey, 'Elaine campment in Portland next week.
«
hearsal of participants in this pro regular meeting which begins at 6:30. season in broadcasts over the nation
Besides a vast amount of clothing, Ames, Earline Cates, Ruth Witham
gram will be held at the hall Sunday in the vestry. This ritual service is wide Columbia network, April 14. 21 food and general supplies contribut- and Marguerite Mahoney. Organiza- i
and 28, 3 to 5 p:m. Werner Janssen,
at 3:30.
j ed by loyal citizens the committee , tion took place at the home of Miss
unusually inspiring, to regular mem
young American conductor, will make
has raised $456.14 which has been Chotto, and the first offical meeting
bers as well as to new members. Plans
his final appearance of the season on
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held an
spent to good advantage. One not was held Tuesday ^evening at Miss
will be made for an Easter sunrise
all-day tacking of quilts Thursday, service. The fact that Easter comes April 14. and Toscanini will conduct able gift was th at of 21 quarts of milk Rackliffe's home, when these officers
the remaining two concerts.
with tse Past Presidents’ Association
per day, presented by a resident of were elected: President, June Chatto
so late this year makes weather con
conducting a card party, in the after
Rockville, which has done much to vice president, Earline Cates; treas
ditions more favorable for an out
The
Masonic
assembly
at
Temple
noon. Supper was in charge of Mrs.
Louise Seavey; secretary
door sunrise service which may be hall Thursday night brought out 50 ke€p several families in health urer,
Hattie Crouse. Mrs. Elizabeth Bar
Marguerite Mahoney.
The next
held on Dodges Mountain or Mt. couples who tripped "the light fan through the winter.
ton won the mystery package. A
meeting will be Tuesday evening with
Battie. Officers of the organiza tastic" to the strains of Stan Walsh's
brief program included vocal solos by
The final school of electric cookery Miss Witham.
tion are asked to meet at 6 Sunday Orchestra. Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Mrs. Evelyn White, and readings by
for
the year will be held Tuesday at
to rehearse the Admission Step.
Havener, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Allen,
MRS.
Mrs. Clara Curtis and Mrs. Nellie
2 o'clock a t the Universalist vestry
BORN
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Stevens,
and
Mr.
HOME-MAKER
Higgins. Next Thursday night there
under direction of Carrie J. Williams KELLEY—At Tremont. April 9. To Mr.
The tale of the tragic death of Eric and Mrs. Orrin Staples of Camden,
and Mrs. Vernon Kelley, a son.
Its the best place to find
will be no supper, but a business ses
Linguard was yesterday told to the were hosts. The next assembly will A special demonstration of apple McGuire— At Castine, April—. to Mr. and
unusual bargains . . . and
sion at 7:30. Many members are
puffs
by
Elizabeth
Braedon
will
fea
Mrs.
Robert
McGuire.
(Elinor
Hardy)
the best place to dispose
Rotary Club by Harold Castner of
of Stonington, a son.
signifying their intent to attend the Waldoboro. Linguard was the daring be April 25, the hosts to be Mr. and ture the session. Everybody is wel
of unwanted things.
Mrs.
E.
C.
Boody,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
annual State conventions in Portland aviator who bombed the German sub
come.
MARRIED
next week, among them being Mrs. marine which attacked the local tug Kendric Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
McLEOD-BATTT—At Rockland. April 11.
by •‘Rev. H. R. Wlnchenbough. Ervlng
Universalist Mission Circle met
Millie Thomas, Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. P erth Amboy off the Jersey coast. MacDonald of Camden, David Daris
McLeod. South Thomaston. Florence
and
Miss
Gladys
Doherty
of
Thomas
Wednesday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Grace Batty, of St. George.
Hattie Davies, Mrs. Carolyn Stewart, He made the flight in a poorly
ROBINSON-PARTRIDGE—At
Warren.
ton.
David
Talbot.
Reports
of
the
calling
Mrs. Maude Cables, Mrs. Lena Rollins equipped inadequate machine and
April 11. by Rev. H. I Holt. Lewis M
! committee and the friendly letterRobinson and Miss Elsie A. Partridge
Mrs. Doris Ames, Mrs. Elizabeth later gave his life in a similar attempt
both of Warren.
writer are particularly gratifying
Mills, Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Ida with faulty equipment. The lesson
R O C K L A N D C ITIZEN S!
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, who was to
DIED
Huntley, Mrs. Nellie McKay, Mrs. of the talk was the danger of unpre
have been soloist was unable to sing PRESCOTT—At Providence. R I . April
Nellie Higgins, Mrs. R iah Knight, paredness. Mr. Castner was sta
Your attention is now called
11. W ashington R. Prescott, a native
due to a severe cold, so substituted
Mrs. Bertha Higgins, and Mrs. Bar tioned a t Bar Harbor with some 500
to the m atter of housing facili
of Rockland, aged 75 years. 1 month. |
AND
lOdays.
Funeral service* Sunday at ,
a reading "King Robert of Sicily" by
ton.
ties for the accommodation of
other radio operators and learned
2 p.m . from Burpees I uneral Parlors.
Longfellow, giving it in her usual FRENCH—At Thomaston. April 11.
thousands of Legionnaires and
first hand the price the nation paid
Harmond French of Harmony, aged 47
accomplished manner. Mrs. Etta
I have a long list of good bargains in for unpreparedness. The Rockland
guests here during the 17th a n 
Interm ent In Exeter. N. H
Established 1840
Stoddard
presented
a
most
interest
real estate at lowest prices. Some Club will be enmasse to the spring , nual Legion Convention, June
LINSCOTT—At Rockland. April 11. Lottie
Licensed Embalmers and
M. widow of Elbridge D Linscott. aged
ing paper on “Maud Royden" in con
trades with little money down and conclave May 12-13 to back up the
16-19. Herbert R. Mullen, chair
63 years. 4 months. 6 days. Funeral
Attendants
nection with which Mrs. Adelaide
Saturday at 1 p.m . from residence.
some with no money down. Tele candidacy of Alan L. Bird for district
man of the Housing Committee,
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Interm ent
in
Miller’s
cemetery.
Lowe told of her recollections of Dr.
phone 77. Robert U. Collins, Real Es governor. An invitation to an inter
will be pleased to receive any
Burkettvllle.
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Joseph Port to whom MUs Royden
tate, Rockland. Maine.
45-<7
advance inquiries with reference
city meeting on April 23 was received
CARD OF THANKS
Day or Night Telephone
was assistant in the City Temple.
to available rooms. For your
from Bangor. Judge Pattangall will
To all those who assisted us in any
London, and of Dr. Lowe's intimacy way during our bereavement and our
Visit The Paint Fair at E. L. Spear speak on "America must choose.” L.
convenience, the attached cou
450
by fire which destroyed our home
with Dr. Fort while he was in the loss
& Co. Free stippling sponge with W. Witham, Ben Mathews, Dr. H ar
pon may be filled out and for
and Its contents, we wish to extend our
Representatives In all large cities
Universalist ministry. Mrs. Katheryn heartfelt thanks.
one-half gallon floor paint or wall old Jameson of Camden. I. W. Cutler
warded to Secretary. Chamber
in the United States and Canada
Mr. and Mrs H. H Rowell
St. Clair read an article by Miss
Mrs. Laura Robinson.
of Commerce or Herbert R. Mul
p a in t—adv.
43-45 of Oldtown and Dan Walsh of New
AMBULANCE
len, Rockland.
Royden entitled “American Women
castle were visiting Rotarians. Guests
IN MEMORIAM
Service
is Instantly available.
and Religion.” Miss Caroline Jame j In loving memory of Fairfield H. Moore
included Col. E. K. Gould of this city „ Street ..........................................
Experienced attendants on doty.
1855
1935 Albert Elliot of Thomaston and Max I Name ►
.........................................
son added Interest by telling of hearing who paased away April 13. 1934
Just a year ago dear Dad
| No. ...............................................
Day and Night Telephone
Miss Royden lecture in Boston. Re Your voice we loved was stilled,
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. Heins of Brookline, Mass.
|
place made vacant In our home,
| Tel. No..........................................
freshments were- served by Mrs. , A W
hich
never
can
be
filled.
450
Waldoboro, Me.
Johnson's Gio-Coat refinishes lino | Number persons 1 can accomTalbot assisted by Mrs. Julia Curdy, In our hearts your memory lingers,
361 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
122Stf
Tender, lovingly and true.
modate
leums beautifully. E. L. Spear & Co.
Miss Maude P ratt and Mrs. Mabel And every day dear Dad
20-tf
Artistic Memorials in Stone - a d v .
Brings sweet memories of you.
43-45
Sherman.
Wife, son, daughters and grandchildren
The bill of prices arranged by the
granite manufacturers and paving
cutters, has been ratified by the
unions. The St. George Granite Co.
begins work at Wildcat Monday
morning.
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BURPEE’S
F uneral Service

F uneral P arlors

L

LOOK!
S IX

M O N T H S

(L O N G E R TER M S IN P R O P O R T IO N )

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
AND

PROPERTY DAMAGE
$10.50

$13.50

CHEVROLET
PLYMOUTH OI.DSMOBILE AND OTHERS
FORD AND OTHERS
PONTIAC
BUICK

Protect Y our O w n Car W ith

C O L L IS IO N

IN S U R A N C E

T hat No O ther C om pany Can W rite

FRANK A. WHEELER
FIDELITY AND SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE—ALL FORMS

TEL. 556-R— TEL. 98
425 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

BOSTON
i0

OVER EASTER
ROUND TRIP FARE
IN COACHES

FROM ROCKLAND
Go either April 18, 19 or 20
Return any time up to 9.30 P. M.
Train Tuesday, April 23

♦

Tickets good on all Trains except streamlined
“Flying Yankee”

p i-ip
iP I4

Great Northwoods Guide Meet
At Boston Garden
Big League Baseball— “Babe” Ruth

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
45-47

/
4/ '
N aw lo n g er
wowing Silent
Safety tread

-''J .
^<5S J-

j*

YOUR T IR E S A R E
BLOWRUT'PRRRF

q&t

GENERALS
Expletive high air preuvre
cauted this

•The Blowout-Proof Tire is the registered
trade mark of General Tire. It is made
only by General. Don’t take chances on
doubtful tires. Now is the time to pre
vent a serious blowout. Replace your
risky tires with Blowout-Proof Generals—
the patented low pressure safety tire. The
one way to be safe is to get General DualB alloons—

Golden Shell
Super Service Station
140 PARK ST.

TEL. 8004

If you are buying another house for him with the rent you pay
each month, wouldn't it be better to pay us about the same amount
for a few years and then own your own borne? It can be done easily.
We have been helping people do it for nearly half a century through
a plan that has been popular and successful for more than one
hundred years. We would like to see you and tell you more about
it. Come in.

1
18 School Street,

Rockland. M aine

SQStf

THATS SERVICE!
“That's service,” said Arthur Dougherty of Camden, as he
joyously announced that he had retrieved “Chum," his valued fox
hound, four hours after the advertisement had appeared in the
Classified Section of The Courier-Gazette. His delight has a parallel
in the paper's gratification a t the effiicacy of its department dedi
cated to the people's needs.
Simply phone Rockland 770, ask for the Classified Ad Editor
and state your needs—what you have l(».t or found, have to sell or
want to buy. wish to hire, hope to let or desire to exchange. Those
little advertisements will do the rest and the expense is astonish
ingly small.
,

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, A pril 13, 1935

P age F o u r
than you do. I ’ve seen days start
out like summer this time of year.
aDd end with a snow storm. I'm
responsible to your parents for
your safety, child; and I—I com
mand you to take that coat.”
Nancy laughed, realizing that
there was no use In combating au
old lady over seventy.
“AU right,” she said eood-naturedly, “the coat goes along as an ex
tra passenger, I’ll run up for it
now.”

THE SKIPPING SKIPPERS

V IN A LH A V E N

Palm Sunday will be observed to
morrow at Union Church with an ap
propriate sermon. There will be spe
4 5
1i
cial music by the choir.
Albert Peterson returned to Rock
6
9
7
land Thursday, having been the guest
iS
of his brother, Ambrose Peterson.
110
i
Mrs. Raymond Ludwig of Hope was
The skipping Skippers landed member of the Vinalhaven Band on
17
b
a recent visitor at the home of Mrs.
5
14
lightlv (as light'.v as a ton of bricks) sufficient proof of his puddings,
Chelsea Calderwood.
11
on the necks of the giddy Ganders Favorite poet—Harold Vinal.
li
20
19
Mrs. Malcolm Winslow! is a patient
.it
"What sort of stockings have you la«t Wednesday night at the Cascade ; Favorite alibi—“I ain't got no luck.”
VAX
at Knox Hospital Mr Winslow and
got on?”
2b
2H
Alievs' and just when the Ganders] Favorite flower—Four Rases in a
23
her father Capt. Almond Miller, were
The question eanght her at the
door, and the girl turned, a bit ex were counting a few un-hatched vie- tall glass.
in Rockland Tuesday when she under
i
27
tory eggs the Skippers plucked ’em. I Favorite animal—The elephant, but
asperated
went a surgical operation.
■■■
"Don't let that worry you 1 I'm skinned 'em and roasted 'em to a he once rode a Bull Moose
Capt. Lawrence Ames and daughter
-----------------• wearing sport shoes and woolen turn. The Ganders had won the firs: .
Irene have returned from Boston.
5T
hose. I sha'n’t freeze to death. string bv 15 and the second string by
Si
Jl
EA ST W A L D O B O R O
CJwti*
Mrs. Maurice Brown entertained
Cousin Columbine, even If we get a single pin. but in the third the Mas_____
Tuesday evening » t two tables ol
one of your spring blizzards."
36
Y7
ter Mariners took a hitch in their i \ j r and Mrs. William Vinal and
5T
bridge. First honors went to Mrs.
She waz surprised to note that
w
NW
trousers,
a
fresh
quid
of
tobacco
and
son
Billy
and
Mrs.
Esther
Wheeler
of
THE STORY
glad to say. For that hillside"ceme
thia absurd remark was taken seri
Charles Chilles and consolation to
M3
MX
tery with Its pathetic graves Is the
began to do a little deadly sharp ] Thomaston were callers 6unday at
ously.
Mrs.
Herbert
Patrick.
direct
result
of
this
fraudulent
CHAPTER I.—Ruined, financially,
“Look here, child, don’t you start I shooting bv dead reckoning The re- Harry McIntire's.
M7
s s s M5
Mb
u r
by the stock market crash, James
A woodchopping bcc was held oq the
scheme of his.
It was easy
home In any sort of Worm. Re- I suit was a crashing-50-pin victory for
Joseph Qlande spent Monday
Kelson, Boston merchant, breaks the
W
Union
Church
premises
Thursday
and
enough to start a gold excitement.
news to hie household. N ance Is on
member th a t You think me fool the Skippers, every man on the team wUh Mrs
^ offseg jn
m3 ”
1 50
51
the verge of her Introduction to so
The news spread rapidly, as such
25 or more workers sawed, cut and i
ish. no donbt but Tva seen a good excepting Gene Hall, heating his opciety, the date of her debut having
news
always
does;
and
It
wasn't
been set. A short tim e before, an
.
. ..
John Feyler ol North Waldoboro piled 15 cords of wood. A tempting
two feet of snow later than thia, ponent.
53
and the final tally showed
'
.
,
52
elderly cousin of Nelson's, Colum
long before the stampede began.
*7
i was recent guest of his father Ernest hot dinner was served by members of |
and herds of cattle frozen In the the
bine, had written su g g e stin g that
Skippers 34 pins to windward
There was pandemonium In that
Nance com e to her at Pine Ridge,
drifts ont on the prairie. Close my
Union Church Circle. President M. |
The team total of the Skippers was H ' lpr
Colo., a s a paid com panion. The
4•
lovely valley. People staking out
■window, Nancy. I may as well get
offer had been regarded by the fam 
Mank and ,! N. Chilles was chairman of the comclaims
—
starting
tunnels
—
buying
the
best
either
team
has
turned
o
u
t'
Mr
and
Mrs
A1,on
ily as a Joke.
up and see w hat’s happening."
‘town lots’ which Pemperton himself
She was on the porch when they for the season, while a check up of! famdy of Rockland were recent, mittee
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) i VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
marked out and gold at sky high
Mrs W Y. Fossett left Friday for
CHAPTER TI.—Jack u rges Nancy
41-Work measured in 12-Worthleee plant
rode
away, a troubled look In her ! past matches showed that the total visitors at the home of James Mank.
1-A general truth
to accept Cousin Columbine's prop
prices.
One
fortunate
woman
who
terms of quantities 13-Apportlon
7- Observed
usually placid eyee that Nance re i of the Ganders would have won 10 j Fred Scott of the village was guest Boston.
osition, thus relieving their father
had paid twenty-five dollars for a
of a certain financial burden, and
14-Brief essays
8- Oaln
of heat
Mrs. Alfred Creed was hostess
membered- afterward.
She made Iof the past 15 matches bowled by the Sunday of Ivan Scott.
offering to go with her so that she
116-Seaaonings
strip of land In that locality a year
4S-Shower
10-lt upright
sure that Jack had taken his sheep,
Thursday evenfhg to the Woodcockw ill not feel too lonely. The girl 1
18-The
mode of treating
Miss Gloria Monahatf who visited
12-Carrled on Hostilities 44-Salnte (abbr.)
before, sold It during that hectic
Is at first appalled by the Idea, out
lined coat—looked up at the sky, I two teams. Drew's 118 was high
Cassie-Coombs Legion Auxiliary at
20-Place where salt la
agrees that Jack w rite to Cousin : time for ten thousand! That sounds
45-Loeke of hair
14- American poat
single
for
the
evening
his
three
her
grandmother
Mrs.
N
S.
Reever
and said at the last moment: ”1
Columbine, and they w ill aw ait her ;
manufactured
47-A ship-channel
15- 0 fieri
regular meeting and supper.
incredible now, but It's the way
answer. Columbine w ires welcom e
past two weeks, has returned to
sort of wish you wouldn’t go. Nan spares in his last three fram es:
22-An unordained
4S-Afflrmt
17-Sariee
to both of them, and d esp ite their
Mrs.
Inez
Conant
has
returned
things go In boom days. I’ve seen
church official
cy. There's something In the sir j ruffling the Gander's feathers consid her home at the village.
SO-Regard
parents' apprehension o f Nance's re
19-A beverage (pi.)
It happen.
from Boston where she spent the win
action to the situation they know
24-Boy'a name (abort)
this morning th at I don’t like."
52- Certaln
21lgnltea
erablv.
but
high
to'al
went
to
Cap
' The Social Club met recently with
she m ust face. It le arranged that
“More than a thousand people,
?6-Pre Jud iced
53- Smaller
22- Chief actor
ter months.
“Now don't you worry. Miss Col tain Skip with a 292 The Big G o o the tw o sh all go.
possibly twice that number, came
Mrs Edward Coombs. 11 members and
23- A email disk of matal 54- Thoee who redeem 28-Part of the foot
umbine," soothed Matthew. “If
C. C. Webster entertained at con
,29-Llon (Latin)
CHAPTER HI.—At th e railroad i pouring In. The town was incor
-. t *
catling
being present. An In
25- Sufflz. Footed
there's the least suspicion of had was good as usual,
t
. . his
... Hock.
,. . . tjjree
sta tio n the youngsters are welcomed
tract Wednesday night at his home.
31-Scatters
VERTICAL
26- A reigning beauty
porated. When I saw the plae*
weather, we’ll keep her safe st Un- ”Ut hf had ,0
content ” ,h
by Cousin Columbine. They are
teresting program was given and re
3S-A tree (pi.)
The Neighborhood Club assembled
27Narrow
atrip
of
som ew h at dismayed by her uncon
there were no less than a dozen
cle Tom’s until It’s over."
place in the lineup as he (railed both freshments served.
35- Fruit of ■ tree (pi.)
ventional attire and m annerism s, but
1- A vegetable
wood
Tuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
saloons—three
general
stores—a
realise she has character and a cer
This seemed reasonable; and a ' the Skipper and First Mate Drew
36- Greek god of war
2- Torn
29- Plural of louae
Mrs. Harry McIntire entertained at O. V. Drew.
tain charm. The driver of their car
long street of frame houses or
37- Portlon of medicine
3- lndefinite (abbr.)
they waved good-by a robin hopped
Leon Sanborn is certainly out of
30- A bride's outfit
le a young man. Mark Adam, eon of
tents, and even two ore-emshing
39-Country In Asia
4- A fruit (pi.)
A party of State workers have been
31- Wlther
a close friend of the old lady. JThe
down from a spruce tree and be ' favor with Lady Luck, for he has dinner and beano last Thursday.
desolation (to Nance's city Ideas) of
machines, though not one ounce of
5- Etrusean god (pi.) 41- Made a mistake
32- New name of
Guests were Mrs. John Rines. Miss in town this week checking up on
gan
his
breakfast
at
Miss
Colum
bowled
the
last
two
matches
without
P ine R id ge appalls the glrL
42- Town In France
■ precious metal was ever discovered
Chrlatiania
6- Make a mistake
bine’s bird board. But even this ' getting a single spare and his per . j Madeline Rines. Mrs. Percy Miller. items of retie! work. They are lo
45- The darnel
7- Horaea
34-Entrance
In the vicinity.”
CHAPTER IV.—The newcom ers
emblem
of
the
springtime
failed
to
Mrs. Lester Mank. Miss Jacqueline cated at Mrs Clinton Teele's. In the
46- Sterllng (abbr.)
m eet Aurora Tubbs, Cousin Colum
9-Cuddle
36-Con junction
centagc
h
a
'
dropped
correspondingly
“What
became
of
the
people
bine's cook and housekeeper, and
cheer her.
49-A continent (abbr.)
10-Part of the foot
38-Cup (Fr.)
Scottie Littlefield was about the only Coombs and Mrs Henry Wilson. Mrs. group are Angela Miniutti, Eunice
when the bubble burst?”
M atthew Adam, Mark's older bro
51-A letter
“I ought to have set my foot
,11-Cllp
40-Rotate
ther. The old-fashioned furnishings
Gander
to
get
any
fun
ou,
of
the
ocwas
high
liner
in
beano
and
“Drifted
away,
poor
souls,
leavPelletier
of
Portland.
Mr.
Martin
of
o f her bedroom further depress
down.” she said soberly when Au
i
ing
their
dead
behind
them—their
Nance. Cousin Columbine explains
Scarboro and Mr. Sullivan of Pine j
rora Tubbs arrived an hour later. “1 casion. and he certainly did slap Gem Mrs. Miller held the lowest score.
(Solution to Previous Puxzle)
her reasons for desirin g Nance to
high hopes crushed. I recall one
Point.
don’t like this air."
come to her. and tells some experi
Hall
down
hard
It
seems
that
Oem
family stopping at our house for
ences of her 73 years of life on the
O R F F 'S C O R N E R
Capt. and Mrs Leroy Ames h av e(
At noon a wind sprang out of has been doing some practicing on
E A ST W A L D O B O R O
plains.
| water, and Father bringing them In
the north, rattling the shutters of ] the side ar.d the w ed got out th at he ■
returned from a few days' visit in ]
------!
to
be
fed
and
warmed.
They
were
CHAPTER V.—Nance g ets better
Mr. and Mrs Percy Elwell and
the Nelson mansion with sadden was in fine form and was going to do 1 Mr. and Mrs Albert Mank and son Boston.
acquainted with Matthew Adam, and
a pitiful sight: the young mother
.
. ..
_
I children of Unity were callers Sun-1
fury; and ten minutes later a flur
Is Impressed, despite the handicap
Mrs. E. A. Smalley and Mrs. O. V. i
frail and worn by hardships, the
of h is bashfulness, b y ^ h ls evident
ry of blinding snow had shut them things to Scottie when thev m et up. of Round Pond were guests Sunday
I day on relatives in this vicinity.
ood se n se —and his good looks,
father In ragged shirt and trousers.
Drew of the entertainment committee
In. Columbine Nelson kept going to but when the time arrived all the of Fred Mank.
ack finds a temporary job.
I and an ailing baby. They promised
Archibald and Samuel Little of of Marguerite Chapter. O X S., an-1 Miss Betty Bates of Weynnouth.i
a window and staring out. Twice stuff Gens had on the ball was a little
CHAPTER VI.—The fascination of I to let us know how things went
she sat down at the telephone and water off the sponge.
Bristol called on Mrs. Augusta Bow- nounce an attractive Easter Fashion j Mass . is guest of Miss Barbara Tis»
with them, but we never heard.”
a new country wears off, and time
then turned away, knowing that If
Show after the regular meeting on I
This makes the second straight d c -' ers last Saturday.
b eg in s to hang heavily on Nance's
‘"Ships that pass In the night.’ ”
hands. An absence of Interesting
there were anything to say Eve feat for the Ganders and the SkipMrs.
Mabel
Mank
of
the
village
April
15.
Mrs. Nellie Borneman has returned
]
said
Matthew
softly;
and
Luke
reading, both In the house and in
Adam would have called her.
the community, g iv e s her aa In , broke In:
pers claim that they are going to give | visited Tuesday with Mrs. Thomas
Mrs. Joseph Headley entertained at from a few days' visit in Warren. The
storm
Increased;
and
at
half
spiration.
I
“But will you ten us how old
bridge and luncheon recently In honor
past four, after moving restlessly them a dose of the same bitter medi- Black.
Myron Hutchins and Clyde BorneCHAPTER V II—W ritin g home to
Pemperton escaped being tarred
Walter Yattaw and family, whase of Mrs. Dorothy Bishop and Mrs.
about the house. Miss Columbine cine that the Ganders handed out to
M assachusetts. Nance ou tlin es an
man motored to Portland Saturday to
and
feathered
when
the
hoax
was
Idea for a public library at Pine
stood so long a t a front window that the Skippers to wit. three straight hous^ burned last week, are with his Stoddard of New York. Others pres meet Mrs Clara Orff who was return
R id g e (on a email scale, of course),
discovered?”
Aurora, who had been curiously si beatings.
,
] parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw ent were Mrs. Leo Lane. Mrs. George ing to her home here alter spending
w ith a foundation of contributed
“For the very good reason” re
books. The family g reets the Idea
lent during those dragging hours,
Ganders—L. Arey 283. Grimes 259 I jn Warren.
Strachan. Mrs Everett Libby. Mrs. the winter in Providence and Law- i with a fairly large crew of men. and
w ith enthusiaem and m a k ei plans to
plied Miss Columbine, “that the
burst out: “Don’t you keep frettin’ Sanborn 244. Young 263 Littlefield , j van Scott and son Frederic were Elliott Hall and Miss Phyllis Black.
com ply with her wiahes. After an
scamp
was
nowhere
to
be
found!
rence. Mass.
|,it is indeed a pleasure to hear the
afternoon of C hristm as shopping
so. Miss Columbine. It makes me
274 total 1323
i Rockland visitors Monday.
w ith Matthew Adam N ance arrives
When the boom was at Its height
nervous.
Didn’t
Matt
Adam
prom
Nathan Farwell and L. A Achorn
Achorn * hlsUe a«ain' John Meehan ° f
home to find the house b rilliantly
he disappeared: and now all that
Skippers—Drew 289 Dyer 281, Skip
Mrs. Doris Canty of Rockland 'Was
Illum inated
Evidently som ething
STO N IN G TO N
ise they wouldn’t start If It was
Philadelphia has been looking over
Is left of the ‘ghost city* which bore
out of the ordinary is at hand.
were
recent
visitors
In
Waterville.
stormin’? And besides. Mark'll he Arev 292 Peterson 262 Hall 233. total gxiest Monday of Mrs. Joseph Glande.
the work.
his name, are those tumble-down
Capt. James Morey is critically ill at
with ’em on the way back, and he's 1357.
! Miss Priscilla Hahn who has been
Mrs Florence Sprague has her j
CHAPTER VIII.—N ance finds the
buildings (one of which cost a
Mrs. James Harrison Is able to be
his home here.
real level-headed come an emer
occasion Is the celebration of her
=
visiting
her
mother
Mrs.
Ethel
Hanna
mother
as guest.
woman five thousand dollars, I was
"debut,” she having confided to Cou
out again after her recent Illness.
gency.”
Mrs.
Margaret
Anderson
was
guest
has returned to Portland.
sin Columbine som ething of her d is.
told), and that small burying
TH l’MBNAIL SKETCH
Mrs. Nellie Meyer of Dorchester,
“That’s what I've been telling
appointm ent at h aving to forego
Mrs. Charles Rowlan has returned
ground where lie the bodies of
Miss Ellie Mank was dinner guest of her daughter Mrs. Jessie Gross at Mass . is a visitor a t the home of Mr.
that. In the one "party'' frock she
of
myself all day,” replied Miss Col
home
after passing the winter with
Oceanville
this
week.
has brought she has a d eligh tfu l
those who were too frail to survive
Wednesday of Mrs. Nellie Reever.
umbine. “Even If they started be
even in g, and goes to bed with a
her daughter in Massachusetts.
Eugene M. Hall
the rigors of frontier life."
Miss Carrie L. Small who passed and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
fe e lin g of greater con ten tm en t w ith
Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker is at the
fore the storm began, Aurora, Mark
Nathan Farwell is preparing to re
P in e Ridge.
by
•Td like to see that place," said
Mrs. Oscar Harberg was guest Tues
would hnve sense enough to—
home of her sister Mrs. Alfred Little the winter in Massachusetts, has re
open his home here. During the win day of Mrs. Charles Wall and family
Nancy, as Cousin Columbine ceased
turned
home.
There’s the telephone!”
A. Pounded Thumb.
In Bristol for a visit.
speaking.
CHAPTER IX. CONTINUED
Her hand trembled as she lifted
Mrs. Lewis Eaton has been confined ter he lived in Rockland.
and also visiting at the Wall home
“You shall, my dear; and we’ll
the receiver: and Aurora stood
to the house with an attack of grippe
Ronald Ralph is visiting at the that day were Miss Myrtle Flood of
make an excursion out on the
close by, head bent In an effort to
Mrs. Muriel Parkhurst of Unity is home ol his uncle Willis Ralph.
It was that evening, seated before
Eugene M. Hall, known far and
Rockland and Richard Lowell of
plains as well. They can be so
0 crackling bearth-fire at the Adam beautiful, onr western prairies, that catch the distant voice.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
wide
as
"Genial
Gene"
but
known
Leon Achorn of Belmont. Mass., is Thomaston.
“That
you.
Miss
Columbine?
I’ve
ranch, that Cousin Columbine told
Emaron J. Eaton.
I hate to think how cruel they
spending a few days with his father
The grammar and primary schools
tried to get you all the afternoon, farther and wider as "Shag "
them the story of the Pemperton
Mrs. Nora G rant of Isle au Haut C. J. Achorn.
sometimes are."
Born at Matinicus Island the lord
bnt
our
line
wag
In
trouble.
Jack
opened
Monday for the spring term.
hoax. Jack had been asking about
“Cruel?” Nance questioned, a lit hasn’t left, I hope. Tell him not to only knows how many years ago.
was a recent visitor in town.
Maurice
Haskell
is
a
patient
at
Mrs.
Bragdon
teacher of the former,
a pathetic little cemetery he passed
tle puzzled. “You mean those sud try to get out here tonight Luke making him old enough to know bet
Valmore Greenlaw is home from a Fairfield Sanatorium.
and Mrs. Auld, primary.
one day when doing an errand for
den blizzards wjien the grazing cat and his father can—”
CCC camp.
ter. but he still persists in staying
Mr. Adam.
tle have no shelter? Well, this
Alfred Jackson. Calvin Bragg, Ray
Annuals
“Jack! He's not here. Eve,’’ broke young and stepping out with the boys.
Constant Murphy was called home
“He means that little burying
winter’s over. Cousin Columbine,
mond Jackson and Carleton Jackson
In the old lady, her voice shaking.
by the death of his father John
ground near West Creek, doesn’t
and If you’ve no objection TO start
ANNUALS such as blue Cen“Surely they didn’t leave your A direct descendant of the celebrat
with Alton Prock and Clarence Prock
Murphy.
be?” questioned John Adam.
ed Ebenezer Hall of Matinicus fame,
taurea and cleome, seed them
getting acquainted with the plains
brother’s In such a storm!”
of
Winslow Mills enjoved an ice fish
selves quite abundantly and the
“Not If West Creek's a town," re
tomorrow. I’ve got a marvelous
Quite a number of men are em
“Not there?” A pause, and then who was killed by the Indians before
ing trip to Moosehead Lake over the
seedlings will be found In the
sponded Jack.
Idea. Why can’t I ride to Prairie
ployed at the J. L. Goss Corp.
Eve said, trying to speak calmly: he would give up what he thought
beds where these annuals were
weekend.
“Do you recall a mile or so far
ranch with Jack and Matthew? It
“Listen Miss Columbine. Can you2 were his rights. Gene, sometimes on
Several from here were In Augusta
planted
last
year.
If
tn
quantity,
ther on, passing a dwelling house
would be a lark."
Mrs. Lura Walter of North Wal
hear clearly? . . . Tom telephoned provocation, displays the same ten
thin out by Increasing the size
last week to attend the bridge hearing.
and two ramshackle buildings that
"You're a new woman, Nancy at seven this morning for them not
doboro was guest Thursday of Mrs.
of the bed or moving to another
Bert
Newells
and
Herman
Gross
of
dencies
looked fit to collapse at the first
portion of the garden.
Nelson,” remarked her brother, "If
to come—that Mark was flat In
Stands 5 ft. 4wi 4 ft. 5 depending on
• • • •
Isle au Haut were recent visitors in Ada Elwell.
high wind?” asked Cousin Colum
you regard as anything like a lark
bed with a bad throat. Tt was too
An evening church service was held
8ALPIQLOS8I8 Is not only a t
town.
bine.
the necessity of piling out of bed late to stop the children, anyway, whether or not he is standing on his
tractive In the garden but It
Jack nodded; and the old lady
Emaron J. Eaton is in Ellsworth at the Community House Sunday and
along with the robins I We’ll pass so I didn't call you; and later my dignity. Weighs about 165 and is
Is especially desirable as cut
continued: “Those buildings, and
your tower at five a. m„ young lady. brother phoned again. He—he said about as broad as he is long. Bowls
serving as Juror at this term of court. was well attended.
flowers. Sow the seeds where
th at wayside cemetery, are all that
Do you think yon can make It?”
that Jack and Nancy started back anywhere from 65 to 125. Last sea
The Boys' 4-H Club met Saturdaythe plants are to flower.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGuire
remain to tell the tale of a pro
• • • •
"Of course she’ll make It." put Immediately after an early lunch. son was in the cellar and says he will
evening at the home of the leader Al
(Elinor
Hardy)
are
receiving
con
digious hoax which was planned
In Matthew eagerly. “W ell get
1 told him It looked as If a storm be there this season for it looks like THE HOT WEATHER puts a
gratulations on the birth of a son at bert Elwell and re-organlzed for 1935
and carried out sucessfully by old
atop to the flowering of sweet
lunch at Uncle Tom’s. Nance. It’ll were coming, bnt he said the sun
with these officers: President. Roy
a
hot
dry
summer,
particularly
dry.
Castine.
peas
so
th
at
early
planting
Is
Marsh Pemperton. You Adams have
be bully having you along."
was glorious out there and that—”
desirable so as to have an abund
heard the story many times.”
Mrs. Cora Gross has returned from Ralph; vice president, Charles Light;
Thus It was settled, though on
‘Then—then Mark’s not with As a young man took Horace Greeley's
ance of blooms before the hot
BEACON STREET
“Never from you," Eve Adam re
West 8tonington where she has been secretary Calvin Elwell. The other
the ride home that night Cousin them?” almost walled Miss Colum advice and went west to Minnesota,
days come. Plant some early
minded her. "Tell It again, Miss
Columbine predicted a change of bine.
where he learned to swear in seven
employed a t the home of Mrs. Mal members are Kenneth Elwell. Ralph
varieties as there Is over a month
BOSTON
Columbine. You saw the place In
weather. Despite this prophecy the
"No. but— Oh, don’t worry your languages including the Scandina
between the early and late flow
Jackson. Roy. Tommy and Roland
colm Williams.
Its heyday, I suppose.”
ering.
sun was shining when Nance self sick, dear Miss Columbine! vian.
Returning east he entered
Nelson Coombs, who has been very Bragg.
• • • *
“I surely did; and to one of my
awoke, dressed rapidly, and slipped There are ranches not so terribly
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
111. is recovering.
WHEN Chrysanthemums are be
age It's not even ancient history.
downstairs on tiptoe; bnt as she far apart, you know; and there's upon a long period employed as purs
beside the State House, and
ginning
to
bud
they
need
a
lot
of
Capt.
Frank
Trundy
and
Seth
er
on
the
boats
of
the
V
H.
&
R
S.
B.
C
L
A
R
K
ISLA
N
D
The Pemperton hoax was started in
passed the lower bedroom a call a schoolhouse. Surely they would
water. A light application of
overlooking Boston Common
1894, soon after the boom at Crip
Webb are home from Sailors' Snug
arrested her.
have reached the schoolhouse and Co., where he got to know and be
garden fertilizer worked Into the
and Public' Gardens.
Miss Ella R. Flood and Lloyd
ple Creek. I dare say that as a
“That you, Nancy?"
.waited there I But I’ll try and get known by nearly as many people as
Harbor
where
they
passed
the
winter.
soil will also help the quality of
Spaulding
of
Rackliff
Island
were
re
child, Eve, you heard your people
“Did I wake you up? Yon were the ranch again by telephone . . .’’ the Rolling Reporter of The Courierthe blooms.
• • • •
mention It, for the„news must have
wrong about the weather. Cousin
It was then that the storm did Gazette.
cently rtferried in Lewiston. Miss
F IR S T C LA S S
R ESTA UR A N T
BE BURE and Include petunias
spread much farther than Denver.
Columbine. It’s a lovely morning." something to the wires, and Colum
Flood is the eldest daughter of.Mr.
Learned
the
rudiments
of
the
a la carte and table d'hote
In
your
garden.
They
ere
one
of
You see. the general feeling in those
TRUCKING SERVICE and Mrs. Charles Wall of this place.
“What are you wearing?”
bine Nelson heard no more. But
the few nearly fool-proof plants
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
days was that all these mountains
“My knitted sport su it I dare three hours later. Just as the dread bowling game beating the Sports
Club Breakfast
looming freely under almost any
The young couple are now making
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
were lined with gold, and that any
say I’ll roast, hut I won’t take any ed night was shutting down, the Editor of The Courier-Gazette, at two
garden conditions.
Lunch
their
home
in
Rockland.
one could take a pick and dig it out;
wrap except my hiking sweater."
• • • e
Adam truck with John at the wheel, bits a game. Claims he can do it
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
John Meehan & Son resumed oper
Dinner
hut old man Pemperton had been
“Indeed you will 1” Cousin Col and Eve, covered with snow from now. Favorite hobby, amateur the
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chf
ZINNIAS are warm weather
working a tunnel with no success,
ations at their quarry Wednesday
plants and must be sown In warm
umbine sat up In bed. stretching a head to foot beside him, fought Its atricals. Always forgets his lines but
soli. Rest results are obtained
and I dare say he got Impatient.”
hand toward the window as If to way Into the yard and stopped be
makes up new lines funnier than the
by Rowing the seeds In the
C A FETER IA
"How much of the land ’round
feel the atmosphere. “There's a fore the door.
original. Has made up more faces
ground where the plants are to
there did he own, Miss Columbine?”
chill to the air. different from anyPleasant outside location fac*
flower.
than Coty and Lady Esther put to
thing we've had this long time.
asked Luke.
• • • •
TO BE CONTINUED
ing B ow doin a n d Beacon
“That I can't tell you; but it was
Take your fur coat, Nancy, or I
gether.
THE SELECTION of varieties of
Streets. M odem and up-toplenty anyway, and the lurid tales,of
sha’n’t have an easy moment all
Motto: Life begins at 65, or any
stocks for planting depends upon
date. A variety of foods
N O R T H HO PE
quickly gotten wealth at Cripple
day long."
the
purpose.
If
for
cut
flowers,
time there is a party. Has quite a
to Your hotel in B O S T O N
moderately priced
OMtotaMaM*
the branching varieties are the
Creek probably made him furious
“My fur coat! Why—•"
rep as a cook and was made honorary
beat. Ten Week Stocks are the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Bowden
and
“Don’t
argue,"
snapped
the
old
that his own acres were useless
M st varieties for bedding pur
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
lady, "I know this country better family of Camden were guests Sun
save as pasture land. So at last ha
poses only.
• • • •
p m
determined to make use of the pre
day of their daughter Mrs. E. Donald city by Mrs. Ida Coosc of Searsmont.
Rooms without bath
Mrs. Alice Robbins of Burkettville,
vailing excitement to feather his
THE BRILLIANCY of Popples Is
Perry a t Appleton.
$2.00 up
nurse, who was at the Perry home for
not surpassed by any other an
nest, an idea which he carried out
Sympathy is extended the family of
nual and they will add brilliancy
R A D IO
with exceeding shrewdness, as you
a short time, returned home Tuesday.
Rooms with bath
Harry Morang of Appleton who was
to the color of your garden. They
S E R V ID O R
shall hear. He made a trip to Crip
fit In nicely between the June
$3.00 Up’
killed
April
8
in
the
Union
quarry.
ple Creek to purchase some gold
T U B S SHO W ER
A nd other rectal diseases
perennlala
and
the
later
annuals.
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STR CO.
A surprise birthday party was tend Serviie
p re ; and a week or two later he
•
*
•
•
to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
6
Special rates for
T reated W ith o u t P ain
emerged from bis tunnel stuttering
ered Monday night to Mrs. Clara Hall
Stoninston, Isle au Halit, Swan’s
POPPY SEED Is exceptionally
permanent occupancy
Island and Frcnchhoro
with excitement and both hands
fine.
A
convenient
method
of
by several neighbors.
or Loss of T im e
Effective Sept. 15. 1934
planting is to mix the seed with
full of nuggets 1"
« NORTH STA TIO N
(Subject to change Without Notice)
Dr. T uttle of Appleton was in a t
about six times the quantity of
•Til say your friend Pemperton
A
M
•< STEP-Awnysve TRAINROOM*
P
M
tendance Tuesday on Mrs. E. Donald 1.30 Lv. Rockland
very
fine
sand.
Sow
while
the
Ar. 9.30
w asn't burdened with a New Eng
ground
is
damp.
Any
surplus
2
45
Lv.
Vinalhaven
8.15
Perry who was remoyed to Knox Hos
land conscience,” observed Jack.
TEL. 1078
3.30 Lv. North Haven
7.25
should be destroyed for they will
6.25
4.40 Lv. 8tonlngton
“He was no friend of mine, Jack
33 LIMF.ROCK ST. ROCKLAND pital where a son was born April 8 6.00
not stand transplanting.
Lv.
5.30
Ar.
Swans
Island
Nelson, por of Father's either. I am
1278tf
Mrs. Perry was accompanied to the , ,__, _ _ .
M-U
HS—ggaBBJIUI, BU
.
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FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
ASSETS DBC 31, 1934
Real Estate ............................. *346 571 56
Mortgage Loans ............... ...... 1.212.311 10
Collateral Loans ...................
55.912 38
Stocks and Bonds ..................18.452.037 43
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.074,658 55
Agents' Balances ................... 1.181241 51
Interest and Rents ...
. 124.671 40
All other Assets ..................... 134,074 74

FIREMEN'S INSURACE COMPANY
O( Newark. New Jersey
ASSETS DBC 31. 1934
Real Estate ................................3.805.136 29
Mortgage Loans .........
1.887 257 67
8toeks and Bonds
23 724 584 46
Cash In Office and Bank
448 827 65
Agents' Balances
890 104 78
Bills Receivable
22 081 05
Interest and Rents ................ 106 456 85
All other Assets ..................... 550 089 49

Mrs. Anna Starrett entertained her
Miss Ida Winchenbach, a student
Students of Clark University, Wor
Sunday school class Thursday eve
cester. Mass., numbering 14 with at the Maine School of Commerce in
ning In observance of their excellent
Dean Clarence C. Little were re Portland, spent the weekend with her
E a s te r 's J u H A r o u n d th e C o r n e r
attendance during the winter months.
Elmer's lament, 1935, “What a
cently at the Moody Camps en parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win
Supper was served by the Congrega winter! W hat a spring! Let us con
route to Bar Harbor where they are chenbach.
tional Ladies' Circle. The table was sult the record and see what the
Clayton Littlehale and family have Gross Assets ................... *22.581.478 67
conducting experiments in min
Oross Assets .......................*31,414 538 24
Deduct Items not admitted ... 3,459,032 30
decorated for the occasion In keeping New England climate was handing
moved to Warren where he has em
Deduct Items not admitted
681 491 02
eralogy.
Admitted
.....
*19.122.446 37
with the Easter season, with tulips, b u t for weather in the vicinity of the
Admitted
.....
...................*30.753.047
22
The Ladies Aid of the North Wal ployment.
LIABILITIES DEC 1. 1934
bunnies and chickens, favors and Harbor half a century ago. T hat was
Mr and Mrs. Harry Spear and son Net Unpaid Losses .................. *1,191.890 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
doboro Church held a cake sale S at
(1.827.023 12
Unearned Premiums .............. 8.646.735 16 Net Unpaid Losses
candles.
my last winter in my native village.
urday afternooon in Crowell's store. Kenneth of Winslow's Mills were All other Liabilities ............... 1 372.099 64 Unearned Premiums ......... 12' 25 286 98
All
other
Liabilities
794 254 13
callers
Sunday
on
Hudson
Euglcy.
Cash Capital ............................ 2.000 000 00
Mr. and Mrs. William B arrett ar It was about the usual: East wind,
Avis Maloney has been elected
Surplus over all Liabilities . 5.911.721 57 Cash Capital ........................... 9,397.690 00
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Nash
and
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
6.608
812 99
rived home Monday after visiting sev snow, then a thaw, then cold again.
captain of the girls' basketball team,
Total Liabilities and SurTotal Liabilities and Sur
March 4, 1885: "Clear.and cold to
eral days hi Boston.
and Kelsey Harkins will head the son of Waldoboro have moved to the
plus .................................. >19,122,446 37
plus
$30,753,047 22
house owned by John Prior.
boys’ team of the High School.
Mrs. Laura Achorn who nas been night. It has been lightning all the
THE RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY ________ S E NOWOOD, Wa rre n
Mrs.
Carrie
Winchenbach
and
OF
PHILADELPHIA
evening
and
not
a
cloud
to
be
seen.”
ill, Is gaining. She returned Sunday
Mrs. Jennie Benner has been visit daughter Frances were Friendship
SOUTHERN FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
NEW YORK
from Hallowell where she had spent Then there came a warm spell which
ing friends in Thomaston.
Real
Estate
..............................
$132,178
26
New York. New York
visitors Sunday.
Mortgage Loans ..................... 301.341 07
the week with Mr. and Mrs. Homer is recorded thus:
ASSETS
31. 1934
Schools in town will commence the
Mr and Mrs. Freelon Vannah ot Stocks and Bonds ................. 2.714.706 04 8tocks and BondsDEC
March 11, 1885: "There were some
..................$2,947,025 55
Achorn.
Cash in Office and Bank
291.951 47
spring term Monday.
South Waldoboro were callers here Agents Balances ................... 222.638 76 Cash In Office and Bank ....... 137906 02
122 454 28
Mrs. Grace Henderson passed Sun 10 or 12 summoned to Rockland to
Interest and Rents ................
28 805 on Agents Balances
Several from here attended recent Sunday.
1609800
day
before
the
Grand
Jury
on
rum
All other Assets .....................
54.767 07 ( Interest and Rents ...................
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hen
ly the organization meeting of
Mrs Harold Rider and son Paul of
business
and
some
of
them
came
All
other
Assets
.....................
8.727
84
Gross
Assets
....................
....$3,746,387
67
i
derson in Thomaston.
a Young Republican Club in Damar Waldoboro spent a day recently with Deduct Items not adm itted... 138.281 15 Reminds me of
Oross Assets ..................... $3,232,211 69
Mrs. Katherine Wade who is ill is home drunk".
iscotta. Spencer Gay was tempo Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt.
256 ..22 90
Admitted
............................ $3,608.106 52 Deduct items not admitted
Charlie Hoyt's play, “ The Temper
being cared for by Mrs.- Alice Cook. 11
rary
chairman and Charles Nelson
Miss Christine Winchenbach hat
LIABILITIES DBG 31. 1904
ance
Town'.
A
rum
case
in
Court,
Admitted
2. 975.888 79
Miss Edna F. Boggs has had as
Net Unpaid Losses ................. 780,041 0 0 1
chairman Young Republican Clubs employment in Friendship.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
Vnearned Premiums ............ 837.521 27.
guests the past few days, her brother evidence one quart bottle of "likker",
............ $93,961 00
of Maine, the principal speaker.
All other Liabilities .............. 184.132 05 J Net Unpaid L ottti
After
the
case
Is
heard
the
Jury
re
Unearned
Premiums .............. 629.307 00
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00 I
Edwin Boggs and two children. Edwin
. Among others who delivered ad
All
other
Liabilities
.............
171 229 44
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
...
11.508.412
20
LO
N
G
C
O
V
E
tire with the evidence to deliberate.
Cash Capital
......................... 1.000 000 00
and Virginia of Oorham.
dresses was Henry Hazelton, presi
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
..
1
081.391
35
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$3,608,106
52
Miss Marguerite Simmons has em- A short time after. Mink Jones, the
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith arc
dent of the Gardiner Republican
ployment in the finishing room at the4town drunlt- comes lnt° Court with
THE
FRANKLIN
FIRF.
INSURANCE
CO.
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$2
975.888
79
Club. E. Ashley Walter of this town home after spending the winter with
OF PHILADELPHIA
the empty bottle, and says that one
THE TRAVELERS EIRE INSURANCE CO.
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
mill.
“Don't forget the youngster* when you are taking Easter anapahota."
their
daughter
in
Rockland.
was named on the committee for se
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
Several from here attended the
Officers elected at the annual meet of the jury had dropped the bottle
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
lection of club officers. The next
/.ll, or /.16 you will, of course, have
ITH
Easter
coming
on
April
Jl
Real
Estate
............
.................
$167,120
52
Mortgage Loans ....................... $250,000 00
ing Wednesday afternoon of the Bap out of the jury room to him and told
this year the fair sex will get a to adjust your shutter speed ac
meeting will be held at G A R. hall. funeral of Mrs. Ernest Johnson who Stocks and Bonds ...................16 482.572 53 Stocks
and Bonds ................. 15 697 ! 22 94
Cash In Offlce and Bank ..... 966.322 89
died
April
3
a
t
Tenant's
Harbor
tist Women's Mission Circle were Mrs. him the Jury had drunk up all the
“break" and can wear new Easter cordingly, depending on the amount
Cash
In Omce and Bank
1.548 541 27
Boothbay Harbor, April 18 at 8 p. m
Agents' Balances ..................... 1,286.567 58
Agents’
Balances
............... 1,376.502 40
of
light
you
have
to
work
by.
Don't
Bills
Receivable
......................
777
37
Condolences
are
extended
the
sor
Orace Wyllle. president; Mrs Susie evidence and for him to have the
dresses, suits and coats without
Interest
and
Rents
...............
139,696 13
An interesting service was held in
Interest and Rents .................
75.843 00
shivering from late March or early try to take your pictures at less than
All other Assets .....................
1.376 11
rowing family.
Oxton. vice president; Mrs. Reta Co bottle refilled with the same kind of
the
Baptist
Church
Sunday
evening,
1/25 of a second unless you can place
Gross Assets .... ♦ ..................18.979.203 89
April winds.
Mrs. Maynard Waldron of Beverly. Deduct
burn. secretary; Mrs. Blanche Moore, evidence. In the case quoted first
$19,013 238 85
Items
not
admitted
....
1.383.498
49
educational and hymn lantern slides
Easter Sunday should also be ob- the camera on something solid for
Deduct Items not admitted
540 122 45
Mass., was a recent guest for a few
treasurer. Further committees will it would seem as though the witnesses
Admitted
..................... „....$ 17.595.705 40 I
being shown. The offering was do days of Mrs. William Erickson.
eerved as “Snapshot Sunday” for otherwise, unless you know from ex
were
the
ones
who
drank
the
evidence.
$18
473.116 40
be appointed by the chair.
perience
that
you
can
hold
your
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
you will «urely want to take several
nated to the benevolences of the
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
Under the New Deal, and repeal of
Carl Makinen who was in a C.C C Net Unpaid UmMB
Mrs. Abbie D. Wooster has re
$778,834 00
pictures of your mother, wife, sister, camera steady through 1/15, l/lo
$1 093.154 00
church.
Premiums .............. 5.451.477 00 Net Unpaid Losses ............
Camp at Southwest Harbor durinr Unearned
opened her home at W arren High the Prohibition Amendment, I pre
10 233.796 90
daughter or sweetheart in that new or 1/5 of a second, your picture will
All other Liabilities ............. 2 099.386 79
Miss
Dorothy
Spear
is
visiting
tier
1.983.045 0!
he
blurred.
Cash
Capital
............................
3,000
000
00
sume
there
arc
no
rum
cases
in
Court
the
winter,
has
returned
home.
lands.
Easter outfit.
AU
other
Liabilities
..........
604.277 62
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6.266,007 61
grandparents in Warren.
The twin daughters of Mr. and Mrs
2.009.600 00
Here's a chance to again get “en Remember, too, th at the grown
Miss Ella Ladd who fell recently in now.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2 558.842 87
Liabilities and Survironment” in your pictures. The ups are not the only ones who have
Mrs. James Lockery and Mrs Ed William Polky have been named Jane Total
March 19. 1885: “Clear and cold
Rockland broke a small bone just
plus ................................... $17.595.705 40
young lady pictured above Is in an new Easter clothes. How about the
Total Liabilities and Surward
Cummings
of
Bath
and
Mr
and
Jeanette.
again
today.
A
very
cold
day
yester
above the ankle on the left foot. She
plus .................................. $18,473,116 40
United States Branch of the
ideal setting to “show off” her suit youngsters? Little Jane (above) Is
and Mrs. J. Elwood Church and son
Mr. and Mrs Harry Robishaw were HALIFAX FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
day throughout the country; some
remains with Mrs. May Rokes.
surely
getting
a
gre»t
thrill
out
of
(and good looks) and at the same
MILL OWNERS MVTUAI. FIRE INSURHalifax, Nova Scotia
of Gardiner were recent guests of callers last Thursday at Omar Con
ANCE < O OF IOWA
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland who ■places as low as 30 degrees below
time the result is a most attractive the new dress.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
Des Moines, Iowa
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and MiSs Marcia way’s.
Easter offers countless opportun
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,381,210 97
spent the fin ter in Rockland, have zero (springlike)" March 7, 1885:
snapshot—typical of springtime.
ASSFrS DEC 31. 1934
?ash
In
Offlce
and
Bank
208.311
98
ities
for
interesting,
story-telling
Blaney.
"H. IF. Kalloch came home from
The suit, the girl, or the picture
returned to their home here.
Concord Underwriters Department
$801 962 42
Agents' Balances .................... 159.296 62
251.596 26
of the
would not be half as attention-com snapshots. There is the plant you
Interest and Rents —...............
16.047 00
Mrs. Ida Winchenbaugh and Miss
Several from here attended the Augusta this afternoon. He has been
MANUFACTURERS
AND
MERCHANTS
1.350 00
pelling If the picture had been taken gave mother, or the beautiful white
Gertrude Winchenbaugh of South
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Oross
Assets
........................
$2,764,866
57
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange gone two months". I haven't read
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
187
284 77
Concord, New Hampshire
with the garage door, the dark trunk Easter lilies or the baby chicks re
Deduct Items not admitted ... 517.662 33
Waldoboro are visiting Mrs. A. E
held last Saturday with Pioneer ' anywhere th a t the Maine legislators
194 017 09
ASSETS DBC 31. 1934
of a tree or some other unattractive ceived by little Jane from her grand
C3
596 74
Admitted
$2 .247.204 24
Boggs.
have arrived home for other than
G range in East Union.
Collateral Loans ..................... $57,381 oe
mother; and innumerable other sub
object as a background.
All other Assets .................
6.966 60
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
stocks and Bonds ................... 691 783 6’
Addison
Winchenbaugh.
who
has
jects.
All
you
need
do
Is
give
a
little
Friends are congratulating Mr. and weekends as yet—April 1.
And the suggestion for a suitable
Ca h in Office and Bank ......
60 295 or Net Unpaid Losses ................. $103,383 00
t2 592 R14 96
21 142 1c Unearned Premiums .............. 575.984 00 Deduct items not admitted
passed the winter in town, has re AKent.s’ Balances .....................
"Behold, what havoc the scythe of
background for your Easter snap thought to the picture possibilities
Mrs. Lewis Robinson iMiss Elsie P art
163.082 16
Interest
and
Rents
................
1 772 H All other Liabilities .............. 213.560 93
and
at
the
end
of
the
day
you
will
shot
might
be
a
church
entrance.
turned to Dutch Neck.
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learned that Richard L. Rokes. seven longevity is th a t of Alex. Kalloch and
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Plymouth. N. H. His father is a for history of the town of St. George.
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“There is no disease in the world lor 1
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Leland Rokes. who was seriously in town of St. George in 1803 At his of diseases . . . Its use is ruinous to j
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changed Saturday according to doc and I think I am correct in stating blood vessels, and gives rise to t h a t 1 Byron Davis of Glenmere called on rooms. Mrs. Esther Clark. R. N. was
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tors at the Plymouth Memorial Hos- that he had reached within a year most common fatality, high blood i friends here last week.
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STATE OF MAINE
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visited
Monday
with
Total Liabilities and Surplus *7.789.231 29 Total Liabilities and Surplus (3.823.800 04
Gross Assets ....................... $24 907.503 39 I Admitted
$2,335,964 38
Net Unpaid Losses ..................$4,698,712 84 Deduct
Norman Perry of Fort Williams was Mabie Crawford.
His move followed by one day re
Items not admitted .. 2.611,743 03 j
Unearned Premiums ............ 1.984.927 45
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
677.309 61
jection by the Legislature, now ad recent guest of his parents.
Burning blueberry land and cutting ‘ All other Liabilities ............
Admitted
..........................$22,295,760 36 Net Unpaid Losses .............
$338,756 55
Unearned Premiums .............. 971 851 94
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Perry were re apple trees are the occupations this Cash Capital ...... ,..................... 1.000.000 00
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1934
journed. of a bill providing for pay
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..................$1,241.430
00)
All
other
Liabilities
..........
265 097 65
over all Liabilities .... 796,718 88
m ent of $15 a month to persons 70 cent visitors in Ellsworth.
spring of most of the farmers in this Surplus
......................... 400.000 00
Premiums ............. 6.245.037 25 Cash Capital
Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,157,668 78 Unearned
•All
other
Liabilities
..............
6.242,184
23
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities....
360.258 24
Sympathy
is
extended
Mrs.
Sabra
locality.
years or over who were in distress.
• Includes Reserve for Contingencies of Cash Capital .............
3.000.000 00
INSURANCE
90 representing difference between Surplus over all Liabilities
3.567.108 88 Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,335,964 38
Legislature killed the bill after its en Morang of Burkettville in the sud
Mrs. H. A. Hawes of Union passed j $33,830
value carried In assets and actual Dec
On the basis of Dec 31. 1934 market
Limerock St.
TeL 390
Rockland actm ent following receipt of a mes den death of her husband which oc Monday afternoon with her mother 31st.
1934 market quotations on all bonds Total Liabilities and Sur
quotations for all bonds and stocks
• 11
42-S-48
and stocks owned
plus ...................................... $22,295,760 36 owned this Company's total admitted
sage from Gov. Brann th a t it con- curred April 8 in a Union quarry.
Mrs. C. W, Mank.
COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS, Rockland 'Includes $4,994,783.26 Special Reserve. a&ets would be Increased to $2,366,669.38.

W

JOHN A. BLACK CO.

CAMDEN

TH OM ASTON
Services at the Federated Church
Sunday will be: Church school at
9.45 a. in.; morning service at 11, sub
ject "One fine hour is enough." The
anthem will be "Blessed is He th a t
cometh," Nolte, with soprano obli
gato by Mrs. Leah Davis and inci
dental duets by Misses Katherine and
Laura Beattie, and Mrs. Marion
Grafton and Forrest Stone. The
Epistle to the Ephesians will be the
subject of the Bible study hour.

Lver

(ockland L ourier-U azefte, Saturday, A pril

■'age Six
A GREAT CAMPAIGN

Shredded Wheat Will Use Newspaper
Mrs. Martha Clark will entertain
Advertising In Country-Wide Drive
the Woman's Baptist Mission Circle
Tuesday afternoon. A covered dish
Starting in the middle of April in
luncheon will be served a t 6 o'clock. this city and more than 500 other

Probate Notices

Lights of NewYork

STATE OF MAINE

FOR SALE

In E verybody’s Colum n

wr-uay

♦ EGGS A N D CHICKS ♦

Advertisement* In thia column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 2S
cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three time*. Six words
make a line.

To all persons interested in either of i
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at RacklancL ' City and Village Homes,
In and for the County of Knox, on the 1
19th
of March In the year of our 1 also Cottages and Farms in
Most New Yorkers would not have Lord day
a
one thousand nine hundred and I
thirty-five and by adjournment from
almost any location. Many ^ •♦ •* .* * ■ ■ * •* * ^ •* •* •* ♦ ♦ •* •* 0 5
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will communities over the country, Shred done what Herbert H. Holland did. day
to day from the 19th day of said ’
The
great
majority
would
merely
visit Mystic Rebekah Lodge at W ar ded Wheat will continue its advertis
March the following matters having , House or Cottage Lots.
have shrugged their shoulders and
presented for the action thereupon [
ren Monday evening; supper at 6 30 ing. with a unique new newspaper gone about their business. Some been
♦
A
hereinafter Indicated it Is hereby Or- j Blueberry lands with Wood
dered
Miss Bessie L. Bowers will be host campaign presenting an entirely dif might have lnughed about it later
SKIFF found in Rockland harbot
lots.
Tea
Room
with
Gas
That notice thereof be given to all
have same by proving claim and
ess to the ladies of the Congrega ferent kind of health and appetite but many would have said nothing persons interested, by causing a copy ol ■ pumps f.nd several Over Owner
paying costs. OTIS TRUNDY, 5 Laurel
this order to be published three weeks !
—the
New
Yorker
does
not
like
to
story
on
this
world-famous
breakfast
8t.
45*It
tional Society Wednesday afternoon
in, The Courier-Gaaette. a ■ night Camps, Tea Room
seem a sap, and that's the way most successively
30x5 tire and disk wheel lost between
DAY OLD Pullets for sale—tested
food.
newspaper pubiished at Rockland tn said I
at her home on Mountain street.
Belfast
and
Rockland
Friday.
V.
L. Hall-Cross strain. CARL O NELSON.
that they may appear at a Pro- ' and Gas Station
Shredded Wheat has always been a people feel when they receive the County
PACKARD Tel. 446.
43-45,310
Umerock St. Phone 714-W.
33-tf
bate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
Rockland.
|
.
i attentions of a pickpocket. ButHolThe Philathea Class met a t the ,
Union services for the churches
favorite for Its crispness and delicious lMd a )flw gtudent ,n gt John.g on the 16th day of April A. D. 1935, at |
SETTING EGGS for eale, cross of
nine
o'clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
be
,
For
Lease
or
Salr,
fine
location.
church parlors last evening. Rev. W
White W yandotte and White P lym outh
next week. Holy Week, have been a rflavor. And dieticians have long rec- jaw school, over in Brooklyn, is o f heard thereon if they see cause.
West End Market. Thomaston, in
Rocks. R oosters weigh eight to nine
ranged thus: Tuesday and Wednes- * Brown was guest speaker,
lbs.; fowl seven to eight, 60 cents for 13
JAMES A SMITH, late of Thomaston. I front of prison: large store with
ognized its unusual qualities in pro- different stnfT. He believes that citeggs ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head.
Will and Petition for Probate
fine cellar, lights, toilet and water.
day evenings a t the Methodist ' Miss Marion Lowe is employed at moting energy, health and vigor. The izens have a duty to their corn- deceased.
Me Tel 341-R.____________________42-47
thereof, asking that the Sime may be
MAINE accredited Red and Barred Rock
Churcsh: Speakers, Rev. Howard [ Megunticook Press, while Mr. and new campaign has taken up this munlty. Doing that duty caused him proved and allowed and that Letters S15 a month. A fine place for gro
Testamentary’ issue to Lottie A. Smith
cery and variety store, with gas
POSITION wanted as cook or general Chicks. May hatches twice weekly. May
Welch of W arren and Rev. H. F Mrs. Alton Crone arc in Washington theme in an honest, straightforward I some exertion and the loss of time. of Thomaston, she being the Executrix station, as it has large frontage. housekeeper,,
dates
being booked, fast. Order now.
experienced;
reasonable
Hot that did not deter him. He did named in said Will, without bond.
salary; references. MRS. MILDRED FOSTER D JAMESON, Waldoboro, Me
Leach; Thursday and Friday evenings as chaperones on the educational manner that is sure to create great what he thought was right. So,
It
has
garage.
Also
fine
rent
up
Tel.
142-11.________________________
42*53
BUNKER Tel 444M
43-45
CORA E. McLAIN. late of Rockland,
at the Baptist Church. Rev. Charles trip of Rockport High School.
interest in everyone, old and young William Johnson, a negro with a deceased Will and Petition for Probate stairs. 8 rooms, bath, hot and cold
R I. RED day old cnlcks at $10 per
FARM HAND wanted for general, all
thereof, asking that the same may be
water. Would sell for J2500.
round farm
work.
HERBERT ,C. 104; also a few one and two week old
j . MacDonald of Rockland and Rev.
coast to coast record as a pick proved
The Congregational Ladies will pre alike.
chicks. L. B. ROKES. Camden._____ 40*46
and allowed and that Letters
PARSONS. North Haven. Tel. 4-2.
pocket,
has
been
held
without
bail
Testamentary
issue
to
William
A.
Mc
44-46
W. F. Brown of Camden.
Tied up with the newspaper adver- I
sent a Wedding Pageant with color MAINE Pioneer Chicks—every WedStore on Alain street, two floors
Lain
of
Boston.
Mass.,
he
being
the
to await grand jury action.
CORRESPONDENCE
intelligently . nesday 4000 of them Selling fast. Send
Executor named in said Will, without
fpl stage setting and music, April 26, tising is a broad magazine campaign
wijh fine basement, city.
handled
by
college
graduate
with
bust!
orders
now; 100 per cent pullorum clean,
bond.
ness experience Available by hour, day ' Supreme q u ality, outstanding values of
and special color newspaper drive—
Mrs. Jennie Benner of Waldoboro is at 8 o'clock at the Parish House.
Holland, a passenger in the sub
season.
or
week
Tel
1280
season.
Can’t be beat at any price. A
CHARLES M OAKES, late of VinalTwo Garages on side streets,
placing emphasis on the various fruit way during the rush hour, felt a tug haveu. deceased. Will and Petition for
caring for Mrs. Horace Vose who is
37-50
44*46 C HAWES. Union. Me
Miss Nettie Bean will entertain the
city.
thereof, asking *that the same
seasons. A strawberry and Shredded at his hip pocket as he was leaving Probate
ill at her home on Hyler street.
EARN up to $25 dozen em broidering., R I. , RED chicks. State
m tested, P ulmay be proved and allowed and that
lgdies of the Methodist Society Wed
scarfs, home, everything furnished, write
clean. $12 per 104. Tel. 8-5. W L.
Wheat drive will be closely followed the train at Fourteenth street. Turn 1Letters Testamentary issue to Leslie H.
35-tf
Harmond French of Harmony, 47, nesday afternoon.
City Homes near Main street, for
ART EMBROIDERY 924 Bergen. Jersey i MERRIAM. U nion. Me
Oakes of Vlnalhaven. he being the
ing
quickly,
he
grasped
a
hand.
In
City.
N
J.
45*It
•
—
—
by
similar
efforts
on
other
fruits
and
home
and
office.
Executor named in aald Will, without
who had been boarding with Mrs.
EXPERIENCED Stitchers wanted i i t M * * * * * * ' * ,* * * * * * * H
There will be a card party at Me- berries. There are many fruits and that hand was his check book, he bond.
Samuel H. Reed the past year, died
MODERN
PANTS CO.
__________________________________43-tf
♦
I
—
♦
For choice of location of Cottage
IRVING P. TEEL, late of St. Oeorge.
,
.
i gunticook Grange hall Saturday eve- berries, fresh from the orchard—or testified later. The owner of the
Thursday morning.
His remains B
°
1
WE WILL buy second-hand upright f
hand was Johnson, who, it devel deceased Will and Petition for Pro lots—Wadsworth's Point. Friend
_ ,
ning with prizes and refreshments,
BURPEE FURNITURE CO 361 ' j
preserved fruits from the pantry— oped, has done time in Sing Sing, bate thereof, asking that the same may I ship, Ash Point, Spruce Head, pianos^
were shipped to Exeter, N. H., for ]
Main St Tel 450.
43-tf
be proved and allowed and that Let-1
burlfel.
I The funeral of Lorena E. Paul, 82. which are especially delicious with in Sacramento, Cleveland and else ters Testamentary Issue to Weston H. ’ Waterman’s Beaeh, Crescent Beach.
POSITION as housekeeper wanted by
Rivers of St. George, he being the Execu- 1
middle-aged woman; or work by hour !
m ii|lnJ i
Mrs. George W. Ludwig who has a native of this town who died in Shredded Wheat, and greatly i n - ; where, and who has been arrested tor named in said Will, without bond. I Owl’s Head, Hosmer’s Pond. Ten
Apply 20 MYRTLE ST
4.1*45
:k8- .* 5
P?r c?rd
my
43*45 i bl<M
ant’s Harbor, Megunticook Lake,
route 17, Washington. Me.
Tel 6-5
WALTER D SMITh. late of Rockland, j
been seriously ill the past four weeks Belfast Thursday, will be held from creased sales are expected from this 19 times for picking pockets. John
WANTED to
buy. Three m
___a__
sted
_ ! Washington
______ ,
or Inquire of SIDNEY
son dropped the check book between deceased Will and Petition for Probate j Henderson's Point.
Schooner 500 to 700 tons. Not over 12 I HUMES
43-45
powerful campaign.
went Thursday to Portland where | Gcod s fun.e ral homc todayfoot load draught Send h ill ‘pecificathe cars and grinned. The crowd thereof, asking that the same may b e ,
Used REGULATION school bus for sale
The point-of-sale helps will be of forced Holland outside. But he got proved and allowed and that Letters
tlons and price to DW1OHT W SMITH. Painted.
she entered the Maine General Hos- w « ton p Holman wil1 ° fficiate and
Ready
to
go
Seats
25.
Box
7.
Testamentary Issue to Katherine Sm ith I
69 MEADOW St. South Norwalk. Conn. Tenants Harbor. Tel 4-4__________44*46
45*47
pital for observation. She was ac burial will be in Mountain cemetery. greater interest to grocers than e v e r. back Into the train and rode as far of Rockland, she being the Executrix
OLDSMOBILE 4 door Sedan 1932 good
Aaron Smalley, &3. died Wednesday before. Many novel, hard-hitting j as Brooklyn bridge. There he found named In said Will, without bond.
GIRL WANTED for housework at 43
companied by Dr. Lawry of Rockland.
and tires. Mechanically O.K.,
CHARLES C. MCDONALD, late o f'
JAMES ST. Tel. 919-W Call aftet 5 p.m. paint
an
officer
and
Johnson
was
arrested.
ideas
have
been
worked
out
which
I
sacrifice
for cash. Tel. CAMDEN 785
her daughter, Mrs. W. T. Smith, and at the home of his daughter. Mrs
45-47
Thomaston, deceased Will and Petition '
• • •
"
45*47
for Probate thereof, asking that the ■
are
sure
to
produce
extra
sales
for
(
PRIVATELY
owned,
late
model
Sedan
Gertrude
Pierson.
Mr.
Smalley
was
Mr Smith.
same may be proved and allowed and
Being
a
law
student
Holland
wanted.
Must
be
In
good
condition,
forTa^WRG
T
lW
tt’
r
a
o
^
"
SPhifieC
hl44*
Letters of Administration with the t
State make. year, price. Write AUTO. Rockland.
- -,’alP °
W THO“ AS Phone 144.
There will be a food sale in Walsh's born at St. George. Besides the every grocer. The job as a whole is didn’t stop at th a t He went back .uat
43*45
Will annexed be issued to Alfred M .
timed
perfectly—each
division
workj
care
The
Courier-Gazette.
43*45
daughter, he is survived by his wife.
Mild Form of Inflation Adds
and looked for the evidence. A sub Strout of Thomaston, or some other '
store this afternoon.
WILLYS-KNIOHT 8edan in good con
SECOND hand Front door pane,
Funeral services were held Friday at ing hard as a part of the general way employee had found the check suitable person, with bond.
To Other Favorable Factors
9 • • •
flow’ered glass size 13x38 oval top. J. E. dition for sale at a bargain. TEL. 1123-W.
* 43*45
SARAH O. WOOSTER, la t e '
RAWLEY 120 UMEROCK ST
45*tf.
the church at Wiley’s Corner. St scheme to create extra interest in book. Holland took the matter up of ESTATE
Camden, deceased Petition fhr Ad-1
SIX good draft horses and John Deeve
Services tomorrow at St. Jo h n ’s
A real estate boom is in the
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route. manure
with the company and got permis ministration
this favorite cereal—adv.
George.
d.b n.c t.a . asking that A
spreader.
Tel.
17-3
C.
M.
Real opportunity for right man. We BURGESS. UNION. ME
making and within a compara
Church: Blessing and distribution of
45*47
sion for the employee to go to court Johnson Talbot o f Camden, or some
help you get started. Write RAWLEIGH
suitable person be appointed'
tively short time it will be on
The annual Flower Show of the
to testify. That clinched things and other
palm and Holy Eucharist, 9 a. m.. fol
CO
. Dept. MED-73-L. Albany. N Y.
A FEW gallons of M E SIDELINGER S
Admr. d .b n .cta a . without bond
its way. predicted Robert A.
43*45 splendid m aple syrup left fo r sale,
Johnson went to the Tombs, After
lowed by church school. At 7.30 ques Camden Garden Club will be held 35,000 KILLED BY
43-45
ESTATE ELINA AUTIO. late of Friend
Nordblom. vice president of the
SET TUBS, slate, soap stone or ce Washington. Me. R F D
it was all over, Holland explained ship. deceased Petition for Adminis
tion box and devotions. Services for July 16 in the Opera House.
ment: must be in good condition Write
BLUEBERRY land, about 50 acres,
Massachusetts Real Estate
AUTOS LAST YEAR that he knew he was losing nothing tration d b.n., asking that Waino Autto
near m ain road. CHARLES PERRIN,
HENRY BALDWIN. Rockport. Me.
Holy Week: Monday, Holy Eucharist
Exchange speaking before the
of Friendship, or some other suitable I
S. W Hastings, whose products of
45-47 Warren.
43-45
—that he never carried money in person
be appointed Admr. d.b n.. with
committee in that organization
at 7.30 a. m. Tuesday, Holy Eucharist homemade ice cream and candies,
THREE H. P. Engine and band saw.
POSITION desired housework in small
his hip pocket, and It was easy to bond.
appointed
to
study
the
trend
and
Couch
for
sale.
A.
D.
CUSHMAN.
N
a
tio
n
P
a
y
s
H
ig
h
P
ric
e
f
o
r
family, care
for Children.
ALMA
at 7.30 a. m.; confirmation instruc have been favored with a steadily in
get another check book. But there
ESTATE CAROLINE D. TALBOT, late
43*48
KANGAS Spruce Head. Me R F D Admr . F rien dsh ip ____________
of the present realty market.
S w if t T ra n s p o rta tio n .
tion at 17 Gleason street, beginning creasing market, provided room for
was that consciousness of duty to of Camden, deceased Petition for Ad
for sale.
PoK
9
_____________________________I
HAY HAY
for sale.
RALPH C. WYLLIE^
—Clipping taken from Boston
ministration. asking that A Johnson
SALESMAN—for a quick selling spe- Oyster River road, Warren. Tel. Thomhis community, so he acted.
at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday, Holy E u  expansion of this business when he
Talbot of Camden, or some other aultaPost last Sunday.
clalty. Used in businesses, homes, on ' aston 169-12.
45-tf
• • •
,e» person be appointed Adm r. with
Washington.-rUpward of 35,000
charist at 7.30 a. m.; evening prayer bought yesterday from A. Arico the
farms,
everywhere. Go<£ year-round \ MAPLE SYRUP. »2 per gal. delivered In
bond.
In
his
recently
published
book,
nne c T ,tv
w S l ?"a p W
e? ™ ,rS ? Rockland April 17: U parcel port 20c
The time has come to invest in
at 5 p. m.; (Long Cove question box j adjoining barber shop to be re persons were killed in automobile
ESTATE GEORGE L. YOUNG, late of
5 W 11 L R K A ’ C
; extra L A LINSCOTT. Route l/W a s h “Tin Box Parade,” Milton MacKaye, North
accidents last year, the greatest
a Home. Prices are at the loWest
Haven, deceased
Petition Tor
at 6 p. m.i. Holy Thursday, Holy modelled into an addition of his pres
Gazette
43-45 j
on. Me
43-45
former Post reporter, relates a num Administration, asking that Winfield L. point and must go higher as labor
price this country ever has paid
r
allR
R
&
NEW and Used Fordson parts cheap,
Eucharist at 13 a. m.; Maundy ent refreshment parlor. William L. in lives for swift transportation on
Ames of North Haven, or some other t is advancing and lumber is very
ber of Interesting incidents in con suitable
n
Tel ™ K E LL
Rcbullt Fordson plow and harrow. B. M.
person be appointed Admr with
Thursday Devotions at 7 p. m. Good Bassick will be in charge of this sec the highways. Fatalities in 1933
nection with the Seabury investiga bond.
high. There is a great shortage of 12 PRESCOTT ST. Tel 29M._______ 45-47 , CLARK. U nion, Maine Tel. 7-24
WE
WANT
a
good
used
car—6edan
45*50
tion of municipal affairs, which led
good rents; also almost everv.fami
Friday, Mass of the Presanctified at tion of the store and will continue to totaled 30,000.
ESTATE EMILY C. SMITH, late of
preferred. Newness not essential and ’
f o r s a i^
k----------------------to the resignation of Jimmy Walker Thomaston, deceased Petition for Ad is occupied.
Two Independent agencies agreed
9 a. m.; Meditation on the Words from make all ices and a considerable por
not too keen on paint, but low cash R F r o s - W h v n o t n ian t « uaeHnn
asking that Rita C Smith
price Idghly Invariant
Car not too cut dH».n
the ^ s t of livin g
We
and the ousting of Tammany. Ac ministration.
Telephone me. I would be
the Cross 12 to 3 p. m. Holy S a tu r tion of the candies. Mr. Hastings closely in their estimates of the
of Thomaston, or some other suitable
b
mU" t h* u ,gi°Od mpchanlpal carry th e finest assortment of bulk and
cording
to
MacKaye,
a
big
break
in
1934 accident toll, based on pre
person be appointed Admx . without
pital
cd
tc
show
all
properties
and
ri^ielrs°nw K tth n tiB><1* tn Sn p^eo e Rn? PackaBe garden seeds In Southern Maine.
day. Holy Eucharist of Easter Eve, plans extensive repairs, re-arrangethe investigation came because one bond.
liminary reports.
Wr te °
° ' P ° i ^ i r !Also “ IuU assortment of Flower Seeds.
quote prices.
7.30 a. m. Baptisms at 4 p. m. an d : ments of fixtures and various altera
ESTATE MARY E INGRAHAM, late of
sal, v u y __________________________ 44 40 ' Buy your supply of seeds now. when
of Mr. Seabury's bright young law
The American Automobile asso
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Ad
POSITION
wanted
by
young
woman: our stocks are full and the seeds are
Saturday. Holy Eucharist of E aster ] tions and expects to have his new ciation figured the year's fatalities
yers was kind to a bank teller. The ministration. asking that Robert U.
Housework or caring for children Write fresh. AU o f our seeds are grown In
Eve, 7.30 a. m. Baptisms at 4 p. m. j parlor ready for a formal opening at 33,000. The Travelers' Insur
young lawyer assigned to go over Collins of Rockland, or some other suita
I W care The Courler-Oazctte
45-47 N E. and Rold direct from producer to
283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
person be appointed Admr.. with
Walker’s bank accounts met wflli no ble
ance company, Hartford, Conn.,
TRUCKING — Ali
iiS t trucking i
^ e e d ^ e s S l l T m l x ^ t S ’ grow
and Evening Prayer.
“
about the first of June.
bond
TEL.
330
OR
1154
promptly
done,
reasonable
p
rlce.jellab
le beautiful
unlfown grasi.. STOVERS
success. Then he decided to go
said they would total at least 36.ESTATE JOHN WESLEY ROGERS, late
45-45
service.
Go
anywhere.
WILBUR FEED MANUFACTURING CO. On track
through them again. The teller de of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
000 with around 1,000,000 Injured
STRONG. JR Tel. Thomaston 44.
Park S t., Rockland. Maine. Phone
ministration. tasking that Florence I
37*45 88
tailed to assist him wanted two Havener,
In 900,000 accidents.
1200
of Rockland, or some other
43-45
STEADY
INCOME
—
Selling
flavoring
days’
leave.
His
wife
was
ill
and
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admx..
That death toll means that the
FORDSON TRACTOR for sale w ith the
Notices
of
A
ppointm
ent
extracts,
household
remedies,
cosmetics,
without
bond.
«
alone at home, and he thought he
equipment: plow. Disc harrow,
number of persons killed on the
perfumes. Catalogue, instructions free following
ESTATE WILLIAM H STACKPOLE.
rig and pulley. ALLEN COOAN
should be with her. The bank re late
highways In this one year virtually
EXTRACT CO . Sanborp- saw
of Thomaston, deceased Petition
Oyster
River
Rd . Warren. Me.
43-45
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro WAKEFIELD
37-48
fused the leave.
Is as large as the number of enlist
for Administration, asking that Alan L. bate for the County of Knox, in the vllle, N. H
HORSE, cow. sheep, hen m anure de
Bird
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
auitai
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
in
•
*
•
ed
men
of
the
A.
E.
F.
killed
in
ac
livered anywhere. Rich loam for lawns.
HICKEN is a general year-’round favorite with almost everyone, but
ble person be appointed Admr.. without the following estates the persons were
Oravel for roads or filling Plow ing or
Hearing of this, the Seabury as bond.
tion during the World war.
i appointed
Administrators.
Executort.
in the springtime it is doubly welcome. For with spring come the
gardens made. Hard and soft prepared
ESTATE JENNIE M STEWART, late Guardians and Conservators and on the
On the average a person has
sistant went to the bankers and
wood. ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head.
first delicate young broilers and fryers, while plenty of roasting chickens
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for dates hereinafter named:
Me. Tel. 341-R
42-47
told
them
he
was
willing
to
post
been
killed
every
fifteen
minutes
of
are still available in the m arket, thus offering fo r selection quite a
Administration, asking that Harry A
CHARLES C. McDonald , late of
DORIES. 13 and 15 feet: also skiffs
tlie year and some one injured
pone his Investigations if the teller Mather of Rockland, or some other Thomaston,
variety in price range and methods of preparation. B ut whichever type
deceased.
March
2,
1935
Al
. .
. , .
, . and oars for aale ROBERT A. SNOW,
every thirty-one seconds.
got his leave. On his return, the suitable person be appointed Admr.. fred M. Strout of Thomaston, was apAPARTMENT of 5 rooms to let with 21 Suffolk St Tel. 733-W
40-45
is chosen, it is of first importance th a t you pick wisely. Even the most
bond.
. pointed Special Administrator. and garden, centrally located, reasonable [ -------In the last ten years more than
grateful teller Informed the investi without
skilled cookery cannot transform a poor bird into a tender, subtly
15.000 FEET of pine, spruce and fir
ESTATE LOUISE H. CABLES, late of I qualified by filing bond on same date.
price, garage. 8 Green St. Thomaston.
lumber for sale
Now being sawed
290,000 persons have been killed.
gator that as he had done him a Rockland, deceased. Petition for Liflavored morsel of chicken. However, it is easy to judge a good fowl
CORA E. KITTREDGE, late of Rock- ----------------------------------------------------ERNEST L. 8TARRETT. Tel. 43-12,
good turn, he was ready to do one cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ land,
Experts were wary In assigning
deceased. February 19 1935. Scott
SIX ROOM second floor flat with bath Warren.
by the following pointers—m eaty breast and thighs, clean smooth skin,
40*45
ated In Rockland, and fully described
causes for the year's great increase
himself. He told the investigator in said Petition, presented by Albert F Kittredge of Freeport. Long Island, to let. adults only Inquire LILLAN
soft flexible cartilage at the end of the breast-bone, moderately soft
FOR SALE
N.
Y..
was
appointed
Exr.,
without
i
BICKNELL.
82
Limerock
St.
45*47
Cables
of
Rockland.
Admr
In fatalities. The larger number of
to look carefully at a check with a
FERTILIZER--We offer Armour’s Big
smooth feet, and claws of medium length and sharpness. With these
Edward C Payson ol Rockland.' UPSTAIRS apartment to let. lour Crop
Fertilizer 5-8-10 High Grade Potato.
ESTATE MAY CONANT, late of Cam bond
old and defective machines being
certain number. The investigator
rooms and bath at 18’2 Shaw Ave. A L 5-8-7 Std Potato. 4-8-7 Corn. Peas and
identifying factors well in mind, you will be able to select a choice bird
den, deceased
Petition for License to appointed Ag>;nt in Maine.
used
as
a
result
of
the
depression
did,
and
what
he
found
led
to
the
FLORENCE
S.
PIERCE
late
of
VinalWHITI’EMORE.
31
Fern
Park
Ave..
Old
general
gardening. 3-10-4 Lawns and
Sell certain Real Estate, eltuated tn
with sureness and conviction. Then try the following delightful new
years and the higher speeds of
discovery of one Sherwood, sup Camden, and fully described In said haven, deceased. March 5. 1935, Arthur Orchard Beach.___________________ 44*46 general gardening Vert. Vlgero and
recipes fo r poultry cookery. T hey will add a gala touch to family Sun
presented by Oeorge II Thomas S Pierce of Lexington. Mass was ap- FURNISHED apartment to let on front , Sheep Manure, special fertilizers for
new models were contributory
posed to have been Walker's finan Petition,
of Camden. Admr
pointed Admr.. and qualified by filing 2 rooms and bath at FO6S HOUSE lawns. Ton lot buyers will be given a
day dinners and special spring parties.
causes, they believed.
cial agent.
ESTATE GEORGE W BENNER, late' bond on same date. Hilton E Ames of 77 Park 8t Tel 330
45tf. cash d isco u n t of 11 per cent, also spe
cial trucking
to farmers
•
«
•
of Friendship, deceased
Petition for Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine.
wnnFRN— im-tn-thp— m i n n t > —
~,
Iallowance
---------- ......................
- r - and
Roast Chicken With Stuffing—
The Travelers reported a de
V
y
^
id
sh
m
^
an^
fu
llT
^
d
eserib
ed
EDWIN
J.
POWELL,
late
of
Union,
in
Syndicate
block,
now
available
Heat
' Searsport ° M a ln e ^ I f you vvant BIO
Wash, singe and draw the chicken,
crease of 3 per cent in the number
Another story has to do with A1 ated Jn I ?lendshlp.^and Ju U y ^described deceased August 21
.. m t . h . d Aelevator
i . v . t n r <service
* r v ir« f from
mm h
5. s -Big>o-u
w ant
1934. Maurice sS rfurnished
8 •a m
m.. i; op.oPS use Armour
Crop
Fertilizer
rub it w ith salt and pepper, inside
of accidents per death and said
aid Petition, presented by
Smith during the bitter Democratic
Powell of Bridgewater. Mass., was ap- to 5:30 p m
Room enough for all pro- STOVERS
FEED MANUFACTURING
Bradford
of
Friendship.
Admr.
and out, and stuff. (Any stuffing
this “emphasized a trend in more
pointed Admr. and qualified by filin g ' fessional men to be under one roof i co
On track 85 Park S t
R o c k la n d
state convention in 1932. Franklin
ESTATE JEDIAH P JORDAN late of • bond• “February
19’------1935 Alan
•
-•’
’L Bird' of* Inquire of FREEMAN S. YOUNG 163 Malne Phone 1200
43-45
may be used. Bread stuffing, chest
serious accidents that has been evi
I). Roosevelt and Smith wanted Her Boston.
Mass., deceased. Petition for I Rockland, appointed Agent in Maine.
Main St. Tel. 786-J or H H Crle and Co
nut stuffing and celery stuffing are
-krvr rj-w * i *
J , DAVIDSON farm for aale. In Appleton
denced for a number of years.”
bert II. Lehman nominated for gov- License to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
AUSTIN A GARDNER, late of Rockin Camden, and fully described in
,
,
v,"aKF: 10 room h0U5e and barn conparticularly good). Truss and tie
The A. A. A. reports for the first ’ ernor. John F. Curry, Tammany ated
said Petition, presented by William M ' land, deceased, March 19. 1935. Nina M. VESPER A. LEAv/H. Tel. 133.______ 53-tr nected. extra barn, water In house.
j Gardner of Rockland, was appointed Exx.
Me.
the fowl. Grease it well with savory
ten months showed only Connecti j leader, advised by Max D. Steuer, Jordan. Exr.
__________
34*45
THREE tenem ents on Mechanic St., CLEON A BUTLE31. Union.
lights and flush. Inquire MRS. W. S.
ESTATE MARY A. BLOOD, late of i without bond.
fat or P ure Olive Oil, dredge w ith
cut, Delaware, Maine. New Hamp
HARD coal $15 ton. Pocahontas soft
didn’t After some wrangling, A1 InRockland deceased. Petition lor apALMIRA A DYER, late of Vlnalhaven. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel 874-W
coal $9 ton. « Coke $9 50 ton
J. B.
flour and place in a roasting pan
shire, New York, South Dakota and , formed Curry that if he didn't name polntment
43-tf PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
of Trustee, asking that Ralph deceased. March 19. 1935. Lloyd J Dyer
in a hot oven (480° F.) to se ar
West Virginia had decreases.
Lehman, he'd come down to New W Brown of Rockland, or seme other Of Vinalhaven was appointed E x r. and
35-lf
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 GRACE
person be appointed Trustee, qualified by filing bond on same date,
St. All modern. Tel. 133
45tf
quickly so its juices may not escape
An increase of 81 per cent in
York, run for mayor and take the suitable
FOUR ACRE farm for sale, on State
with bond.
______ ? __
..
FIVE ROOMS and bath to let on first road in W est Rockport, six room house,
Mississippi was the largest shown i city away from him. “On what tickduring th e roasting. A fter 20 or
ESTATE HENRY E. MCDONALD, ^ate
JAMES
MORSE, late of Appleton,
March 19. 1935. Julia Chnnles floor at 34 Pleasant St Price reasona- barn, shed and hen house, fru it trees.
25 minutes, when well seared, cover
In the A. A. A. report An In I et?” asked Curry. “On the Chinese of Thomaston, deceased First and deceased.
29-tf
of Appleton, was appointed Exx . • ble. MISS ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School W C WHEELER. West Rockport
'
*»“ d
I S ^ jr ^ lO lS ^ M .___________________ 424f
crease of 16 per cent was reported ' laundry ticket,” rasped Smith. Mr. fiynAlfAd MntStrPourSl,e ? hom.s?onOW^
the pan, lessen the heat to 370° F.
KEYS I KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
for the entire country.
and cook until the breast is tender.
Lehman became governor of New elk. Admr Estate Charles C. McDonald JOHN T WHALEN, late of Rockland. POOL ROOM to let In Camden, com- order. Keys made to fit all locks when
ESTATE HENRY E MCDONALD, late deceased. March 19. 1635. Annie L. plete wltlh two tables. Address BOX 74. original keys are lost. House. Office or
If cooked in an open pan, as soon
I York.
Code books provide keys for all
of Thomaston, deceased.
First and Whalen of Rockland, was appointed Exx ., Camden.___________________________ 43-45 | Car.
locks without bother. Scissors and
as the flour has been nicely brown'
©, Bell Syndicate.—WXU Service.
Final
account
presented
for
allowance
without
bond
TENEMENT
at
52
Summer
St.
M
od1
Knives
sharpened " prompt service
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
ed, baste well, using 1 cup w arm
by Alfred M Strout of Thomaston. Admr.
WILLi AM A JOHNSTON, late of Rock'mProv*m e" t’ j?,11?, A c McLOON. I , Onable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
d.b
n
c.t.a.
i
,ant,
deceased
March
19.
1935.
Grace
33
Grove
bt
Tel
253-M__________
42-tt
,
Main
St..
Rockland. Tel. 791.
water, % teaspoon W orcestershire
40-tf
Wasps
Build
Nest
Out
of
home news, at the Old South News
ESTATE JOSEPHINE P. WALKER late o Johnston of Rockland, was appointed
MODERN apartment to let In brick ,
FOR SALE-----------------Agency. Washington St., next Old
Sauce and 1 tablespoon b utter, re 
Thomaston, deceased First account Admx . without bond.
house at 157 TALBOT AVE. Apply on 1 PAINT—Casco Paints all colors for In.
South Church; alst at Andelman’s. 284
Merchant’s Money Hoard of
peating the basting frequently. Al
presented _ f or allowance by Robert! BENJAMIN MILLER, late of Rockland. ) premises___________ ________________37-tf side and outside, regular High Grade
Tremont St.
Oslo, Norway.—A merchant here Walsh of Thomaaton. Exr
low about 20 minutes to a pound for
deceased. March 19. 1935, Lawrence > HOUSE to let. formerly Dr. W. H. *2 75 gal value, colors now <1.79 gal.. 59c
who has been hoarding fop years a
ESTATE ELMAETTA LEAVITT, late of Miller of Rockland, was appointed Admr.,! Armstrong 39 Union St. Seven rooifis Q1 Herc 18 your opportunity to paint
roasting. Serve with giblet gravy.
Rockland, deceased First and Final
by
bath
he
. ac ! and qualified
- filing- bond on same , and —
. . . . Excellent
_____ heating
system. I UP
save money. If you w ant the
fortune in paper notes suddenly dis zvrvtuaf
ir o c o n fo
r o
llo w a n n o h
v Lena
Tnm
Chicken a La Maryland—Cut
count tpresented
for
allowance
by
date.
, giass enclosed sun porch. Apply RHON- • be8* p ain t that will wear, try Casco,
covered the whole of ids hoard H True. Admx.
chicken into pieces, dredge with
i HATTIE E. GREGORY, late of Rock- DENA A. ARMSTONG. Dovlestown. P a . i 7» Bal- STOVER'S FEED MANUFACESTATE M.
FRANCES THOMAS, port, deceased. March 19 1935 Robert i or MRS CHARLES LEWIS. 22 Orient St.. , TURING CO. On track 86 Park 6 t .
gone. The bundles of notes were
flour, pepper and salt. F ry until
M Fannie Thomas, and Fan- s Gregory of Rockport was appointed ! Rockland. Me.
42-tf ' Rockland, Malntf. Phone 1200.
43-45
kept in an old suitcase, and when otherwise
brown in skillet with several table
nie M. Thomas, late of Warren, deceased. Admr... without bond
FOR SALE VALUES—On account of
___
8IX ROOM bouse on Cak 8t„ all modhe opened the case he discovered First and Final account presented for
spoons fa t. Place in casserole or
ALBION SHERIDAN BARTLETT, late ! ern. to .et. Apply ALBERT 8. PETER- rapidly advancing Sugar market our of
by Frank H. Ingraham, of of Rockland, deceased. March 19. 1935. SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
40-tf fering of Sugar, subject to sale of stock
that it was almost entirely filled by allowance
baking pan, and pour over i t 1—
Rockiand, Admr.
on hand
Fine Granulated Sugar J4.8O
Adelaide I. Bartlett of Rockland, was
TO LET
an
enormous
wasps’
nest.
The
16 oz. can Cream of Mushroom
per 100 tbs . 25 lbs. *125. 10 lbs. 49c.
ESTATE ADA BELLE COMSTOCK, late appointed Admx.. without bond.
Tenement to let. West Meadow road, Stover s Pride Flour 99c bag. special.
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
Final
wasps
had
used
almost
all
the
notes
Soup. Cover and bake in a moder
HJALMARI AUTIO. late cf Friendship,
account presented for allowance by deceased. March 19. 1935, Walter Autio electric lights, artesian well water, land Occident Flour $1 27 bag. Farmer’s Fav
to construct their nest.
ate oven (375° F.) until tender.
Nanina Evelyn Comstock of Thomaston, of Friendship, was appointed Admr.. and for garden.
orite Dairy Feed J188 bag. M F L.
Five room tenem ent at 58 Warren St., Dairy 5’eed. $1.98 bag Stover's Pride 20
Exx.
(This is a delicious easy w ay to
qualified by filing bond on same date.
electric lights, gas. flush toilet.
per cen t Dairy Feed $2 08 bag. Stovers
ESTATE MABEL F. LANE, late of
Six room tenem ent on Grace St., all Forcing Egg Mash $2 35 bag. Clsbber
ALICE WILEY PULLEN.
late of
prepare chicken).
By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and Final St. George, deceased. March 19, 1935, modern, central location.
f u n e r a l d ir e c t o r s
Girl Baking Powder 5 lb. can 70c Salt
Emergency Chicken P o t Pie—
account
presented
for
allowance
by
Aian
L
Bird
of
Rockiand.
was
appolntLAFOREST A. THURSTON
Director, Heinz Food Institute
Birth Is Paid for
Pork 18c lb. Johnson, yellow eye or
Nathan F Perry. Exr.
i cd Admr,c.t.a.. without bond.
Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a
468 Old County road.
Tel. 1159 Cream
Beans 90c pk. Suggestions for
41-47 8prlng Casco Paint $1.79 gal. 59c qt.
With 3,000 Pennies
WALTER , W DOW. late of
HENRY E MCDONALD, late of Thomsaucepan, add 3 tablespoons flour
Washlngton. deceased. First and F nal aston. deceased. March 19. 1935. Alfred
Special
Mill End Paint, buff and gray,
and blend well. Add 1—16 oz. can can Cream of Mushroom Soup and
Austin, Texas.—A baby is worth
THE PERSONAL AIM . . .
account presented for allowance by Clara ; M strout of Thomaston, was appoint$1.39 gal. Armour's Big Crop Fertilizer.
S. Overlock. Admx.
Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a. and qualified by
Vegetable Soup and cook, stirring cook, stirring constantly, u n t i l
slightly more than twice its
We can save you money, let us figure on
MUSKRAT SKINS
ESTATE CHARLES F. MILLER, late of filing bond on same dite.
jiour requirements. Package and bulk
constantly, until thickened. Add thick. Add 4 sliced hard cooked
weight In copper, a local physi
. . . of Davis is evidenced and appre
Capidcn. deceased First and Final ac- , ADELLA N TOWL3END of Thom- We will pay the highest market Garden seeds. Package Flower Seeds.
114 to 2 cups diced cooked chicken, egg whites and heat ju st long
cian has discovered.
nriecx for Rnrine M uskrats
I Eqiflpment for both Dairymen and
^o',1.nt..,?,res,‘n,M‘.d ,0.r “llowahce by Lura astOn. March 19, 1935, It verdy M. Carroll
prices
lor »pnng vlusKrats
Poultrym en STOVER'S FEED MANUciated by all who have called Davis.
Bell Miller of Camden. Exx
Of union, was appointed Gdn.. . and
pour into a baking dish. Cover with enough to heat eggs through. Sea
The physician, who had de
V\ nte, Ship or Call
j FACTORING CO On track 88 Park St..
son
with
sa
lt
and
pepper
to
taste.
EUNICE
T.
BROWN,
late
of
North
'
qualified
by
filing
bona
on
same
date.
• a layer o f pastry or rich biscuit
livered an infant for a young
Rockland. Maine. Phone 12qp.
42-44
GASS
FUR
CO.
Haven, deceased. Will and Petition fori GEORGE H. BRO .’N. late of St.
By Personal Aim we mean keeping
dough, bake in a hot oven (450° F.) Serve on to a st cubes or hot biscuit
couple, was surprised one morn
Probate thereof, asking that the same George, deceased, March 19. 1C35. Mary 223 Pine Street,
Banger, Maine
and
sprinkle
with
the
egg
yolks
may be proved and allowed and t i w I o Barton of St. Georj . was appointed
until the pastry is well browned.
ing to find a sack containing
45-47
— — ——
— — — —M
away from stereotyped—“cut-andLetters Testamentary issue to Jesse E. Exx., and qualified byfiling
bond on
Chicken Salad—Combine 3 cups which have been put through a
3,000 pennies on his desk.
Ames of Boston. M ass. he being the same date
dried"—methods. We mean and hon
fcecutor named In said Will, without ’ JOHN R KKOWLTON. Iate of Roclt.
A note explained that the pen
cold cubed chicken with 114 cups sieve. Garnish with watercress. An
nr.,
„
land, deceased. March 19. 1835. Herbert
diced celery, then add 1 teaspoon easily prepared dish for your next
nies were In payment for the
estly strive to attain an individualism,
j $£
Witness MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es- l . Grinnell of Union, was appointed
child. Tlie couple evidently had
salt. C ut up 2 hard cooked eggs, bridge luncheon.
9.V
Prctba^ Court for Knox j Admr. c.t.a.. and qualified by filing
a sincere fulfilling of the anticipa
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
County. Rockland, Maine.
been saving them for a long time.
reserving 3 or 4 perfect slices for Chicken a La King—Melt 3 table
bond on same date.
land Hair Stvre, 24 Elm bt. Mall orders
Attest:
A ttest:
tions and unexpressed desires of every
solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
garnishing. Add eggs to the chicken spoons butter in a saucepan, add 3
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
___________________________________40-tf
and celery, then add enough Mayon tablespoons chopped green pepper
family each according to their own
39-S-45
CLEANING and repairing. S uits made
naise to moisten. Mound in salad and 3 tablespoons chopped pimiento
to order, coats rellned, su its made over
NORTH HAVEN
to
fit. NEW YORK TAILOR, corner
bowl on bed of crisp lettuce. Cover and cook slowly until s l i g h t l y
[ morning the young ladies' choir sings.
Main and Summer Sts.
45tf.
top w ith Mayonnaise and garnish brown. Add 3 tablespoons flour

By t . t . STEVENSON

; LOST A N D FO U N D ♦

;
at —

W A N TED

j

F O R SALE

REALTY
B O O M IN
M A K IN G

V . F. STUDLEY

D elig h tfu l C hicken R ecip es

C

•

TO LET

;

! M ISCELLANEOUS ;

with slices of hard cooked eg g and
Sweet Gherkins.
Creamed Chicken and Mushrooms
on T oast Cubes—Melt 2 tablespoons
butter in a saucepan, then add 114
cups diced cooked chicken and
brown slightly. Add 3 tablespoons
Hour and blend well. Add 1—16 «?•

and blend well. Add 1—16 oz. can
Cream of Mushroom Soup and U
teaspoon salt, and stir until thick.
Add 1 tablespoon India Relish and
2 cups diced cooked chicken and
heat thoroughly. Add 2 beaten egg
yolks. Serve in patty shelly or on
buttered toast, ------1
■—■

LET A WANT-AD
^THOMASTON 1 9 2 ,

I 0 7 M A I N STREET
THOMASTON MAINE

EXTRA R O O M !

Worship with sermon by the pastor j Plans are made for Easter services
Sunday at 11 a. m.. subject “The next Sunday. Definite announce
Sun-Lighted Cross;" church school ment will be made tomorrow of the
at 10. Last Sunday there was a t place of meeting for the early morn
tendance of 73. Young people meet ing service. A fine Easter concert
at 6.30; evening service at 7.30, brief by the Church School is the program
address by the pastor. Each Sunday for Sunday night.

EAT MOIKE
SCA$>LLOI
>S
3> ®
FEYLER’S

TEL. 1191
TILLSON AVENUE
ROCKLAND, ME.

RRBUIEAIK
S tiv e M o n e y

j'V>'lIIdLZciy

nocK iana v o u rie r-u a z e tte , S aturday, April I J,

'age Seven

A SA C R E D P E R IO D

® S——-O C * E T Y

In addition to personal notes retard
ing departures and arrivals, thia depart Baraca Class meeting Wednesday
ment especially desires Information of evening in the Methodist vestry de
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be voted a short period to business, then
gladly received.
turned the occasion into a going away
TELEPHONE ........ .......... ......
770 or 794
party for Mrs. N. L. Witham who
leaves the latter part of the month to
Mrs. George Blaney entertained at
make her home in Connecticut. She
luncheon Tuesday complimenting her
guests. Mrs. Harriet Erskine and Miss was presented with a silk utnbrella.
Entertainment features were in
Elizabeth Blaney of Lowell. Mass ,
charge of Mrs. Laura Buswell, and
and Mrs. Henrietta Gardner of Bos
Miss Eva Rogers presided over re
ton.
freshments.
The card party at Grand Army hall
Thursday afternoon, sponsored by
P ast Presidents Association of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps, had eight tables
with Mrs. Bertha Higgins as hostess.
Honors were won by Mrs. Henry
Jordan, Mrs. Fred Jordan, Mrs. Her
bert Kallodh, Mrs. Merle Hutchinson,
Miss Ruth Davis, Mrs. C. M. Richard
son, Mrs. Frank C. Ingraham, Mrs.
C. A. Packard, and Mrs. H attie
Davies. There will be another party
Thursday, afternoon, April 25.

Miss Susan Spear entertained with
two tables of bridge Wednesday eve
ning, her guests being Mr. and Mis.
Harry Levensaler, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Teel, and Arthur Bowley. Winners
were Mr. Levensaler, Mrs. Levensaler
and Mr. Teel,
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to
H. F. Club Thursday for dinner and
cards.

Mrs. Orrin Smith entertained
Mrs. Howard Hall and daughter,
Tango Club at supper Thursday. Last
Miss Estelle Hall, left Friday to spend
week Mrs. <L. F. Chase had the club
10 days in Washington, D. C.
for supper.
S tar and Crescent Club meets this
Miss Mina Tower went to Boston
afternoon with Harriet Wooster,
yesterday to spend the school vaca
Limerock street.
tion with friends in that city and
Dance fans are eagerly awaiting with relatives in Quincy, Mass. She
the Easter Monday ball to be given may also go to her home in North
a t Temple hall for the benefit of Adams, Mass, for a few days.
Knox Hospital. Mrs. O. E. Wishman
is general chairman.
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman entertained
W. I. N. Club at cards and late lunch
Thursday night, with honors going
to Mrs. Ralph Glendenning, Mrs.
Herbert Curtis and Mrs. Nellie
Shibles. Easter decorations were
featured.

Mrs. Harold Horrocks and Mrs. A.
J. Murray gave a silver tea at the
former's home Wednesday represent
ing one of the social groups of the
Congregational church. The after
noon was spent in cards, sewing, and
chatting.

Mrs. W. S. White has opened her
home at 29 Beech street for the sum
Mrs. Eva Pease was hostess to the mer season.
Just-a-club Monday night, with
Chapin Class meets Tuesday a t
honors in cards going to Mrs. Merle
’ the home of Mrs. H. E. Comins, with
Hutchinson, Mrs. N. L. Witham, and
husbands invited.
Mrs. Ralph Lufkin.
Miss Marguerite deRochemont left
Mrs. Russell Bartlett returned F ri
Friday to spend 10 days in Washing
day from a visit of several weeks with
ton, D. C.
Mrs. May Pinto in Plainfield, N. J.,
with Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and Mrs.
Doris Doe, contralto of the Metro
Ruth Gurdy Bird in Montclair, and politan Opera Company, known to
with other friends in Massachusetts. several local musical devotees, will be
soloist at the final Sunday evening
Corner Club played cards yester
musicale of the season to be held by
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. I.
the Canadian Club at the WaldorfJ. Shuman, Mrs. Charles M. Richard
Astoria, Sunday. Miss Doe has eight
son as hostess.
letters in her name; the club was
Mrs. Irving Pettingill and Miss Eda founded in 1880; has 800 members, is
St.Clair who have been guests of Mr. j located on the 18th floor of the hotel,
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard have returned [and the recital will start at 8:30.
{Sounds auspicious for success.
to Portland.

R ockland H ebrew s Soon T o
O bserve the F east of the
P assover
I
Rockland Hebrews in common with
those throughout the world, will usher
in the celebration of Passover, the
Feast of Emancipation Wednesday
night April 17. with a service in the
home. Passover is celebrated for a
period of seven days, during which
time no leavened bread is eaien.
Orthodox Jews observe the holiday
for eight days. It ranks as one of
the most important holidays in
Jewish life because of its historic
background and its signal message
to mankind at large.
The origin of this festival may be
traced to the time when Israel dwelt
in Palestine and engaged In agricul
ture and the coming of spring was of
special significance. I t marked the
beginning of the barley harvest. The
people took the first fruits of their
harvest to the Temple at Jerusalem,
and offered them to God with joyous
thanksgiving. Passover began as a
nature festival, but with the passage
of time its appeal as a nature festival
gradually disappeared, and instead
an historical element, the story of the
deliverance of the Children of Israel
from Egyptian bondage, became its
dominant motif.
The story, as given in the book of
Exodus, tells how the Pharaohs who
ruled over Egypt enslaved the Chil
dren of Israel who dwelt in their
land. Beneath the lash of the task
master the Hebrew slaves labored
under cruelly rigorous conditions,
building cities, palaces, and pyra
mids. Moses sought to deliver them
from their misery and suffering.
Again and again he appealed to
Pharoah to send them out of the
land of Egypt as free men, but in
vain.
Finally, when the first-born
sons of Egypt were smitten. Pharoah
let the people of Israel go and Moses
led them through the wilderness to
the foot of Sinai, where the law of
God was revealed to them and they
were consecrated to the observance
and promulgation of this law.
This vivid account has inspired the
Jewish people to cherish through the
centuries the vision of freedom, and
to dedicate the Passover observance
to the attainment thereof for all
mankind.
David Goldberg and bride arrived
Thursday from Boston, and are busy
accepting congratulations.
William Richards is seriously ill at
Knox Hospital.

SERIOUS SALLIES
—bv—
SA LLY L O W E
"The high soul climbs the highway, I
and the low soul gropes the low, and *1
in between on the misty flats, the rest
drift to and fro. But to every man
there openeth, a highway and a low.
and every man decideth the way his
soul shall go!” John Oxenham's
visioning cannot escape us!

• • «•
Romance.
Spring cuts through the shivering
woods, and as she touches bony
branch, new life bursts forth, as the
hand of the dancing goddess hurries
on to other worlds. The wind retracts
a shaft of icy air, and oncC again the
sun pours great gallons of heat
through the heavy white clouds. A
little whistle, a hatless boy, a saucy I
laugh, a stream of melted ice, a dusty
mountain, two ivory gulls, and the ]
smell of fresh paint, all symbolize ■
the turning point ‘of winter. New
faces, new thaughts, ideas swoop from 1
everywhere; music walks into the I
heart and strikes a new lilt to the
voice; and memories jab the very
essence of our being. Old stumps re
new their meanings and unawares a
sudden clamp of subtle sweetness
snaps around our throat and breathtakingly we dance to the glorious tune
of Romance.

2 0 % O ff
2 0 % O ff
$ 4 .9 5

C O N G O L E U M S , A ll P e r f e c t , A H P a tte r n s , 9 x 1 2
$ 4 .9 5 a n d $ 5 .9 5
A R M S T R O N G & C O N G O L E U M F L O O R C O V E R IN G S , yard
35c
D R A S T I C R E D U C T I O N S o n aU L I V I N G R O O M , B E D R O O M S U I T E S
CASH OR EASY TERMS IF DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROC KLAND, ME.

QOOR CHILD

TEL. 980

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES ■

NEW HATS FO R EASTER
W c A re Show ing tha R ight Hats at the
R ight l im e and at the Right Prices

$ 1 ,3 9 , $ 1 .6 9 , $1.98
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.|

A Striking Example
Of Home Modernization

II

Dr.TrueisElixir

stom ach w ith pain s, p ale face, e y es

I have a long list of good bargains In
h ea v y , short dry c o u g h , grinding
o f the teeth , etc.
real estate at lowest prices. Some
trades with little money down and
D r. T rue’s. E lixir i s m a d e from
in M usic Stu d y
some with no money down. Tele
; p u rest herb s, c o n ta in s no harm ful
in gred ien ts . . . c le a n s e s as it
phone 77. Robert U. Collins, Real Es
c le a rs the in te stin a l tract . . . It is
45-47
« An informal sing afforded much tate, Rockland. Maine.
a m ild m ed icin e s a f e for children
Teacher of Pianoforte
pleasure, one of the outstanding
or adults.
12
Center
St
T
el.
169-M
Roctland
Stand
up
and
paint
the
floor
with
numbers being “When the Banjo
F our generations' h a v e proved it,
Plays", always ft favorite in the club. the Super-Kleen applicator, 89 cents
at
E.
L.
Spear
&
Co.—adv.
43-45
eU
BTi
1
JiaaEIFJFJFJFJnFJFJrJTJrdrJrJ
There were 18 present.

edna gregory

B I G E L O W -S A N F O R D R U G S , A ll S iz e s , A l l P a t t e r n s
R E D C R O S S & S I M M O N S I n n e r S p r in g M A T T R E S S E S
N IC E S O F T M A T T R E S S , R o lle d E d g e , F a h e y T ic k

S

One Grateful
Mother’s Tribute

IN V E ST

N O T E T H E S E S A M P L E B A R G A IN S

house to William Clinton and will
make her home in Rockland. Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton are caretakers of
The Peanut Vender.
the Henry Richmond estate at Bear
All that he might have been, is
/AND W t SCHOOL Hill
and will later live in the newly
nothing to what circumstance has
By Dr. ALLEN G IRELAND
’ acquired property.
Director, Physical and Health Edscation
made him. He sits in a warmed up
H etr / f f i f f State Department of Pshlic I a H r actie *
Lester Sherer has returned to North
room, where the Oder of nuts clings
Haven after visiting with his sister
to his small body. All around on the
P la y g ro u n d A c c id e n ts
j Mrs. Herbert Waldron.
wooden floor lie shavings of peanut
The Clifford Wolfe family were at
To be content with the old say
shells, carbon boxes, soiled wax paper
and cardboard. The hinges of the ing “accidents will happen” is to be their W arrenton cottage over the '
! weekend.
shaky scales creak as he weighs out old fashioned.
Ray Newton is engaged in painting
We have suffered and lost too
the pounds. His eyes twinkle gayly,
long
under
th
a
t
in'
the
new Perry store in Rockiand.
ripening into a broad laugh which
k
different a t t i t u d e .Seme of the local school children
sends splinter lines like cats whiskers
have been confined to their homes
all around his grey shaggy eyebrows.
with measles.
His baggy clothing, shined up with
Mrs. Fred Herrick, formerly of
a pair of oversized rubbers, and un
Rockport, who has been in Blue Hill
kempt unshaven appearance, some
for several years, was calling recent
how do not detract from the atmos- :
A The modern idea is ly on friends and former neighbors '
phere of his being, for with a sample
/
to do s o m e th in g here.
of this and a sample of that and a
about it. Not ju st
Mrs. Herbert N. Brazier is suffering f
handful of nuts as you leave, a tale I
f
talking to children, from the effects of a bad burn on her
of a man who had wisdom to see t h a t !
/
for t h a t is out,
. leg and foot, occasioned by hot fat
happiness meant to him the giving
along with scolding,
and not the taking, follows every j
p r e a c h i n g , and j from a roast spilled in removal from
threatening. We have a guardian i the oven.
customer of the peanut vender.
ship to serve, and an im portant
Mrs. Eva Kinney is soon to move
• • • •
responsibility falling to school of
O. O. McIntyre, the most alert. ficials is to recognize every possible from the Gregory tenement at the
! humorous, and specific columnist of accident situation and to erect corner of Commercial street and
Gregory avenue to the Hall ten em en t!
I the day has the rig h t theory. “The every safeguard available.
on Warrenton street.
I height of contentment is—to have
By no means does this mean cur
Mrs. Caroline Sherer Swett of i
1done the thing you really wanted to tailing the normal activities of
do!” and with respect to the writer ( children. Such action would be Rockland called-cn friends here Tues- '
might I add, "but you really must little short of criminal. It means, J day.
rather, th a t the facilities we pro
Walter Dodge is making improve
want to do it."
vide fo r children's activities shall ments on his cabins at Oak Grove.
• • • *
be as free of hazards as we can
Trinkets:
make them. Are there hazards a t
Cleopatra was famed for them your school? That significant ques
G R O S S NECK
Young women doll in them. Old tion introduces a new line of
women stroll in them. Children yip thought into this series. It is an in
Mrs. Eldora Gross and granddaugh
not least the mass of middle aged
for them. Men glance a t them. Boys exhaustible subject, so more later. ter h^ve been recent visitors at Dewey
married set who Jostle in and settle in
snicker at them. Sometime’s it’s
How can
children’s
spring play
swarms,
cajoling
one another
in a 1Winchenbach’s at West Waldoboro.
mother’s or grandmother’s or Wool- be made safe? Dr. Ireland will dis*
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Simmons of j
rath
er
half
baked
manner,
and
find
worth's or lost and found! They cuss this problem next week.
ing such deep satisfaction in order Bath passed the weekend with Mr.
individualize the ordinary dull ap
ing th e black eyed Pierre around. Of ! and Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
pearance with a snip of mystery. The
course the artist, the student of music
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach of West
last final touch, with all due respects
the pupil who is studying home m ak Waldoboro spent Friday night and
to the handkerchief. Meaning lies
ing. the slim salesgirls, the plebian Saturday with Miss Marjorie Gross.
under each selection, pearl, opal, gold
street walkers, the stenographers, and
Miss Villa S tah l of Broad Cove was
onyx, amber, jade, tourmaline or
the debutantes are all here. And a caller Friday on friends here.
amethyst. Secrets of the dead, and
more too! It's the all american arena
secrets of the living. Children cf
Mrs. Annie Creamer is ill with a
where the bull haopens to be the
sentiment, are the trinket wearers
jsevere cold and is attended by Dr.
biggest sucker. and the bull fighter
but how close to the music is their
Nicholson.
none other than a person's conscience
gaye'y.
Mrs. Elroy H. Gross of Waldoboro
which
perhaps
has
had
a
vacation
• • «*
has been recent guest at the home of
and has not returned yet.
Merry-go-rounds.
However the merrv-go-rounding W. A. Gross.
There is one in the Copley Plaza in
Harry Creamer was a caller Sunday
goes
on, and the bees swarm after
Boston! There is one in every circus!
I t is a circus arrangement of squawky the honey, and no one wishes to be at Clinton Gross' in Dutch Neck.
Alden Gross is ill at Little’s Nurs
music timapneezing out of a cons reminded of money, while Death takes
shaped centre where much clinking a holiday and counts the hours until ing Home in Waldoboro.
of glassware is not on sale, but the the next victim is placed! As long
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne and
ingredients thereof are being guzzled as the music goes on. and the money daughter Luella Thorne were callers
All seats, booth style, built on a drips out. it's a gay world. But when Monday evening at Dewey Winchencircular wooden platform, move with the music ceases all that is left is a bach's, West Waldoboro.
the platform, round and round in the skeleton of empty facps, empty purses
Miss Marjorie Gross who has been
centre of a bizarre tapestried dining and empty hearts. It's a stage set guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
ting
of
glamour
which
wears
off
in
an
room. Here is the jamborree of after
Mrs. W. A. Gross during the school
dinner melodrama, the tall hat of a evening like cheesecloth pulp In the vacation, has returned to Waldoboro.
wheezy broker fittishly skipping an rain!
Mr. ant! Mrs. William Thorne and
evening away with a little tight
Miss iLuella Thorne have returned
skirted blonde; as also the hip hooray
from Melrose. Mass.,swhere they have
G LENCOVE
collegians escort an idle moment with
been visiting relatives. Mrs. Allen,
a certain amount of boredom a t
who was their guest the past winter,
Frank
Fuller
arrived
Monday
from
tached to their lapels; and last but
Florida where he was engaged in remained in Melrose for an extended
visit.
hotel business during the winter.

Harriet M. Nesbit. who has tfcen on
| the staff of "The Breakers” at Palm
Beach, Fla., is at Lake Worth for
two weeks as part of her vacation be
fore leaving for the North. A few
days will be spent at Miami and Day
Fuller Douglas and Robert Dowl tona Beach.
Miss Margaret Helller is in Boston
ing
who have been guests of Sterling
for a few days.
Morse have returned to Gardiner.
RO CK PORT
Mrs. John Gifford (Norma H utch
Mrs. William Tait who is staying
Services Sunday a t the Baptist
inson) of Saugus. Mass., is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Ralph Lufkin, Otis in Portland to be near her son Church, G. F. Currier, pastor, will be
William, a patient at Children's gin with church school a t 10 o'clock,
street. She returns Sunday.
Hospital, has been home for the week. followed by morning worship at 11
with a service appropriate to Palm
Mrs. Charles B. Rose of Springfield,
Miss Agnes Murphy, manager of Sunday: anthem by choir "Blessed
Mass., who has been spending the
winter at Tenant’s Harbor, left “The Agnes' Beauty Shop at Senter- is H e;’’ Junior church and storyThursday for Washington where she Crane's has returned from 10 days in service for the children; sermon
“Hosanna in the Highest;" Christian
will attend the D.A.R. Continental Boston.
Endeavor at 6 o'clock; subject “Our
Congress and will serve as first vice
Mrs. Clara Curtis was hostess to Welcome to Christ Today;" evening
chairman of the House Committee, a
praise service at 7: Partnership With
position she has held for the last two [ T&E Club Wednesday.
our Lord."
years. This is Mrs. Rose's ninth year
Mrs. Ashley M. Leach, Willow street
Schools in town closed Friday for
at the Congress, having served six
is much improved in health after four
the Easter vacation of one week.
years as a page.
weeks’ Illness.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
Mrs. Ednah Robbins and Mrs. Veda
Miss Bertha Kent, daughter of W Wednesday afternoon at the parson
Brown of Rockport leave today to be
P. Kent, 1C1 Gay street, left this age.
guests of Representative and Mrs. E.
morning for Port Chester, N. Y., where
Mrs. B. H. Paul is visiting her
C. Moran Jr., in Washington, D. C.
she will pass the summer with rela daughter. Mrs. Elliott Merrifield, and
for 10 days.
family a t Springvale for a few weeks.
tives.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
The 80th birthday of Mrs. Charles
The Congregational Missionary So
Thomas, formerly of Rockland, was ciety meets Wednesday afternoon at Chapter O E S will be Tuesday eve
celebrated March 31 at the home of 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Carl ning, preceded by a picnic supper.
her daughter Mrs. Lewis Allen, 18 Scnntag on Shaw avenue. Mrs. Joseph Following the meeting a social hour
Lenoxdale avenue. Dorchester, Mass. Emery assisting hostess. A play will with beano will be enjoyed in the
banquet hall.
Mere than 40 guests including the
be given in charge of Miss Hazel Mar
Special Holy Week services will be
St. Ann's Guild of All Saints Parish,
shall. Devotions in charge of Miss held next week at the two churches.
were present. Mrs. Thomas was in
Caroline Littlefield. Mrs. Carl Snow On Thursday evening at 7 at the Bap
receipt of telegrams, cards, gifts, will read.
tist Church. Rev. W. F. Brown of
flowers and two birthday cakes.
Camden will be the speaker, and on
Mr. and Mrs. Earle MaoWilliams
Miss Annie Dean entertained at were tendered a surprise party Wed Good Friday at 7 p. m. a t the Metho
supper and theatre party Wednesday nesday evening to celebrate their 15th dist Church. Rev. F. F. Fowle will
complimenting Mrs. John Gifford of wedding anniversary, guests being preach.
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
Saugus, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe, Mr. tained Monday evening a t the home
Mrs. Ozora Turner who has been and Mrs. Palmer Pease, Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar, 75
Raymond Ludwig. Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Willow street. Rockland with Miss
with Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker for the
Heline, Mrs. Evelyn White, Mrs. Helene Dunbar as hostess. Members
winter has returned to Thomaston
Austin Patch. Miss Mary Bird. Mrs. desiring transportation may com “ I fe e l that it w a s v e r y possibly in
and opened her house on Wadsworth
stru m en tal in sa v in g th e life of m y
George Clark, and Leon White Jr. municate with Rev. G. F. Currier.
street.
third o ld e st boy o n e n igh t w hen
Four tables of bridge were made up,
h e w a s on e year o ld .” M rs. A. G.
with
honors
going
to
Miss
Bird,
Mr.
The meeting of Junior Harmony
W eld on , M ed ford (M a s s .).
U N IO N
Club Wednesday evening at the home Ludwig. Mr. Lowe and Mrs. Ludwig.
rfrs. Alexander Fuller is visiting
of Mrs. Leola Noyes, was one of un Late lunch featured a beautifully
atives and friends in Brooklyn,
usual Interest. Several “alumnae" decorated wedding cake made by Mrs.
txander Fuller motored today to
members were present and gave a de Patch, and Mr. and Mrs. MacWilliams
Laxative Worm Expeller
lightful program, after which there were presented with many gifts in B oston'______________________________S ig n s of W orm s a r e : Constipation,
was a social hour and refreshments. keeping with their crystal .an
deranged stom ach , sw o lle n upper
niversary.
The program:
'jajajgjzrarafaizrgfzraraiajzrzjzizfzf I lip, offen sive b reath , hard and full
Piano. Novellozza, Godard. Miss Doro
th y Lawry: dance. Waltz Tap. Norma
Steavey; saxophone and trumpet. The
Colonel’s Party. Zemenick.
Florence
Dean and Marian Harvie, (Mrs. Faith
Berry at piano); vocal, A Birthday.
H untington Woodman. Miss Virginia
Richardson; piano. Siciliana. Resphlghi,
Naila Waltz. Delibes, Mi»6 Ruth Dondls.

O u r G r e a t S a le C o n tin u e s W ith U n p r e c e d e n t e d V a lu e s A d d e d D a ily .
W e O ffe r V e r y G e n e r o u s T r a d e - I n A llo w a n c e s o n Y o u r O ld F u r n it u r e
a n d W ill H o ld P ie c e s O r d e r e d a t t h e S a le f o r F u tu r e D e liv e r y .

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Gregory are
now home after passing the winter
in Portland.
The children in this vicinity held
a home talent play Saturday evening
in the garage at Sea View Cabins.
Those taking part were M argaret
Barrows. Katherine and Avis Taylor
and Norma Newton. The youngsters
played to a good sized audience.
The first shore parties arrived Sun
day morning when an auto bearing a
Massachusetts
license
and
a
physician plate parked nearby and
the occupants went to the ledges and
prepared a breakfast with the tempciature at 40 degrees, wind north
west, and plenty of ice cakes floating
about.
Mrs. Herman Farrow of Islesboro
has been visiting friends herc re
cently.
Mason Merrill has been employed
discharging coal at the gas plant in
Rockland.
Mrs. Belle Gregory has sold her

m il ls dwelling has been modernized by a veneer of common
brick applied on the original walls
at a cost, believe it or not, of just
$980. The result is a beautiful home,
with increased insulation, reduced
maintenance costs, lower rate of de
preciation and the highest degree of
satisfaction. A tighter, more fire
proof and more weatherproof ex
terior wall has been provided.
The uncommonly beautiful effect
obtained a t small cost by the addi
tion of a common brick veneer is
conclusively illustrated in the
’•after’’ picture shown here. Your

architect can help you in remodeling
your house so that its increased
value and decreased maintenance
will more than offset any costs.
The assistance now offered by the
Federal Housing Administration
makes it easier than ever before to
finance improvements and repairs
th a t increase the usefulness and
value of your property, and your
satisfaction in it. If you are plan
ning to modernize or repair your
home, you may obtain financial in
formation and construction sugges
tions, by writing to the Federal
Housing Administration, Washing
ton, D. G.

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

1 9 STARS! 2 BANDS!
6 SONGS! 100 6IRLS!
R ad io’s rin gm aster o f e n te r 
ta in m e n t in h is f ir s t g r e a t ’
W arn er B ros.picture! A real JI r in g sta r sh o w .tied in to a w h ir l-

L egal Notices
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas, Amber M. Fernald of Rockland in the County of Knox and State
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
July 1. iA. D 1929. and recorded In the
Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
221, Page 242, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land.
situated in said Rockland, with the
buildings thereon, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of
land formerly belonging to Fred Irish,
now of George Hart, on the Old County
Road. Northerly
from Blacklngton’s
corner; thence seventy-tye feet on the
said County Road to stake and stones;
thence back from said Road. Westerly,
one hundred feet to stake and stones;
thence seventy-five feet parallel to said
road to land formerly of said Irish, now
of said Hart: thence one hundred feet
on land formerly of said Fred Irish, now
of said Hart, to place of beginning.
i Being the sam e premises conveyed to
Lovlna A. Sturtevant, by Charles A.
Weymouth, by h is deed dated Septem 
ber 10th, 1913, and recorded In the Knox
County Registry of Deeds! Book 161,
Page 652
And Whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken;
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a fore
closure of said mortgage.
Dated at Thom aston. Maine this 4th
day of April, A D. 1935.
JOHN F. RICHARDSON
.
42-S-48

t w in d story b y th e a u th o rs
j o f " 2 0 M illion S w e e th e a r ts” !
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NOW
PLAYING

"PEOPLE'S ENEMY"
with PRESTON FOSTER

Shows 2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Continuous S alurdi,
2.00 to 10.30
Phone 892
Sunday Show Sponsored By Winslow-Holbrook P06t, No. 1. A. L.
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Lobsters, M arch Hill, W him s,
the Cam bridge an d Fishing
— A ll V ery R eadable

Realm o f Music

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
By Gladys St. C lair M organ
It now appears that there may be
some change in the lobster law—
I whether for better or worse time will
tell. A lobster is a lobster, be it 9 or
11 inches long, and any length will
Opera—glamorous, exciting, a sur sensibility and an imaginative in
do for most of us. if we can only get
(By Carl Ladd)
the price. At any rate, the lobster viving tradition th at creates a gala sight of the rarest sort, to the re
fishermen will soon tell us all about atmosphere, particularly In a city creation of the masterpieces of the
which has opera prevailing for only lyric stage." This is so true.
One of the most unassuming of it.
We were a bit disappointed in
• • • •
one short week Endless lines of shin
our local fliers is Leon Tanguay.
March didn't use us so bad after ing motor cars depositing their rich Lauritz Melchior, the "Lohengrin".
"Tang" doesn't boast of his flying all. “March hill”, as people call it, ly garbed passengers at the doors of First of all, he is so enormous. His
ability; he just lets you judge for is quite steep in places but with a the Temple of Music, shrill blasts of voice is of the robusto type, too, so
yourself. The writer, having flown good low gear in action it will take officers' whistles in an endeavor to neither in looks nor voice does he
embody
the
ethereal
knight,
with him a great deal will vouch for one over some rith e r hard places. keep traffic moving and give pedes
Lohengrin,
of
Wagner's
creation.
In
Everything seems to be running short trians a chance to cross the street.
his excellent judgment of hand, eye,
the last of March—even the coal bin The milling crowd in the outer lobby the heroic Wagnerian roles he should
and nerve under the most adverse
and wood piles peter out. But warm gathered long before the doors are shine, and does. When he was sing
conditions.
er weather will soon be here, which open, the libretto boys calling their ing at back stage, his voice took on a
Tang" was taught to fly when men is one thing, at least, th at we have wares, and the row of standees lined muffled quality, but that may have
were men, and ships were haywire, the pleasure of looking forward to. up from the box office way into the been due to house acoustics, for when i
he was at the front his voice rang i
receiving his training back in 1920 It's a wonderful thing—this chang street and around the corner. There
clear His best singing was In Scene
ing
of
seasons.
is
a
feeling
of
excitement
in
the
air,
at the Pensacola Naval training sta
• • • •
an anticipatory tenseness, much high 1, Act III. following the bridal chorus
tion in Florida It was due to this ■Whims Mr. Webster's definition:
chatter as notes on the singers are and in Lohengrin's Narrative in the 1
training that he was able to come capricious fancy, freak notion. It was
final act.
compared.
through several crack-ups. (Experi not many years ago when parents
K arin Branzell, another S candi-,
• «• *
ence is what makes the better pilot, made their children wear camphor
At last the doors open and carried naviam singer, as Ortrud was grand
folks). In 1921 he received his com- bags around their throats to ward off along with the eager throng we work a stunning woman with a gorgeous ,
m‘s-:ion in the Navy as "Lieutenant contagious diseases. A nutmeg on a our way to our seats, which we find, voice richly colored. The critics, oi '
Junior Grade " After flying about string around the throat was a sure in triumphant glee, are in a box in the at least Warren Storey Smith said
seven years for the navy. "Tang” took preventative of nose bleed. A potato famous "golden" horseshoe. However th a t she was insufficiently baleful,
his reserve commission and has held carried in a man's pocket was a at a matinee performance it is a much sinister, or malignant, as Ortrud.
It ever since.
certain cure for rheumatism, (I know subdued "golden" horseshoe although probably harking back to the role as
Several years later "Tang" was of a person who carries one in his here and there we see evidences of done by Schumann-Hcink. I had no
made chief pilot of Dennison airport pocket now). A piece of tarred string
best bibs and tuckers, and as we look comparisons to suffer, and to me she
in Hyannis Mass., staying there for around the waist line would safe
out over' the audience which fills was sufficiently “baleful, sinister and
feur years. It was through his ability guard against a lame back, and last,
every nook and cranny of the old malignant.” In any event Flagsted
that the airport was put on a paying but not least, was the sulphur bag
Boston Opera House, we see many- and Branzell outsang and "out*acted
basis
suspended from the throat to prevent gorgeous fur coats, mantles, shoulder the men in the cast, far and again.
"T ang" not being the boasting diphtheria. Well, if a diphtheretic
• • • •
capes. It doesn't seem possible there
kind, some people don't realize the germ ever got near one of those
We
were
repelled
by the appearance
could be one more person squeezed
scope of his flying. I t is a fact that sulphur bags, especially on a hot day,
in
anywhere,
floor,
boxes,
balconies,
of
the
so-called
bridal
chamber a
he has flown over 2.000.000 air miles; it was a goner.
gloomy
dungeon-like
place,
a dingy
even
"nigger
heaven"
are
filled
to
also over several foreign countries
• • «•
overflowing, literally so, for there are I brown, the only furnishings being a
including Canada. France. England
When the steamship Cambridge
and Germany. He has put 25.000 was wrecked in Feb. 1886. it was one many many standees. In "nigger bench by an open window through
hours of flying time into his log of the worst winters for years. In heaven" and in the rows of standees which streamed the "moonlight". 1
books. AU types of ships, including the roads the snow was two feet deep one finds the true, the passionate questioned Carrie Burpee Shaw re
the country's heaviest transport ships and in some places three. This town music lover. "Nigger heaven" must garding this, knowing in her years
reduce sight and sound materially, in New York she must have seen
have been flown by him.
had only one mail out in the morn
"Tang" is a member of that fa ing and one at night, a schedule and it takes a real passion to be Lohengrin many times. She laughed
mous organization. "The Quiet Bird- which continued until a few years ago willing to stand through an opera, at my question and said: "Yes, I
men ' that honors among its mem when it was changed to two in and especially a Wagnerian opera which have seen Lohengrin many times,
and the bridal chamber is always
usually runs to quite some length.
bers, Lindbergh, Commander Byrd.
two out. in effect now. On the day
At last the lights are lowered, voices brown and dingy."
Bernt Balchen. and scores of other
the Cambridge was lost, the captain
• • • •
are hushed. Arthur Bodanzky mounts
notable flyers. Just recently, the
and purser landed at Port Clyde and
to the conductor's pedestal, raises
"Aero Club of Maine" made him one
One
cannot
say too much about
had to reach Rockland that day.
of their directors.
his baton and from his orchestra the orchestra under Bodanzky's con
Tracy and Mathews ran a large livery
No matter where "Tang" goes he
comes the heavenly strains of the ducting. The peculiar radiance which
stable here and the captain offered
is greeted with big smiles and many a
Prelude to "Lohengrin", the curtains shines from the music of "Lohengrin
the manager of the stable. W alter H.
hearty handshake. The pilots and
swing open, and—
shone always from the orchestra pit
mechanics consider him one of the Mathews, $50 if he would land them
• • • •
and Mr. Bodanzky built climaxes
in
Rockland
and
If
the
horse
was
best flyers in New England.
which had a spiritual as well as a
Yes,
this
is
the
picture
Freda
After 15 years of flying, experience hurt in any way he would pay for it. Searles, whose guest I was in Boston tonal power. I think I shall never
So
Mr.
Mathews
hitched
up
his
best
has taught him th a t it is better to
last week, and I have to remember. hear anything more exquisitely
be. not the best pilot, but the oldest. horse, Daisy, with William N.
"Lohengrin" was the opera we saw beautiful than the Prelude.
Any man that puts the safety of his Gardner as driver, and they started.
and heard, a never to be forgotten
I
t
was
very
bad
traveling
and
most
passengers and ship first is well able
RESULTS OF REPEAL
of the way they had to go through performance, for it was our good
to fulfill this motto.
fortune to hear Kirsten Flagstad,
fields
and
over
stonewalls
but
Mr.
About the first of May he is leav
famous Norwegian soprano, in the Tremendous Inerea t In Ixes of Life
ing for Rangeley Lakes for the sum Gardner made the trip all right.
Limb and Property, Says Insurance
role of Elsa, substituted for Lotte
mer. Rockland's loss of a good fellow William Hastings worked in the stable
Company
Lehmann
who
has
been
ill
with
influ
and amiable citizen is Rangeley’s at th a t time and he said the horse
enza.
Miss
Searles
through
the
gain, so "Happy Landings" and keep was about played out—not much good
[Extract from the annual report of
medium of libretto, score, and records
after that trip.
your nose up “Tang!"
had familiarized herself with the the Board of Directors of the Lum
• • • •
I went deep sea fishing once with opera so thoroughly that I had to be bermen's Mutual Casualty Companyl
The most serious problem with
A1 Rawley and Clifford Rawley on on tiptoe every minute to grasp all
a beautiful September day. We ar the points and keep pace with her. which the company had to deal in
COLBY COLLEGE
rived at Matinicus late in the day and In any event both of us were suf 1934 was the tremendous increase in
(By J. Warren Bishop)
the only place we could get into was ficiently prepared so that we got
the number of street and highway
a fisherman's camp owned by James everything possible out of the opera.
accidents. On a nationwide basis fatal
The next college holiday wiU come Teel, as I remember. There was one
• * • •
accidents alone increased 16".
A
April 19, Patriot's Day. The admini wide bunk and a small one, each
Flagstad, whose coming to the
stration has approved a petition by supplied with a fisherman's net for Metropolitan Opera has created a death occurred every 15 minutes, an
the student council for the inclusion mattress. These nets are covered sensation the like of which has not injury every 30 seconds. Unquestion
ably the major factor in this appall
of Saturday, April 20.
with round wooden floats about the been known in years, is all that the
ing situation was inadequate control
• • • •
size of croquet balls, also some cork critics say of her. From press re
of the liquor traffic following the re 
George C. West, former correspond
floats. With about three of these in views I had drawn an idealic picture peal of prohibition. The political par
ent for The Courier-Gazette, has been
the small of one's back and a couple of this Scandinavian singer, so you ties which so earnestly proclaimed be
appointed by the Waterville city coun
more under the shoulders one can can readily see that my expectations fore election that the saloon would
cil to the office of city solicitor for the
imagine how they would compare were high. But I was not doomed to not return have almost without ex
coming year.
with a soft top mattress. However, disappointment, and that must tell ception forgotten
*** •
their solemn
In addition to the State series, the we survived. A few dents in our back you how wonderful she is, for we are promises.
baseball team will play Brown, North and shoulders didn't m atter—we were all so prone to let our expectations
The result is that in many import
eastern and the U. S. Coast Guard going fishing! Going out by Matini run riot. She is very handsome, ant sections conditions with respect
Academy. Golf, track, and tennis cus Rock the captain ordered hooks medium height and shapely. She has to the liquor traffic are the worst in
teams will also face interesting sched baited and we hove to and started an exquisite cameolike profile, and the history of the country. This,
ules, each with several games away fishing. We caught plenty of very carries herself like a queen. While combined with the mania of the
fine pollack and large ones. On the she is dark complexioncd. rare for a younger generation for high-speed
from home.
way back A1 said he had to get a Norwegian, for the role of Elsa she automobiles, has produced thorough
heifer on board at Matinicus and take wore the traditional blond wig with ly disastrous result. The most widely
A SUNRISE SERVICE
her to Port Clyde. There being no long heavy golden braids over her advertised word wherever automobiles
To He Held Easter Morning On Cadil wharf there and the sea smooth we shoulders.
are mentioned is SPEED when it
lac Mt., Mt. Desert
went in on the beach and got the
Speaking of her carriage, I never should be SAFETY. Those manufac
heifer down to the boat by push and shall forget her entry in Scene II., turers of automobiles who have vied
The first sunlight of the Easter pull (not cash and carry) and rolled
Act I.—clad in long white trailing with each other to produce fast, light
dawn in this country touches the her in over the side. She broke off
robes, so slowly advancing, so state weight cars in the low price range
heights of Cadillac on Sunday. April the reverse gear lever of the engine
ly. There she stood at last, surround without proper consideration of the
21. at 4.55. for Mt. Desert Island is the and put both hind feet down through
ed by the Saxons and Thuringians factor of safety are not without fault.
highest point on the easternmost the standing room floor before we
and the men of Brabant, her ladies
During prohibition much was made
State of the Union.
could get her tied. However, we ar in the background, a group of men of an occasional death through
The sunrise service, which is the rived before dark and delivered the
and women in gorgeous costumes of speakeasy raid or the consumption of
sixth annual event of its kind on goods.
glowing color, glittering armor, bad liquor. The tremendous increase
the island probably will be attended
■Elmer E. Allen
shields, flashing swords, yet in her in the loss of life and limb and prop
by 2000 people. Dr. Albert L. Whit
Tenants Harbor, April 10.
white it seemed as if all the light erty since repeal so completely over
aker of the Episcopal parishes of Seal
was concentrated in her. She is shadows the few losses of life during
and Northeast Harbor, St. Mary's-by
graceful, and a finished actress, so prohibition as to make the latter seem
the-Sea and St. Jude's at Seal Harbor
natural th a t she makes the others trivial. And the worst of it is th at
will speak.
around her seem stage puppets. She far too many of those who are pay
Cadillac in Acadia National Park
has the charm of quiet dignity, and ing the penalty are young men and
1537 feet above the sea. has religious
young women whom the country can
understands repose.
associations because the transfigura
She is hailed as the greatest ill afford to lose.
tion prayer in the American Episco
Wagnerian soprano of many years,
There is just one answer to this most
pal Prayer book was composed on the
and one can well believe it. Her voice serious problem. The solution lies in
top of the mountain by Bishop Wil
flows clearly and smoothly, with ap proper regulation and. of even more
liam Croswell Doane who during his
parent lack of effort, above the importance, in law enforcement. An
lifetime -was one of the most promi
orchestral crescendos of Wagnerian aroused public opinion is the only
nent residents of Northeast Harbor
music—miraculously so. Her tone force that will compel public officials
is always divinely beautiful and she to redeem their pledges and do their
is blessed with perfect pitch. duty. Elimination of political fixing
Lawrence Gilman in one of his re and severe punishment of traffic vio
views says of Flagstad; "She is an lators are the only practical ways to
artist of insurpassable artistic devout reduce accidents due to speeding and
ness and integrity, devoting a beau reckless driving as well as driving
tiful voice, an exquisite musical while intoxicated.
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Think..
only 4 6 5 for
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Chevrolet /
New Standard and M aster De Luxe . . . in eleven beautiful body-types .

. all

with valve-in-head engine . . . all providing the same basic Chevrolet quality
r p A L K a b o u t v a l u e ! . . . Y o u c e r ta in ly g e t
i t , in o v e r w h e lm in g m ea su re, w h en y o u

sidered e x ce p tio n a l e v e n if th ey sold a t m u c h
high er prices.

A n d th e y give tliis n e w p e r 

b u y o n e o f th e b ig . b e a u tifu l, fin e ly -b u ilt

form an ce w ith even lower gas and oil con

C h e v r o le ts for 1935. C h e v r o le t prices are th e

sumption th an in a n y previou s C h e v r o le t

world"s lowest prices for a six , b u t t h a t ’s o n ly

m od el. V isit y o u r n earest C h ev r o let d ea ler

h a lf th e sto r y , a s y o u w ill q u ick ly ag ree w h en

a n d get full in fo r m a tio n a b o u t th e

y o u e x a m in e an d drive a new C h e v r o le t. A ll

S tan d ard C h e v r o le t, w ith list p rices o f $165

C h e v r o le ts are th e highest-

t o $550, at F lin t , M ic h . . . . a n d t h e new

o f th e se n ew

N ew

quality ca rs in C h e v r o le t h isto ry . . . fin ely

M a ster D e L u x e C h e v r o le t— th e a r isto cr a t

e n g in e er ed . . . sm a r tly tailored . . . p r e cisio n -

o f th e low -price fie ld — w ith lis t p r ice s o f

b u ilt.

T h e ir p erform an ce is a thrilling new

kind of performance th a t w ou ld b e c o n 

$ 5 6 0 to $675, a t F lin t , M ich.
CHOOSE CHEVHOLET FOR QUALITY AT LOW COSTI

f t t N S U P . l.itt
price o f New Stand
ard
Roadster at
H in t . M ich.. U 6 *.
ffl th b u m p e r s ,
tpare H r . and lira
lock. th e H it price
Is ttb.M additional,
e ric a, quoted In
this advertitem ent
are I I . t a t H in t,
M ic h ., and ora tub]e c t to c h an g e
w ithou t notice.
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PEASLEE & ROSS
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ing and painting on the interior of
NEVER HEARD OF URIAS
the tower.
Superintendents Brush and Samp Stonington Authority On Genealogy
Tells of Pendleton Family
son called at the Station April 2 and
made the regulation inspection.
Stonington, April 4.
Clifford Rainy of Boothbay Harbor
was a recent visitor at the cottage of Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
In regard to E. H. Pendleton's in 
Mr Wilson on Fisherman Island.
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
Keeper Robinson and son Millard quiry about Urias Pendleton. I am
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
were ashore recently for mail* and sorry to say that I do not know Urias,
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
supplies.
but I do know that Azubah Arcy.
Maine's waterfront.
Bennie Blapc took Thomas McAfee
(whom the Arey history credits as
and Mr. Rainy to Fisherman Island
the wife of Urias) married Ira Ncwlast
week.
O for a soft and gentle wind!
forth the usual repast. She had add
I heard a fair one cry;
mf,n Mcrithew. son of Benjamin, hav
ed sponge cake and gelatin to the
But give to me the snoring breeze
THOSE MILK PRICES
And white waves heaving hlgn:
ing been published in Vinalhavcn.
menu because of an Important an n i
And white waves heaving high, my boys.
versary. A social time was enjoyed.
The good ship tight and tree
Sept. 10. 1848
The world of waters ts'our home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T Sterling attend Furni'hing Trouble All Around the
And merry men arc we
I recently had occasion to peruse
Clock For New Milk Board
—Allan Cunningham
ed funeral services Friday afternoon
Chamberlin's Arcy history, as pub
for their friend C. E. Toothaker in
Maine’s new milk price and dis lished In the N E.H G. Register, and
Cape Elizabeth
Portland.
tribution
control board's first price found it quite unreliable as he did
Robert Sterling with Mrs. Sterling
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt called on
and Mrs. Hilt visited Saturday after Miss Elizabeth Sterling in Portland fixing effort—covering the Portland not have access to records and dates
noon at the Station.
Monday.
area—met with such strenuous oppo but relied mostly on information from
Miss Emily Whitney of Portland
Our neighbor, Keeper Roy Meyers sition a rehearing of the case was older members of the family none of
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. of Ram Island Light, vjsited at the
whom arc Infallible in giving data on
called for next Tuesday in the State
Elliot.
station Wednesday and was dinner
families composed of a dozen or more
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cheney. Royal guest of P. O Hilt. Mr. Meyers was House.
children. In most instances, the data
The Portland area price to consum would be correct were It transferred
Cheney and Miss Mildred Cook. R N., getting a birdseye view of the land
were recent visitors in Portsmouth. ing over at his station.
ers was increased last Sunday by the' to its proper place as, in a family of
N. H.
What a hubbub the sea kicked up board approximately one cent, mak three or four girls, he usually got the
Lawson Beal and Joseph Beal and this week and what a sight, watching ing the retail price 12 cents a quart. husbands wrongly placed.
families have moved to the Pifer rent, j waves roll in with a roar all day Wed
This is just what he did with the
One of the largest distributors in the
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. nesday and Thursday. The crowd
family of Crosbv and Annie (PhilSeavey at the Cuckolds on the birth that gathered to see the sea went to State filed a protest and the board, brook) Arev of Vinalhaven. He sta t
of a son. James Everett.
their homes with salt in their eyes at the request of the Portland sales ed that their daughter Jane married
Radio Chief and Mrs. Edward La- and a mouthful to discuss as they committee of the New England Milk Ira Merlthew when it was her sister
Producers' Association, decided to re Azubah who married him. Ira and
Croix passed the weekend in Boston gathered for the evening chat.
Azubah Ann.(called “Ruby”) have a
Mr. LaCroix recently bought a Ford
Mrs. Adora Hilt entertained Good open the case.
At a Waterville market area meet daughter yet living in Stonington,
coupe.
Timers Wednesday at her home with
How many arc aware that R. Sterl the members all present excepting ing of the board producer* requested Sarah Elizabeth Mcrithew, widow of
ing. assistant keeper at Portland Head, Mrs. Myra Robertson who was ill. a price of six cents per quart, point Wm. Marshman Sellers.
This leaves Jane Arey unaccounted
has written a book which Is soon to be There were eight guests and a busy ing out that some have been getting
published? It contains a complete day was passed. Tongues wagged, only four. Approval of the producers’ for, unless she married this mysteri
history of all the lighthouses and knitting needles clicked and crochet request would increase the retail price ous Uriah Pendleton Mrs. Sellers Is
their keepers as well as the govern hooks dipped In and out—the day to a minimum of 11 cents a quart In seriously 111 but if It should happen
that she can recall that her Aunt
that area.
ment tenders and captains. It will wasn't quite long enough.
The milk board, consisting of Wal Jane married this Uriah. I will com
• • • •
make highly interesting and instruc
ter H. Perkins of Portland, a deal municate the same to Mr. Pendleton,
tive reading.
Ram Island
er; Harold Shaw of Sanford, a pro along with what information I can
Mrs. Christine Anderson and three
Lighthouse brothers and sisters, we ducer-dealer; Wilbur T. Rowell of learn about him, through your paper.
daughters are visiting her mother Mrs. arc on the air again and send you
Holden and Dr. John A. Ness of Au
I trust this will be of some service
Bertha Cheney.
hearty greetings.
burn. producers, and Commissioner to the inquirer.
• • • •
At one time this year we thought Frank P Washburn of the State De
Mildred Sellers Allen
Portland Head
spring has arrived, but cold weather partment of agriculture, was ap
Addendum:—Mrs. Sellers has been
We have had a number of visitors returned and now we are not so sure. pointed by Gov .Brann.
conferred with and says th a t her
Millard and Guy Robinson recently
at the station the past week.
Adding further to the difficulties of mother had no sister Jane Arey and
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and Mrs. made a trip to town for mail.
the new milk control board was a she never heard of Urias Pendleton,
Thomas McAfee returned home prospective protest from 60 milk pro so where Chamberlin got these per
Sterling while Calling on the Hilts
Sunday evening were treated to a from Boston for the coming season. ducers In the Bangor-Brewer milk sonages from we probably will never
We have started the seasonal scrap shed area.
little surprise when Mrs. Hilt brought
know.
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